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ABSTRACT

Mine backfilling, filling of underground mined voids with processed tailings, is an integral process within the mining cycle and brings multiple benefits. Engineered barricades are constructed, to retain the backfill within the mined void (stope), across the horizontal drives before backfilling. Failure of such a slurry retaining barricade not only endangers the miners’ lives but also has led to many financial losses. Correct engineered design of barricade would bring safety and efficiency to the mining operation. The purpose of this thesis is to critically assess the arching and stress developments within backfilled stopes and drives and to develop a methodology to estimate the loads onto barricades, synthesizing analytical, numerical and laboratory studies.

The arching theory is revisited and analytical equations are established, with limit equilibrium analysis method, for the vertical stress determination within the stope, considering the stope perimeter to the cross sectional areas as the basis. Numerical simulations were carried out to record the vertical stress at the bottom of the stope, which is a unique way of stress recording and has not been identified by previous studies. Although the lateral variation of vertical stress is well understood, there is a lack of simplified models to estimate the vertical stress at any point within the backfilled structure. Vertical stress isobars, were created with the use of numerical simulations, enable to estimate the vertical stress at any point within a backfilled structure up to a depth of six times the width. This has been extended to axisymmetric situations that can represent grain storage silos.

A novel laboratory model was developed to identify the factors affecting lateral load on barricade as well as to measure the variation of the barricade loads with the change of barricade location within the drive (offset distance) and the effect of barricade width. Transducers were used to measure the horizontal normal stress on the barricade and the vertical stress at the stope centre and the stope corner. With laboratory tests, it is
observed that the barricade stress decreased with the offset distance and increased with the drive width. Then the barricade stress is estimated with modified analytical equation, which considers the equilibrium of a vertical layer element. Additionally, three dimensional numerical simulations were carried out to replicate the laboratory tests. The barricade stress estimated from analytical equations, numerical simulations and laboratory tests varied within a narrow range for all three approaches but the stress estimations were deviated at the stope entrance because of the continuum approach. Finally, an empirical equation to estimate the barricade stress in full scale mine backfilling situations was proposed with the test results, considering the offset distance, the drive width and the vertical stress at the stope centre.

In order to improve the understanding of the stress variation within a backfilled stope, the previous laboratory models were modified to measure the average vertical stress and the horizontal stress on the stope wall. The vertical stress variations from laboratory model tests showed two distinct regions of vertical stress deviation, the upper region showing an exponential variation followed by a linear variation in the lower region of the stope. In contrast, the arching theory as well as finite difference numerical simulations use the continuum approach and predict an asymptotic vertical stresses achieved at large depths. Additionally, laboratory model tests revealed that the lateral pressure coefficient is not a constant along the depth. The deviations occurred as the cohesionless granular material differs from the concept of continuum approach considered in arching theory as well as in finite difference numerical simulations. Therefore, an alternative analytical solution, considering the particulate approach and inter-particle forces, was proposed. The vertical stress variation within a backfilled stope or silo, as studied through laboratory model test, could successfully match the new analytical solution which considered the presence of intermediate arching conditions with the packing of cohesionless granular material.
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<td>Unconfined Compressive Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAC</td>
<td>Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAC$^{3D}$</td>
<td>Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in three dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCU</td>
<td>James Cook University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning Electron Microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC</td>
<td>Particle Flow Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 General

Underground mining is the process of extracting mineral ore deposits. The massive ore bodies are divided into blocks or stopes, and the ore is mined from those stopes sequentially. The processed mineral waste is called tailings and the disposal of tailings in a safe, stable and economical manner is very important and beneficial to all stakeholders. Tailings were earlier disposed to surface impoundments, but limited availability of land area motivates one to find alternative means of tailings disposal. The void generated after mining the ore from underground is backfilled with a mixture including the processed mineral waste. The interest in mine backfilling is increasing and in some instances regulations were implemented for mandatory backfilling of mined voids considering the environmental impact from releasing mine waste to land or sea (Nantel 1998; Keen et al. 2007). For example, Jabiluka Uranium mine situated in Kakadu National Park, Australia had to direct all the tailings to underground due to lack of space for surface tailings facilities (ERA 2003).

1.1.1 Mining

Mining is a major industry in Australian economy and can be classified into two categories based on the location: underground and open pit mining. Underground mining extracts the valuable ore from deep ore bodies and the ore body is accessed through ramps, shafts and tunnels (Figure 1.1). In contrast, open pit mining extracts the mineral ore from the earth by removal of ore from an open pit or open cut mining, where the overburden is relatively thin. Mineral distribution, ore grade, ore deposit dimensions, prevailing rock conditions and dilution rates decide the optimum mining method to be adopted in underground mining (Brady and Brown 1985). Deep massive ore bodies can be mined through open stoping methods (sublevel open stoping, secondary or tertiary stoping and vertical crater retreat) with the use of backfilling.
In open stoping method, the ore body is divided into sections or stopes to carry out the mining operations. Often rectangular, square or narrow sections or stopes are mined such that the previously mined stopes are filled before mining the next stope (Figure 1.2). Open stoping mining method accounts for 60% of total underground tonnage in Canada (De Souza et al. 2003) and also a significant quantity in Australia (Grice 2001). Stope widths range from 2.7 m to 25 m and heights range from 11 m to 180 m (Evans et al. 2007). In open stoping, there are two production methods: (1) short hole mining, which is similar to development mining, except that it occurs in ore, and (2) long hole mining, which requires two accesses within the ore at different elevations to drill holes between the two levels and then production is carried out.

Figure 1.1. Idealised infrastructure in an underground mine, showing the basic elements around a stope (source: www.wikipedia.com)
The blasted ore is removed from the bottom level via drives or drifts used as machinery paths and providing the link between stopes and other underground facilities (Figure 1.2). Usually drives are created only to cater to the underground traffic, and are barricaded before backfilling the stope. As it is required to support the host rock after exploitation the stope, backfill can be used as a bulking agent. When backfill is used with underground mining, a number of extraction strategies are available to optimize pillar recovery. In general, a stoping sequence is driven by ore grade requirements, operational issues such as existing development and fill availability, as well as induced stress considerations (Villaescusa 2003).

Figure 1.2. Open stoping sequence with backfilling showing the barricade
1.1.2 Geomechanics in underground mining

The underground in situ rock stress conditions are affected by mining because the confinement conditions are changed in the stope vicinity. However, managing the host rock stress conditions is essential to maintain the safety and operational efficiency. The importance of underground geomechanics related to mining can be highlighted further with Figure 1.3, which summarises the fatalities related to Australian mining as reported by Mineral Council Australia’s annual safety and performance reports from

![Figure 1.3](image-url)

(a) Fatalities in Australian mining industry, as reported by Mineral Council of Australia for 1999 to 2009; (a) fatalities breakdown due to cause and (b) geomechanically caused fatalities are categorised based on the location.
In Figure 1.3, any cause of fatality related to geomechanics, such as rock falls, rock bursts and fill barricade failures are considered as geomechanical. Any fatality originated with machinery manoeuvring and repair activities is counted under ‘machineries, driving’. The other causes, such as inadequate handling of instrument and natural causes are categorised into ‘supports, natural’ category. Almost a quarter of the fatalities during 1999 - 2009, were caused by geomechanical issues (Figure 1.3). Further, fatalities due to geomechanical causes are classified with the location in Figure 1.3b, which highlights that 80% of the geomechanically caused fatalities occurred within underground operations. Several fatalities are counted from backfill runoffs occurring with barricade failures. Therefore, the underground geomechanics especially related to mine backfilling needs to be well understood for safe and efficient mining operations.

1.1.3 Mine backfilling

Though the backfill system is often expensive, typically covering about 30% of total mining costs, reliability and flexibility of the backfill system greatly support the mining operation (Bloss 2014). Backfill is an integral part of the mining cycle and brings production, safety and financial performance benefits (Evans et al. 2007). Backfill offers a versatile solution for waste disposal and sometimes uses surface pit waste or quarried aggregates as constituents to enhance the strength and flow properties of the backfill. In every backfilling situation, there may be one or more drives needing barricading to isolate the stope (Figure 1.2). Backfilling is a concurrent operation with mining and cannot be delayed as the next mining cycle depends on backfilling the stopes. Thus, development of the efficient backfill system can lower the cost of mining and bring operational benefits to the mining process.

The main purposes of mine backfilling are as follows.
To achieve local and regional ground support
- To maximise ore extraction
- To control the ore dilution
- To dispose waste in an effective and environmentally friendly manner
- To reduce the need and maintenance of surface tailings ponds
- To improve ventilation and fire control aspects
- To control ground subsidence
- To acts as a working floor for the next mining cycle

The backfill quantities used per annum are high in Australia. For instance, the backfilled tonnage is two million tonnes or greater per annum (Grice 2003). The choice of materials that are utilized for fill preparation depends on the location of backfilling, availability of materials for a particular fill and prevailing ground conditions (Grice 1998a). Therefore, classified or total stream of tailings is processed and directed to mined out stopes. According to fill properties and preparation method, backfills can be divided into:

- Hydraulic fills (HF)
- Paste fill
- Aggregate / Rock fill

When free standing walls are not expected when mining adjacent stopes, the stopes can be filled with uncemented or slightly cemented HFs, just as a bulking agent to fill the void. Therefore, in stoping methods, the tertiary stope is usually filled with HFs. The backfilling in underground massive ore body mining is further illustrated with the egg crate pattern stope planning for 1100 ore body in Mount Isa Mines, Australia (Figure 1.4). In preparing HFs, fines (i.e., the clay fraction) are removed from total stream tailings through hydrocyclones (de-sliming) to increase the permeability to facilitate fast drainage. After preparation at surface fill plants, the fill is pumped or allowed to gravitate to underground. HF possess low to moderate in situ strength and
HF placement rates can be as high as 100 – 200 t/h. Moreover, sufficient time should be left to allow draining the excessive water.

Total mill tailings are used to process paste fills and about 50 - 200 t/h placement rates can be achieved. Negligible water run-offs are encountered as the water is used internally for the cementation process and often no provision is left for drainage with CPB. Higher free standing walls can be achieved with paste fills, in which the rheology is modified at the paste fill plant. However, paste fill has a more difficult rheology to manage than lower density hydraulic fill due to a higher pressure loss per unit length of pipe and a higher angle of repose when placed in a stope (Potvin 2005).

![Figure 1.4. Plan view related to egg crater pattern stoping sequence at Mount Isa Mines (reproduced from Simpson (2007))]
operations conveyors are used to manage the placement costs. Additionally, de-slimed tailings are used solely or combined with aggregates, rock, or cement to prepare the required backfill composition.

1.2 Problem statement

Engineered barricades are built across horizontal drives to retain the backfill slurry in the stopes. Failure of such a slurry retaining barricade not only endangers the miners’ lives but also has led to many financial losses such as damage to mining equipment, underground rehabilitation due to flooding and cessation of operations for a considerable amount of time (Duffield et al. 2003; Sivakugan et al. 2006a; Yumlu and Guresci 2007). A catastrophic failure, the collapse of a hydraulic fill barricade at Bronzewing mine in Western Australia has resulted in three fatalities (Celeste 2000; Torlach 2000). Several other examples are presented in Table 1.1. Although most of the barricade failures are not reported in detail, it was evident that there is increased rate of backfill barricade failures. After all, the need to understand the stress developments within the mine stope and the need for the correct engineered design of barricade are increasing.

Table 1.1. Reported backfill barricade failures in Australia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Incident/ Mine</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003-</td>
<td>Twelve barricade failures</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Helinski et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Two barricade failures</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Grice (1998b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Two mines-five barricade failures</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Revell and Sainsbury (2007b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 Objectives and scope of research

The aim of this research is to critically assess the arching and stress developments within backfilled stopes and drives and to develop a methodology to estimate the loads onto barricades synthesizing analytical, numerical and laboratory studies.

The following objectives are set in order to estimate loads onto backfilled barricades.

1. To revisit the stress transfer mechanisms in hydraulic backfilled stopes
2. To identify the factors that affect the lateral load on barricade and develop suitable analytical expressions
3. To measure the variation of the barricade loads with the change of barricade location within the drive and the effect of barricade dimension on stresses in laboratory tests
4. To develop three dimensional numerical models to verify the laboratory model tests
5. To measure vertical stress in backfilled stopes and develop alternative analytical solutions to verify the test results

The analytical, numerical and laboratory studies are conducted concurrently and the outcome for the barricade stress is compared for all three techniques. The agreements or deviations among the results will generate:

- Improvement in the current state-of-the-art related to stress developments within backfilled mine stopes and drives,
- The concept of vertical stress isobars, and simple design charts to determine the vertical stress variations within backfilled structures including silos and stopes, and
- An alternative analytical methodology to address the stress developments within backfilled stopes.


1.4 Relevance of research

Backfilling facilitates the optimization of the performance of the chosen mining method. There are numerous examples where mine production is directly related to the effectiveness and speed of filling empty stopes (Henderson et al. 1997). The overall productivity is severely constrained by the individual stope cycle times as stopes must be mined, filled and cured before an adjacent stope can be extracted. Barricades are temporary structures that need to support the loading from the backfill placed onto the stope. The water introduced into the stope, especially with hydraulic fill, can lead to higher hydraulic heads and the safety of the barricade can be jeopardized. Fill retaining barricades are normally constructed to isolate the backfilling stope. There are several methods available to estimate the vertical stresses within the backfilled stopes and the loads on the barricade, such as analytical, in situ stress measurements, physical modelling and numerical simulations. Analytical methods allow a preliminary assessment of the anticipated loads onto the barricade. However, the assumptions and simplifications to the geometry, barricade or rock interface properties, and the properties of the barricade limit the confidence in these design estimations for field application.

Barricades vary in thickness, which is determined by the drive dimensions and loadings from backfill. However, when there is lack of understanding of the geomechanics related to backfill, barricade stresses are overestimated, and thus there is a tendency to construct larger barricades than necessary. For example, one metre thick heavily reinforced concrete barricades have been built (Mitchell et al. 1975). Construction of a such large barricade is not only expensive, but also causes considerable delays in the mining cycle due to time taken for the construction and curing of the barricade (Mitchell et al. 1975). Therefore, correct estimates of loads onto the barricades would lead to the optimum barricade design and favour the speed of the mining cycle.
Therefore, while it is necessary to optimize the thickness of the barricade and to minimize time taken for the construction, the barricade needs to be able to sustain the loads induced by backfill. This study will investigate the forces acting on barricades in order to quantify the requirements for the barricade dimensions. Dry, uncemented hydraulic fills are considered in this study. Realistic determination of the vertical stresses within the mine stope and drives can pave the way to improving the design of barricades as well as minimise the risks associated with underground mining. Therefore, optimising of the design of barricades will balance the performance and safety concerns in underground mining. Furthermore, the stress developments onto bulkheads when the stope is filled with CPB would be different to the stresses from this study.

1.5 Thesis overview

Chapter 1 provides the introduction to mine backfilling and discusses the significance of studying the stress developments within backfilled mines and drives to enhance the understanding on loads acting on the barricades.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to mine backfilling and barricade failures. The latter section of Chapter 2 reviews the analytical equations used with arching theory and reliability of the assumptions.

Chapter 3 focusses on understanding the in situ stress state within a backfilled mine stope. First section summarises the laboratory tests carried out with square, circular and rectangular model stopes and identifies that the vertical stress variation from laboratory model tests shows a linear increase with depth without reaching an asymptotic vertical stress even at large depths. Next, finite difference numerical simulations were used to replicate the backfilling into model stopes and at the end of Chapter 3, vertical stresses calculated from analytical, numerical and laboratory test approaches were compared and the implications are discussed.
Chapter 4 emphasizes the lateral variation of vertical stress within backfilled structures, which is not generally estimated by analytical equations. Numerical simulations were used to carry out a sensitivity analysis of the fill parameters that influence the vertical stress within a stope. The vertical stress contours within the backfill are presented as isobar charts. The proposed plane strain stress isobars can be used to estimate stresses in plane strain backfill situations, such as backfilled narrow mine stopes and backfilled trenches. Also, the proposed axisymmetric stress isobars can be used to estimate stresses in circular structures and the axisymmetric stress variation closely matches the vertical stress variation in backfilled structures with square cross section in plan. Additionally, an equation is proposed with interpolation to estimate vertical stresses in mine stopes with other cross sectional shapes such as rectangles.

After the understanding of the stresses within the backfilled stope, the load distribution from stope to the drive is studied in Chapter 5. A laboratory test apparatus is designed and manufactured with provisions to insert drives of different widths as well as to vary the distance from stope to the barricade. This study focused on stress developments through drives towards the barricade in a stope filled with hydraulic fills. The analytical solutions available in literature are generally based on a continuum approach, and often underestimate the stresses within the fill. Therefore a laboratory model was used to investigate the stress distributions within stope and drive filled with dry hydraulic fill material under higher stresses. Earth pressure cells are used on the barricade and also within the stope to record the stress variation when a uniformly distributed load is applied from the top of the model stope. Also, three dimensional numerical simulations were used to compare the results from laboratory model tests. Finally, an empirical relationship for barricade stress was constructed based on laboratory test results.

Chapter 6 presents an alternative analytical solution, as the observed vertical stress variation with laboratory models related to backfilled stopes is not successfully predicted by the arching theory. The mine fills are granular materials, which may show
deviations in vertical stress estimations when assumed as continuum. Therefore, alternative analytical equations are developed considering a particulate medium consisting of two dimensional regular disk array and the summation of inter-particle forces. The proposed analytical equation is capable of estimating the vertical stresses close to those obtained from laboratory tests.

Chapter 7, the final chapter, synthesises the conclusions drawn in each chapter and concludes the thesis. Furthermore, recommendations on future research are presented at the end of Chapter 7.
Chapter 2

Literature Review
2.1 Overview of mine backfill literature

Mine backfilling is an integral process within the mining cycle and often the backfilling speed dictates the speed of overall mining cycle. “One cannot mine faster than he fills” is a famous quote among the miners (Bloss 2014). The use of backfill has brought many advantages and provides the option to select the optimum ore extraction technique with mining methods such as sublevel open stoping, vertical crater retreat and cut and fill mining. Hydraulic fills (HF), among many other fill types, are widely used with backfilling operations, and are popular due to their low cost and relatively easy preparations. Barricades are constructed in place, blocking the drives, to retain the backfills and contain them within the stope. A proper understanding of the loadings on the barricades is necessary to design them with confidence, thus ensuring safe and reliable mining practices.

In situ stress measurements have been reported for backfills within the stope (Knutsson 1981; Grice 1989; Belem et al. 2004; Thompson et al. 2009; Thompson et al. 2012). However, in situ measurements of barricade stress when the stope is filled with hydraulic fills are limited. Grice (1989) loaded the brick barricades under undrained conditions with cemented aggregate fills at Mount Isa Mines and recorded the stresses experienced by the barricades. Mitchell (1992), studied the resultant force variation for a barricade within a 200 mm × 200 mm wide drive via a centrifuge model, locating the barricade at two offset distances of 0 and 100 mm.

Understanding the stress development within the backfilled mine stopes is necessary for estimating the loads on the barricade. The barricade stress variation is analytically expressed by Kuganathan (2002) and Li and Aubertin (2009b), assuming elastic behaviour considering a vertical layer element along the drive. Also numerical modelling has been carried out for studying the stress developments within the stope as well as the loads acting on the barricade (Aubertin et al. 2003; Li and Aubertin 2009b; Helinski et al. 2010). Moreover, laboratory model studies provide an insight to the behaviour of the backfill as well (Pirapakaran 2008; Ting 2011). Therefore, analytical,
Numerical and laboratory tests are used in this dissertation to shed light on the understanding of loads onto the barricades considering the arching and stress propagation, thus enabling development of competent designs for barricades.

The aspects such as drainage, loading on barricade and filling procedures are to be considered when mine stopes are backfilled with uncemented tailings. Comprehensive tests on properties and behaviour of emplace fills were undertaken by Thomas (1969) for Mount Isa Mines. Grice (1998) identified a few operations that use lower slurry densities than generally accepted and reported a few barricade failures while indicating recorded slurry densities of 53% solids by weight. Recent studies by Rankine (2005), Sivakugan et al. (2006b) and Helinski (2007) have led to improved understanding of the drainage within backfilled mine stopes.

### 2.2 Hydraulic fills – properties

The hydraulic fills are the coarse fraction from mine tailing streams. The specific gravity of mine fills is high, compared with general soils, as they are end products from heavy mineral ores. Sivakugan et al. (2006b) have reported that the specific gravity is ranging from 2.8 to 4.4 for HFs, after tests conducted for 20 different Australian hydraulic fills. The grain size distribution is an essential component in the backfill and the grain size distributions for common Australian backfills are given in Figure 2.1. The grain size parameters $C_u$ and $C_c$ vary in a range of 3.7 to 13.3 and 0.6 to 2.0, respectively (Sivakugan 2008). Removal of finer fraction, de-sliming, leads to a major characteristic of hydraulic fills as “less than 10% to be finer than 10 μm” (Grice 1998). This implies that $D_{10}$ of a HF is expected to be greater than 10 μm.
When a large quantity of water enters the stopes, it may not be able to drain through the barricade and may induce hydrostatic loading conditions to the barricade. Therefore, maintaining the slurry density as specified is important. Usually the slurry density of HF, ranges from 50 - 70% solids by weight \((C_w)\). The quantity of drainage resulting from slurry densities of around 70% \(C_w\) is as little as a quarter of the drainage resulting from 55% \(C_w\) slurries (Grice 1998). Often, it is recommended to maintain 70% or higher solids by weight in the slurry to minimize the water placed underground.

Water, being the main constituent of distribution and placement of backfill, enters the stope in considerable amount. The excess water needs to be removed from the stope as quickly as possible because of the instability caused by hydrostatic conditions (Sivakugan et al. 2005). The rate of drainage is a function of the permeability of the backfill and the driving head (Grice 1998). Rough surfaced and angular shaped HF particles produce a greater resistance to the movement of fluid through the voids and therefore permeability is lowered within the backfill. Permeability controls the rate of

Figure 2.1. Grain size distribution of Australian backfills that were tested at James Cook University (Sivakugan et al. 2006)
fill dewatering and if it has not been adequately dewatered, the fill is not ready to accept loads (Thomas 1969). HFs have permeability of 9.1 to 37.8 mm/h (Berndt et al. 2007). Therefore dewatering characteristics were improved by de-sliming with classification systems such as hydrocyclones. Hence HFs are also called as classified tailings and categorised as sandy silts or silty sand (SM or ML), according to Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) (Sivakugan 2008).

Backfill comprises crushed and milled mine waste, and is usually less stiff than the surrounding host-rock. Uncemented HFs possess Young’s modulus of 10 to 50 MPa. The surrounding rock mass is two orders stiffer than the fill material (Table 2.1). This difference of stiffness characteristics leads to shearing along the walls and then to arching. A summary of the geotechnical properties used in the numerical simulations related to backfills is given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Density, Young's modulus and Poisson’s ratio values used with numerical simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density (ρ)</th>
<th>Young’s modulus</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>2700 kgm⁻³</td>
<td>30 GPa</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Li et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minefill</td>
<td>2038 kgm⁻³</td>
<td>10 MPa</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Fahey et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minefill</td>
<td>1834 kgm⁻³</td>
<td>300 MPa</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Aubertin et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minefill</td>
<td>1834 kgm⁻³</td>
<td>100 MPa</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>Mkadmi et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minefill</td>
<td>1800 kgm⁻³</td>
<td>300 MPa</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>Ting (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>2038 kgm⁻³</td>
<td>50 MPa</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Jayasree et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 Friction angle

The friction angle (φ) of a granular soil or fully drained HF is primarily influenced by the material density or the degree of particle packing. Tailing particles are generated from crushing and milling and are angular in shape. Because of this angular shape, the internal friction angle of HF is higher. This angular shapes of HF is also
evident from scanning electron micrographs (Rankine 2005; Singh 2009). Interlocking is greatly influenced by gradation and densification of the material (Spangler and Handy 1973). Therefore, the friction angle ranges between 30° and 47° for HFs (Bloss 1992). Rankine (2005) has conducted direct shear tests on HF samples and found that friction angle is 38° for relative density of 52% and it is 49° for relative density of 93% and proposed Equation 2.1, in which the friction angle varies with the relative density of the fill.

\[ \varphi^o = 0.19D_r^2 + 33^o \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where \( D_r \) is the relative density of backfill material.

Pirapakaran (2008) has conducted direct shear tests and identified that the friction angle varies from 30° to 49° for very loose to very dense packing in HFs. Many internal friction angles are reported and used in literature for HFs, such as 30° to 35° (Li et al. 2003), 20° and 15° (Kuganathan 2002), and 35° (Helinski 2007). Considering the analytical equations, Singh et al. (2010) have suggested that the average vertical stress within a backfill is insensitive to friction angle in the range of 25° to 45°.

2.2.2 Interfacial friction angle

The shear strength is a key component for arching to consider with mine backfilling. Interfacial friction angle (\( \delta \)) is the friction component along the contact surface between two different materials, i.e., the interface. Singh et al. (2010) showed that the average vertical stress at a certain depth within a backfill is dependent on wall roughness condition, which essentially reflects the \( \delta/\varphi \) ratio. Full mobilization of interfacial friction leads to the maximum force transfer though the walls. Usually, the interfacial friction angle is close to zero for very smooth walls and the maximum is equal to the material friction angle for rough surfaces. Singh et al. (2010) suggested that the interfacial friction angle can be taken as being equal to the material friction angle in mine backfilling because of the highly uneven walls in actual mine stopes after blast.
operations. Here, any slip occurs a few grains away from the rough wall and hence the failure surface is entirely within the minefill. This shear strength property is equally important along the drives where wall friction is mobilized in the drives, and influences the lateral stress conditions and finally the load on the barricade. However, the interfacial friction angle is considered to be the same in the stope walls and within the drive walls. Direct shear tests between cemented paste backfill (CPB) against concrete and porous brick have showed that peak interfacial friction angles were 28.4° and 24.3° respectively (Fall and Nasir 2010).

2.3 Barricade types and failures

The barricade design and construction techniques have evolved with the research related to mine backfilling. Australian mining practice often refers to barricades as a fill retaining structure that provides free drainage of excess water and bulkhead as an impermeable fill retaining structure. With this study, both the fill retaining structure types are considered as barricades. Currently, the following barricade types were used with HF applications;

- Planar concrete brick masonry barricade
- Arched concrete brick masonry barricade
- Fibrecrete, aquacrete or shotcrete barricade
- Foamcrete barricade

Although many forms of barricades are encountered in mining, the main features and the loading mechanisms are often the same. However, each design of barricade is applicable to a specific mine environment and may depends on the fill type, cementation of the fill, mining dimensions and time allowed for barricade construction in mining cycle. Loadings on the barricade depend on the shear strength of the fill material and stress transfer with arching (Grice 1989). Stress redistribution within the backfill and also between backfill and stope walls induces loads on the barricade
jeopardising the structural integrity of barricades (Bridges 2003; Duffield et al. 2003). The strength achieved with design and construction of barricades as well as the operational stresses of barricades is not yet completely comprehended (Berndt et al. 2007).

2.3.1 Brick barricades

Brick masonry barricades are made of specially manufactured porous bricks (Berndt et al. 2007). Brick barricades are mostly used with HF applications and a high duration of time is required before the next mining cycle, when compared with impermeable barricades. The brick barricade should be capable of the following for a successful operation (Grice 1998):

- Have the strength to withstand initial hydrostatic slurry loading,
- Be more permeable than the hydraulic backfill and
- Act as an efficient filter to retain all fines.

Specially manufactured porous bricks are used for the construction of brick barricades. Mortar is composed of gravel, sand, cement and water in a ratio of 40:40:5:1 by weight (Berndt et al. 2007). Brick dimensions have evolved from 460×200×115 mm to 400×200×100 mm (Duffield et al. 2003). Typical barricade bricks were tested to show porosities between the values 18% and 24%, and a specific gravity range of 2.39 to 2.59 (Berndt et al. 2007). Moreover, unconfined compressive strength (UCS) was approximately 7.0 MPa in dry conditions (Berndt et al. 2007). The porous brick barricade is saturated with draining water when the stope is backfilled and this saturation reduces the compressive strength of bricks significantly (Duffield et al. 2003; Berndt et al. 2007). As tested, when the bricks are wetted like in the actual situations, the UCS decreased by 25% (Berndt et al. 2007). Rankine (2005) proposed a permeability testing apparatus for barricade bricks and determined permeability of the bricks in the range of 32.8 mm/h to 126.0 mm/h. Therefore, barricade bricks are
significantly more permeable than the fill and permit free draining and ensure negligible excess pore pressures within the fill.

2.3.2 Shotcrete barricades

Over-sprayed concrete was used around reinforcement meshes as barricades and its thickness varied from 20 cm to 50 cm (Archibald et al 2009). Reinforcements were gabion basket structural supports where sheeting was a welded mesh (Archibald et al. 2009). Horizontal or angle drains with 150 mm diameter perforated PVC pipes are installed towards the fill from the barricade, as the bulkhead is impermeable (Sivakugan 2008). Installation of drains extending into the stope helps to cease the mobilization of fill in drives with impermeable bulkheads (Kuganathan 2001). With the reported failures of aquacrete barricades, barricade quality control (for example, specified thickness, restrict of water pooling at the bottom of the bulkhead) must be maintained when backfilling (Revell and Sainsbury 2007b).

Barricade technology has evolved over time and recently curved shape barricades have been used to enable better transmission of loads to anchored host-rock. An arched shaped barricade can withstand large spans with lower thickness (Kuganathan 2005). Therefore, curved shaped brick barricades keyed to host-rock are becoming a common practice (Kuganathan 2001; Berndt et al. 2007).

2.3.3 Barricade failure and mechanisms

Barricade stability is one of the main considerations in hydraulic mine backfilling as the stope is filled with hydraulic fill material (Sivakugan 2008). The following failure mechanisms were identified in the previous studies.

1. Flexural failure; cracks starting from corners and extending to centre in 45° inclination
2. Shear failure; contact surface of rock around the barricade is failed
3. Punching failure; punched hole at the centre of the barricade

Figure 2.2. Failure profiles as identified by previous researchers; (a) flexural failure or diagonal cracks, (b) punching failure and (c) shear failure

**Flexural failure**

The HF load can be considered as a flexural load applied on the barricade, which is constrained at the walls along the perimeter. The Failure mechanism would be as shown in Figure 2.2a. The reinforced concrete would fail in flexure when loaded, while fixed at ends. Similar to those flexural crack lines of reinforced concrete, failed barricades also showed diagonal cracks (Grice 1989).

Figure 2.3. Flexural failure pattern of a brick barricade (Grice 1989)
A cracked barricade that shows the failure profile is shown in Figure 2.3, in which the barricade is subjected to undrained conditions with the cemented aggregate fills (Grice 1989). The barricade had cracked in tension along the diagonal line as shown in Figure 2.3 (Grice 2001). The assumed failure profile for the barricade was a linear crack starting at corners and extending to the centre making a 45° inclination (Duffield et al. 2003; Rankine 2004). Revell and Sainsbury (2007a) noted that there is no theoretical basis for applying yield line theory which is used to analyse the flexural failure in reinforced concrete slabs, to an unreinforced masonry wall. However, Grabinsky et al. (2014) have successfully modelled the failure of reinforced shotcrete barricades with laboratory tests and numerical simulations, considering this failure mechanism. The barricade failure may occur when the barricade is keyed to host rock and the force from the backfill is larger than the designed load on the barricade.

**Shear failure**

The insufficient shear strength at the barricade drive interface may lead to removal of the barricade from walls, with the load on the barricade. Grice (1989) reported model barricade testings, where three barricades were sealed and equipped

![Image of a cracked barricade showing shear failure](Figure 2.4. Shear failure appears on the barricade top (Revell and Sainsbury 2007b))
with pressure and displacement transducers, and filled with cemented aggregate fills till the failure occurred. Furthermore, Grice 1989 reported from the video related to the bulkhead 3, which failed at 750 kPa, that the initial failure occurred due to shearing around the perimeter. The shear dislocation of the barricade at a drive was observed with recently reported paste fill bulkhead failures (Revell and Sainsbury 2007b). Figure 2.4 shows a barricade failure that occurred in Australia. Therefore, additional supports and keying to host rock, such as, rock bolts, rock pins were required to ensure the barricade safety.

**Punching failure**

Escape of finer particles through the barricade would lead to the formation of erosion pipes (Potvin et al. 2005). The erosion pipes may appear on the fill surface as a sinkhole (Grice 1989). If water ponds on the fill surface, the erosion pipe may induce hydrostatic loads onto the barricade and leads to a highly concentrated load at the centre of the barricade, like a punching force (Figures 2.2c and 2.5).

![Image of a barricade failure](image-url)

Figure 2.5. The punching failure is shown with failed brick barricade (Grice 1998)

Cracks can be initiated with bulkhead deflection and further movement leads to barricade failure at the centre, making a circular hole (Kuganathan 2001). Barricades have been observed failing according to this mechanism (case 2 of Grice 1998 paper).
Additionally, the importance of preventing the formation of erosion pipe was emphasized by Grice (1989) and Cowling et al. (1989), with studies conducted at Mount Isa mines. These barricade failures observed in the mines also emphasizes the need to avoid piping with cessation of the escape of HF fines from the stope.

The dynamic effects around the saturated fill need to be controlled, as the liquefaction due to blasting and piping actions results the failure not the build-up of excess pore water pressure (Bloss and Chen 1998; Grice 1998a). Liquefaction and piping can impose a substantial load on the barricade (Kuganathan 2001). Therefore, it is important to control the amount of fines entering the stope with HF. Overall, the erosion pipe leading to hydrostatic loading, dynamic effects (blast damages, rock fall off) as well as poor construction of the barricade can be the major causes of failures.

2.3.4 Numerical modelling of barricade

Numerical modelling approach has been proposed as the appropriate method of paste fill bulkhead design (Bridges 2003). When the problem scenario is complex and three dimensional, the analytical solutions are not capable of reliable estimates. Additionally, with difficulties of obtaining in situ measurements of vertical stresses in this type of backfilling situations, numerical simulations provide a viable alternative to estimate the lateral variation of vertical stresses. This becomes a three dimensional problem when drive and barricade are added, which would be difficult to simplify into a two dimensional system. However, the stress state near the barricade was modelled in plane strain by Li and Aubertin (2009a) and Fahey et al. (2009) with two dimensional numerical packages, assuming evenly distributed drive along the bottom of the stope. Revell and Sainsbury (2007a) have simulated three dimensional numerical models of barricades with backfilling for studying the load variations. A three dimensional numerical model can be developed to incorporate realistic bulkhead shapes, non-linear material properties and an interface between the bulkhead and the wall. However, there still remains a substantial amount of uncertainty in simulating representative barricade
material properties and loading conditions. Therefore Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua for three dimensions (FLAC$^{3D}$), a finite difference simulation software, was used to simulate the stope, drive and the barricade in this study. Moreover, in free draining barricades the pore pressure is not the major contributor to the failure (Cowling et al. 1988). As free draining barricades related to HF$s$ are considered in this study, the study is limited to analyse the dry conditions considering laboratory limitations. The stress distribution within the backfilled stope and drives and the lateral loads on the barricade were studied in this thesis.

2.4 Numerical simulations for backfilling and estimations of loads onto the barricade

Numerical simulations on the fill stability of exposed fill masses were reported by Trollope et al. (1965) and Barrett et al. (1978). The first numerical model to simulate the hydraulic filling operation was developed by Isaacs and Carter in 1983 in ISAACS two dimensional package (Bloss 1992). Sivakugan et al. (2005) have verified the ISAACS numerical model for both two and three dimensional numerical modelling. Although Li and Aubertin (2008) have discussed the effect of stope width, stope height and material internal friction angle on the vertical stress variation, they have not included the effect of Poisson’s ratio, which is not often considered in limit equilibrium analysis.

After the ore is removed, significant deformations would occur around the underground stope, under the ground stress conditions. These can be higher, where large horizontal stresses are experienced (For example Canadian shield possess horizontal stress of twice the vertical stress (Aubertin et al. 2003)). However it is considered that most of the ground deformations have occurred before backfilling and therefore a negligible amount of surrounding deformations may occur after backfilling as backfill acts as a bulking agent too. Veenstra (2013) has modelled the stope backfilling with paste fills and rock was modelled as a single layer in the simulations to match the pore
pressure variation with cement desiccation process. Therefore the surrounding rock boundary was assumed to be not deforming and the sliding boundary conditions were used to simulate symmetry axes.

The rock and backfill interface is the force transfer medium considered in arching and also with limit equilibrium analysis. Therefore, the realistic simulation of this boundary condition is essential. Fixed or hinged boundary condition between the fill and rock or interface elements can be used to simulate the rock and backfill interaction. Both fixed boundary conditions (Aubertin et al. 2003; Li and Aubertin 2009b), and the interface elements (Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007a; Fahey et al. 2009), have been used for numerical simulations of backfill. Veenstra (2013) has not included the interface reactions and assumed that the shear strength of paste is lower than the shear stress between the paste and rock. However, El Mkadmi et al. (2014) have confirmed that the interface elements would model the interaction at the interface with deformations. Although the shear failure occurs a tiny distance away from rock walls (Singh et al. 2010), the failure surface can be modelled with linear interface elements available in numerical simulation packages.

Degree of arching is dependent on the mobilization of shear stress. The stress reduction due to arching varies with the height and more specifically with height to width ratio. Arching greatly influences the stress states in filled stopes and sometimes the vertical stress reduces by 29.5% of the total overburden stress for narrow stopes (Fahey et al. 2009), and also by 60% of overburden stress in circular stopes (Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007a). Arching does not influence the stress state at undrained conditions or partially drained conditions. i.e. water needs to be drained and the effective stresses need to be developed to lower the vertical stress (Fahey et al. 2009). HFs are typically well drained and pore pressure becomes zero after few days (Mitchell et al. 1982), and hence they are expected to follow drained loading conditions, giving lower stress values than expected with overburden stress on a certain structure like barricade.
The loads in barricades can be estimated with analytical, numerical simulations and laboratory tests. Limit equilibrium of a vertical layer element is used in deriving the analytical equations and exponential reduction of barricade load with offset distance was observed with analytical equations (Kuganathan 2001; Li and Aubertin 2009a). Li and Aubertin (2009b) have presented a comprehensive analytical equation for the stress onto the barricade as,

\[
\sigma_b = \left[ \frac{h'}{H_d} \cdot \sigma_{hT0} + \left( 1 - \frac{h'}{H_d} \right) \cdot \sigma_{hB0} \right] \left\{ \exp \left( -L \cdot \frac{2 \tan \delta}{K_{dl}} \left( \frac{1}{H_d} + \frac{K_{dt}}{h'} \right) \right) \right\} \tag{2.2}
\]

where, \( \sigma_b \) - lateral stress on barricade

\( \sigma_{hB0}, \sigma_{hT0} \) - horizontal stress at base and top of the stope entrance, respectively

\( h', H_d \) - height considered and total height of the drive respectively

\( L \) - offset distance of barricade from the stope entrance

\( K_{dl} \) - lateral pressure coefficient in longitudinal direction within the drive

\( K_{dt} \) - lateral pressure coefficient in transverse direction within the drive

Mitchell (1992) has conducted centrifuge tests to study the variation of barricade stresses and obtained the barricade stress variation when the barricade was at two different offset distances. Mitchell (1992) has modelled a stope of 0.2 m, 0.2 m and 0.35 m, wide, long and high respectively within a centrifuge. Mitchell (1992) tests are replicated in FLAC3D and results from above three approaches are compared in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6. The barricade load variation with centrifuge tests (Mitchell 1992), analytical equations (Li and Aubertin 2009) and numerical simulations (FLAC$^{3D}$); (a) set back distance of 0 mm and (b) set back distance of 100 mm
In situ stress measurements of barricade stress have been conducted by researchers at University of Toronto (Thompson et al. 2009, Thompson et al. 2012) and one result is given on Figure 2.7. These measurements are valuable to understand the stress development mechanisms, but applicability is limited as these stress measurements are site and backfill specific.

Figure 2.7. In situ measurements of barricade stresses at Cayeli Mine, when filled with CPB (from Thompson et al. 2012); (a) Total earth pressure cell and potentiometer locations and (b) Total earth pressure (TEP), pore-water pressure (Pore P) and temperature results.
2.5 Arching within backfills

Arching can be interpreted as the reduction of stress due to relative movement of frictional material and as an opposing reaction to restrict the material movement (Handy 1985). The interaction of different materials with stiffness differences generates shearing with relative movements. Terzaghi (1943) explained arching by trap door experiments, observing a load increase on adjoining sand layers when trap door was released. When a granular material is placed in rigid containers or behind retaining walls, the shear stress between the wall and the granular material interface leads to arching and results in lower vertical stresses at any depth. Arching is beneficial to engineers since it reduces the effective stress acting on the structure (Mitchell et al. 1975; Take and Valsangkar 2001; Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007a).

Janssen (1985) conducted tests to measure the vertical load when a rectangular silo was filled with corn. The force from filling corn was counter-balanced with a scale at base and the weight indicated on scale is considered to be the vertical force felt at the bottom. Here, Janssen observed that the vertical stress reaching an asymptote and would not increase further after placing a surcharge on top of the structure. Janssen’s results are summarised in Figure 2.8, and the unit weights and friction angles of corn were taken from Moya et al. (2002) results to normalise Janssen results. The Janssen’s equation for vertical stress ($\sigma_v$) is given in Equation 2.3.

$$\sigma_v = \frac{\gamma B}{4K\tan\delta} \left[ 1 - \exp \left( - \frac{4K\tan\delta}{B} z \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

where, $\gamma$ – unit weight of the fill

$B$ – width/ diameter of the structure

$\delta$ – interfacial friction angle

$K$ - lateral pressure co-efficient
The need to measure the loads onto ceramic drain pipes in backfilled trenches was increased with reported failures of clay drain pipes and therefore tests were carried out at Iowa College Engineering Experiment Station. Marston and Anderson (1913) have developed the equation on vertical stresses in backfilled tranches, acknowledging that Janssen (1895) has published the same equation (Equation 2.4).

Vertical stress ($\sigma_v$) at height $z$ in a narrow backfilled trench or narrow filled structure is given by:

$$\sigma_v = \frac{\gamma B}{2K\tan\delta} \left[ 1 - \exp\left( -\frac{2K\tan\delta z}{B} \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

Marston and Anderson (1913) carried out tests with a shearing apparatus for clay, yellow clay and mixed clay to measure the interfacial friction. The cohesion was later highlighted by Scarino (2003) with re-calculation of shear test data from Marston and Anderson (1913). The cohesion would result in particle bonding as well as higher shear strength those lead to arching and ultimately for a vertical stress asymptote. Although Anderson and Marston (1913) observed a vertical stress asymptote with depth.

Figure 2.8. Vertical stress variation on a corn filled silo, as measured by Janssen 1895.
for backfills in trenches, filling with a granular material will not have a considerable cohesion and the vertical stresses may be different from the Equation 2.4 proposed by Marston and Anderson (1913).

Janssen (1895) as well as Marston and Anderson (1913) made two assumptions that (1) the vertical stress is distributed uniformly over the horizontal cross section and (2) the vertical and horizontal stresses are principal stresses. In order to address the error of the first assumption, the uniform stress distribution, Walker (1966) introduced a distribution factor, which was defined as the ratio of the vertical stress at the wall to the average vertical stress over the horizontal layer element. Handy (1985) proved that the vertical and lateral stresses at a depth behind the retaining wall vary with the distance from the wall, friction angle ($\varphi$) and interface friction angle ($\delta$). The inter-dependence of $\varphi$ and $\delta$, was incorporated by Singh et al. (2011) to formulate a circular arch condition in mine stopes and the relation between $\delta$ and $\varphi$ was highlighted in their analytical derivation. The equation proposed by Handy (1985) could be used to calculate the vertical stress at the centre and the average vertical stress when a structure (a retaining wall or a bin silo) is backfilled. The second assumption considering the vertical and horizontal stresses as the principal stresses is incorrect as the shear stresses must be zero at the principal planes. This has been addressed by Jaky (1944) and Krynine (1945) and will be further discussed later in this chapter.

Handy (1985) considered that minor principal direction of a horizontal layer element forms a catenary shaped arch. Also, Singh et al. (2011) developed an analytical equation to calculate the vertical stress at a point using a circular arch for the minor principal stress. Moreover, Singh et al. (2011) showed that the proposed analytical equation matched Handy’s (1985) equation and hence the effect of considering the minor principal stress directions as circular or as a catenary of a horizontal layer element is negligible. However, with further analysis it is noticed that Singh et al. (2011) analytical equation matches Handy’s (1985) equation if the $\delta$ is less than $\varphi$. But
Singh et al. (2011) equation shows a deviation from Handy’s (1985) equation when $\delta = \varphi$ (fully rough walls) (Figure 2.9).

Later, Ting et al. (2012b) assumed that a fixed portion of fill load from the overlying layer is transferred to walls and the rest of the load is transferred to the layer below. The summation of vertical loads was calculated with Simpson’s triangle method and Equation 2.5 was proposed by Ting et al. (2012b):

$$\sigma_v = \gamma h \frac{(1-x)}{x} [1 - (1 - x)^m] + q(1 - x)^m$$

where the fill is divided into $m$ layers of thickness $h$, and $q$ is the surcharge pressure at the top of the fill. The value of $x$ is given by;

$$x = \frac{\psi}{1+\psi}$$

where $\psi = \frac{2Kh \tan \delta}{B}$ for long strips or narrow stopes.

The Equation 2.5 proposed by Ting et al. (2012b) converges to Marston’s equation (Marston and Anderson 1913) when a large number of layers are considered.
The Equation 2.3, Equation 2.4 and modifications to those equations are based on the limit equilibrium analysis and are considered as the arching theory herein.

2.5.1 In situ and model stress measurements

A few lateral stress measurement results related to coal (Blight 1986) and barley filled silos (Hartlen et al. 1984) are given in Figure 2.10 along with estimations from arching theory when $K = K_0$ and $K = K_a$.

![Figure 2.10](image-url) Lateral stress measurement within silos; (a) when filled with coal and (b) when filled with barley
Laboratory models to study arching have been developed for vertical structures (Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007b) as well as for inclined structures (Ting et al. 2012a). Pirapakaran and Sivakugan (2007b) filled 100 mm and 150 mm wide square and circular stopes with minefills and the average vertical stress at bottom was obtained as the stope is filled. In contrast, Ting (2011) filled a 100 mm wide and 500 mm long inclined rectangular stope and obtained the average vertical stress variation when the stope is filled with sand. The schematic of the stope used by Ting (2011) is shown in Figure 2.11. Also the vertical stress variation obtained by Ting (2011) for a vertical stope with rough walls is given in Figure 2.11.

![Figure 2.11](image)

Figure 2.11. The Laboratory test setup to model the average stress variation used by Ting et al. 2012; (a) photograph and (b) schematic diagram (Ting 2011)

The average vertical stress for a sand filled rectangular stope varies within the estimates of the arching theory ($K = K_o$ and $K = K_0$ (Figure 2.12)). Additionally, the
average vertical stress in a backfilled rectangular stope seems to increase with the depth, not reaching an asymptote as estimated by the arching theory (Figure 2.12).

![Figure 2.12. Average vertical stress variation for a rectangular stope backfilled with sand, as obtained by Ting (2011)](image)

The vertical stress as well as horizontal stress within a granular filled structure varies in a range, which is not often estimated with the arching theory (Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.11). Although many theoretical improvements were suggested to the arching theory, the widely scattered pressure measurements could not be explained (Vanel and Clément 1999). The assumptions used in the arching theory and the continuum approach are the leading causes to these deviations and the factors are discussed in next sections in this chapter.

### 2.5.2 Assumption of uniform stress

The arching theory tends to underestimate the vertical loads (Lenczner 1963; Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007b). Shear stresses result in greater load transferred to walls and therefore the vertical stress is minimized near the wall and maximized at the centre. Hence, the predicted average vertical stress with these analytical expressions may be less than the actual vertical stress at centre, and this was noted by Janssen.
(1895) and many others. For example, Talesnick (2005) measured the vertical stress and showed that if a uniform pressure of 100 kPa was applied, the vertical stress at the centre was 95 kPa, but at a distance of 300 mm, the vertical stress was 66 kPa. Therefore, the lateral variation of vertical stress needs to be considered.

2.5.3 Lateral pressure coefficient

Theoretically, the lateral pressure coefficient is defined for a point within a soil mass. But with classical equations, the ratio of the horizontal stress at wall to the average vertical stress at bottom was taken as $K$, which is not defined at a point. Bishop (1958) defined the lateral pressure coefficient at rest, $K_0$, as “the ratio of the lateral to the vertical effective stresses in a soil consolidated under the condition of no lateral deformation, the stresses being principal stresses with no shear stress applied to the planes on which these stresses act”. El-Sohby and Andrawes (1972) have modified this definition to remove any effects due to the history by expressing the horizontal to vertical stress ratio in terms of stress increments.

The backfill is defined to be in “at rest condition” when there are no lateral strains within a backfill, and the lateral pressure coefficient for this condition is $K_0$. $K_0$ reflects soil characteristics and stress history. Higher $K_0$ values are observed in loose soils (Mesri and Hayat 1993). Jaky (1944) considered earth pressures in granular piles and suggested that for cohesionless soils the earth pressure coefficient at rest is given by $K_0 = 1 - \sin \varphi$. Sometimes ‘at rest condition’ is not applicable to the backfills, as the ‘at rest condition’ is defined for zero lateral strain. However, Take and Valsangkar (2001) assumed $K_0$ to be independent of mobilized interfacial friction angle, and observed that $K_0$ matched Jaky’s (1944) equation. Later, Brooker and Ireland (1965) have shown that this $K_0$ ratio is more suitable to be used for cohesionless materials. On the contrary, the expression for the stress ratio in backfilled situations has not been verified and also Federico et al. (2008) noted that there is no satisfactory method that has been developed to measure $K_0$ in soil, either from in situ or reconstituted samples.
Moreover, so far no experimental evidence to support Jaky’s (1944) formula has been presented that are related to cohesionless granular material stored between vertical walls (Michalowski 2005).

When a material is filled between rigid walls, sometimes the fill produces significant strains causing the walls to move outwards. Rankine’s active earth pressure coefficient ($K_a$) value applies to the backfills, mostly in retaining walls and retaining structures, where a significant lateral movement to outward of wall is experienced. However, backfills within rigid walls may not generate large lateral strains that can develop active or passive states. $K_a$ has proven to be successful in estimating stresses with cantilever retaining walls (Bentler and Labuz 2006). Moreover, Li and Aubertin (2009b) have observed that $K = K_a$ in arching theory gives reasonable estimates of vertical stresses when the backfilling is numerically simulated with FLAC.

Krynine (1945) derived a formula for horizontal to vertical stress ratio using Mohr’s circle (Figure 2.13). The lateral pressure coefficient suggested by Krynine (1945) is termed as $K_{krynine}$ herein. Trapdoor experiments with a centrifuge conducted by Iglesia et al. (2014) suggested that the horizontal and vertical stresses are not to be considered as the principal stresses. Also, Iglesia et al. (2014) have endorsed the $K_{krynine}$ expression (Equation 2.6).

$$K_{krynine} = \frac{1}{1+2\tan^2\phi} = \frac{1-\sin^2\phi}{1+\sin^2\phi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)
A significant lateral strain is required to mobilise active or passive state in soil mechanics (Blight 1990; Das 2010). Moreover, the filling to the containment with rigid walls would not induce any horizontal strains, rather only vertical strains as the granular material rearrange with the pressure from overlying materials. Therefore, often a range of $K\tan\delta$ is used with the arching theory.

### 2.5.4 The use of $K\tan\delta$ as a measure of arching

$K\tan\delta$ provides a good measurement and both terms are derived from the internal friction angle. Janssen (1895) measured the $K\tan\delta$ in the range of 0.21 to 0.23. Marston and Anderson (1913) mentioned that the calculated values for $K_u\tan\delta$ varies between 0.190 to 0.193. Additionally, Singh et al. (2010) showed that the $K\tan\delta$ value does not vary with the friction angle. The use of $K_u$ with stress estimations with backfills has been subjected to arguments over the years, as significant displacement is required to achieve the active lateral pressures and therefore it is erroneous to assume the material filled in silos or mine stopes are neither in active conditions nor passive conditions. However, $K\tan\delta$ varies in a narrow range because when friction angle

![Figure 2.13. The use of Mohr's circle to define the lateral pressure coefficient as suggested by Krynine (1945)](image-url)
increases the lateral earth pressure coefficient $K$ decreases and $\tan \delta$ increases such that there is very little change in $K \tan \delta$. Therefore, the use of $K \tan \delta$ is suitable with backfilling applications.

The $K$ value has posed a question for designers who estimate the stress on backfilled structures whether to use $K_0$ or $K_a$ or any other value. Sometimes a range of $K$ values are recommended (For example $K = 0.33$- 0.5 (Butterfield 1969)). Most likely these theoretical $K$ values would give lower bound estimation of the vertical stress (Butterfield 1969). For most uncemented tailings the $K$ varies in the range of 0.3 to 0.5 (Helinski 2007). For loosely packed granular material, $K_0$ ranges from 0.5 to 0.6, while for dense granular material $K_0$ varies from 0.3 to 0.5 (McCarthy 2007). Also Pirapakaran and Sivakugan (2007a) suggested that considering $K = K_0$ with $\delta = 0.67 \varphi$ in arching theory would match the average vertical stress variation obtained from FLAC numerical simulations. Furthermore, Ting (2011) suggested that either $K = K_0$ with $\delta = 0.67 \varphi$ or $K = K_a$ with $\delta = \varphi$ in analytical equations would match the numerical simulation results related to inclined backfilled structures.
Chapter 3

Vertical Stresses in Vertical Containments
3.1 General

In underground mining, granular backfills such as hydraulic fills (HF) are placed in square or rectangular stopes, where the stress variation with depth is similar to that in a silo. Understanding the vertical as well as horizontal stress distribution, in vertical containments, is necessary for sound geotechnical designs. Proper understanding of vertical stresses will improve design criteria for above mentioned containments and related structures. Terzaghi (1920) mentioned that these earth pressure problems are better solved experimentally than analytically and also the simplifications made in analytical formulations are too unrealistic and therefore might have an impact on the stress estimations. This study aims to identify the vertical stress variation when a container of uniform cross section filled with granular material and how the variation is influenced by the width, shape of the container and wall roughness conditions. The laboratory setup was developed such that filling can be conducted in layers and the average vertical stress at the bottom and horizontal stress on walls could be obtained. Model laboratory tests, were undertaken and test results were compared to arching theory and numerical simulations. Additionally, numerical simulations related to backfilling are discussed in detail and two ways of interpreting vertical stresses from numerical simulations are discussed.

Determining the vertical stresses within the HFs is necessary for designing the barricades that block the drives, when underground mine stopes are backfilled. Noting the difficulties associated with the in situ measurement of stresses within backfills, numerical modelling appears to be an effective tool in understanding the stress conditions within the backfill. Laboratory models have been used in the past for validating the numerical models and analytical equations.
3.2 Generalised Marston’s equation

The well established analytical equations, derived with shear plane method, are introduced by Janssen (1895) for silos and Marston and Anderson (1913) for backfilled narrow trenches. Thereafter, Terzaghi (1943) included cohesion to the arching equation. The equation has been applied for trap door problem (Ladanyi and Hoyaux 1969), backfilled narrow trenches (Handy 1985; Harrop-Williams 1989), retaining walls (Frydman and Keissar 1987; Take and Valsangkar 2001), backfilled narrow mine stopes (Aubertin et al. 2003) and modified for square and rectangular mine stopes (Li et al. 2005; Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007a). The approach presented herein can be used to estimate stress for any stope shape without additional equations.

An analytical expression for the average vertical normal stress ($\sigma_v$), for incompressible, backfill contained within vertical walls, is derived from the first principles. For generality, the fill is assumed to have both cohesive and frictional properties, and a uniform surcharge ($q$) is included at the top of the fill. The fill-wall interface has friction angle of $\delta$ and adhesion of $c_a$. The fill wall interface friction is assumed to be fully mobilised on entire height in this derivation. The general expression (Equation 3.11) is further simplified into special cases with different cross sections and for cohesionless granular fills ($c_a = 0$).

Fill contained within four vertical walls is shown in Figure 3.1a. The dimensions of the container are $B$, $L$ and $H$ for width, length and depth respectively. Depth is measured from the top of the fill, and a thin layer element of thickness $dz$ at a depth of $z$ is isolated showing the free body diagram (Figure 3.1b). Let the perimeter length of the element be $P$ and the horizontal cross-sectional area be $A$, for the considered layer element.
The weight of the layer element, \( dW = \gamma A \, dz \) \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

The shear load on the layer element, \( dS = (K \sigma_v \tan \delta + c_a) \, P \, dz \) \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

For equilibrium of layer element (Figure 3.1b),

\[
\sigma_v \, A + \gamma A \, dz = (\sigma_v + d\sigma_v)A + (K \sigma_v \tan \delta + c_a)P \, dz \quad (3.3)
\]

\[
d\sigma_v = \gamma \, dz - (K \sigma_v \tan \delta + c_a) \frac{P}{A} \, dz \quad (3.4)
\]

\[
\frac{d\sigma_v}{dz} = \left( \gamma - \frac{P}{A} c_a \right) - \left( K \tan \delta \frac{P}{A} \right) \sigma_v \quad (3.5)
\]

Let \( X = \gamma - \frac{P}{A} c_a \) and \( Y = K \tan \delta \frac{P}{A} \), both of which are constants that depend on the dimensions and fill parameters, to simplify next few steps.

Therefore,
\[
\frac{d \sigma_v}{dz} = X - Y \sigma_v \tag{3.6}
\]

\[
\int_q \frac{d \sigma_v}{X - Y \sigma_v} = \int_0^z dq \tag{3.7}
\]

\[
\left[ \frac{-1}{Y} \ln \left( X - Y \sigma_v \right) \right]_q^z = [z]_0^z \tag{3.8}
\]

\[
X - Y \sigma_v = e^{-yz} \tag{3.9}
\]

\[
\sigma_v = \frac{X}{Y} (1 - e^{-yz}) + q e^{-yz} \tag{3.10}
\]

i.e., the general expression for the average vertical stress at depth \( z \) becomes:

\[
\sigma_v = \left( \frac{\gamma - \frac{P}{A} c_a}{K \tan \frac{P}{A}} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-K \tan \frac{P}{A} z} \right) + q e^{-K \tan \frac{P}{A} z} \tag{3.11}
\]

where, the first component on the right hand side of the equation comes from the self-weight of the fill and the second component comes from the surcharge. The terms \( A \) and \( P \) depend on the cross section of the stope. Analytical equations for often used cross sectional shapes are simplified from Equation 3.11 as follows;

**Case 1: Rectangular cross section, \( P = 2(L + B) \), and \( A = LB \)**

For the rectangular stope shown in Figure 3.1a, \( A = BL \) and \( P = 2(B+L) \). Substituting these values in Equation 3.11;

\[
\sigma_v = \left( \frac{\gamma B L - 2 c_a (B + L)}{2K (B + L) \tan \delta} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-K \tan \frac{2(B+L)}{BL} z} \right) + q e^{-K \tan \frac{2(B+L)}{BL} z} \tag{3.12}
\]

When the backfill is cohesionless (i.e. \( c_a = 0 \)) and if there is no surcharge;
\[ \sigma_v = \left( \frac{\gamma B L}{2K(B + L)\tan\delta} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-K \tan\left[ \frac{2(B + L)}{BL} \right] z} \right) \] (3.13)

**Case 2: Square cross section, where \( L = B, A = B^2 \)**

\[ P = 4B, \quad \text{and} \quad A = B^2, \quad \frac{P}{A} = \frac{4}{B} \]

\[ \sigma_v = \left( \frac{\gamma B - 4c_a}{4K\tan\delta} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-K \tan\left[ \frac{4}{B} \right] z} \right) + q e^{-K \tan\left[ \frac{4}{B} \right] z} \] (3.14)

When the backfill is cohesionless and if there is no surcharge,

\[ \sigma_v = \left( \frac{\gamma B}{4K\tan\delta} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-K \tan\left[ \frac{4}{B} \right] z} \right) \] (3.15)

**Case 3: For a circular cross section with diameter \( B \)**

\[ P = \pi B \quad \text{and} \quad A = \pi \left( \frac{B}{2} \right)^2, \quad \frac{P}{A} = \frac{4}{B} \]

\[ \sigma_v = \left( \frac{\gamma B - 4c_a}{4K\tan\delta} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-K \tan\left[ \frac{4}{B} \right] z} \right) + q e^{-K \tan\left[ \frac{4}{B} \right] z} \] (3.16)

The Equation 3.16 for the average vertical stress in circular containment is same as, for circular cross sections with diameter of \( B \) (Equation 3.14).

**Case 4: Narrow trench where \( L >> B, A = BL \) and \( P = 2(B+L) \) and \( P/A \approx 2/B \)**

\[ P = 2(B + L) \sim 2L, \quad \text{and} \quad A = LB. \quad \text{Therefore,} \quad \frac{P}{A} = \frac{2}{B} \]

\[ \sigma_v = \left( \frac{\gamma B - 2c_a}{2K\tan\delta} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-K \tan\left[ \frac{2}{B} \right] z} \right) + q e^{-K \tan\left[ \frac{2}{B} \right] z} \] (3.17)

When the backfill is cohesionless and if there is no surcharge,

\[ \sigma_v = \left( \frac{\gamma B}{2K\tan\delta} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-K \tan\left[ \frac{2}{B} \right] z} \right) \] (3.18)
The main contributors to vertical stress in cohesionless granular filled containments are $\gamma, K, \delta, B,$ and $z$ as in Equations 3.13, 3.15 and 3.18. The vertical stress can be expressed in dimensionless form ($\sigma_v/\gamma B$), after normalizing with the overburden stress, and the normalized vertical stress is a function of $K, \delta$ and $z/B$.

$$\frac{\sigma_v}{\gamma B} = \left(\frac{1}{2K\tan\delta}\right)\left(1 - e^{-2K\tan\delta\frac{z}{B}}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

### 3.3 Setup and material description

A simple laboratory model stope is developed at James Cook University (JCU) geomechanics laboratory to study the effects of arching and vertical stresses within the granular fill by Pirapakaran and Sivakugan (2007b). That setup was used with the tests described herein and few modifications were introduced, such as calculation of shear forces and horizontal stresses on wall after each layer of fill was added. A container of uniform cross section, referred to as ‘the stope’ from here onwards, was made out of Perspex. Figure 3.2a shows the photograph of the laboratory model stope/silo setup and a schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3.2b. The stope was held vertically by three equally spaced supports (Figure 3.2). The supports were attached to a load cell (Revere Transducers, type 9363-D3-100kg_20T1; precision 0.001 kg), which was connected to the frame. Therefore, the load of the setup was measured with the load cell. The model was lowered until it just touches the balance, without registering any load on the electronic balance (maximum reading 60 kg, precision 0.005 kg). There was a tiny gap (less than a grain size) between the bottom of the model walls and the balance. When the model stope was filled, a part of the fill mass is carried by the base (i.e., the balance) and the rest is transferred to the wall (i.e. the load cell). In other words, the load cell registers the initial mass of the setup and the mass of the fill transferred to the walls. The apparatus has been described in detail by Pirapakaran and Sivakugan (2007b). Tests
were performed on circular, square and rectangular cross sectional stopes, with widths of 100 mm and 150 mm in this dissertation.

The weight of sand (relative density = 30%) required to fill the model structure was calculated and the model was filled in 12 layers. The maximum and minimum dry densities were calculated with relevant Australian standards (AS1289.5.5.1 1998) and tabulated in Table 3.1. The filling was carried out by keeping the funnel at a fixed height, to maintain uniform relative density and replicate the filling conditions on field. After each stage of filling, the readings from the balance and load cell were checked, whether the sum of the load on the load cell and bottom scale, matches the weight of poured sand. As the fill load was shared by the balance and the load cell, this check confirmed the performance of the apparatus after each stage of filling.

![Figure 3.2. Laboratory test setup; (a) photograph and (b) schematic diagram](image)

Figure 3.2. Laboratory test setup; (a) photograph and (b) schematic diagram
The grain size distribution of sand and HFs was determined from Malvern Mastersizer X instrument and shown in Figure 3.3. The median grain diameter ($D_{50}$), effective grain size ($D_{10}$), coefficient of uniformity ($C_u$) and coefficient of curvature ($C_c$), are also tabulated in Table 3.1. According to USCS, the sand would be classified as poorly graded uniform sand, with symbol of $SP$, and the HF can be categorised as silty sand with symbol of $SM$.

The interface characteristics depend on wall roughness and internal friction angle of the material being stored. The effective friction angle of sand was determined with direct shear test (AS1289.6.2.2 1998) in the laboratory at a relative density of 30% (Table 3.1). Two different wall roughness conditions were used to study the wall roughness as: (i) medium rough walls - Perspex, (ii) rough walls - glued sandpaper [KMCA Garnet G62 P40 Garnet electro coated dry sanding abrasive paper]. Interfacial friction angles were determined in laboratory by replacing the lower half of the direct shear box by a Perspex block or sand paper glued to Perspex block (Ting et al. 2012a). The interfacial friction angles, for selected wall roughness conditions, are also tabulated in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.3. Grain size distribution for sand and HFs, obtained from Malvern Mastersizer-X instrument.
Table 3.1. Geotechnical properties for hydraulic fills and sand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Hydraulic Fills</th>
<th>Sand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median grain diameter, $D_{50}$ (mm)</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective grain size, $D_{10}$ (mm)</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of uniformity ($C_u$)</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of curvature ($C_c$)</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum dry density (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum dry density (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>2175</td>
<td>1676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak friction angle, $\phi$ (°)</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfacial friction angle, medium rough walls, $\delta$ (°)</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfacial friction angle, rough walls, $\delta$ (°)</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Data interpretation

Filling of a new layer into the model, will incur the load to be transferred to the wall and to the bottom. When the model is filled with a granular fill of weight $m+n$, the load cell reads the fill load transferred to the wall ($m$) and the balance reads the fill load transferred to the bottom ($n$) (Figure 3.4). At any stage of filling, $m$ and $n$ can be measured separately through this setup. The layers are numbered from the top to bottom at any stage of filling, such that subsequent changes to the system with additional layers are represented by lower layers. The test procedure and the interpretation of the shear and normal stresses are discussed below.

To explain the interpretation, a simple example is considered where a model with vertical walls is being filled in 10 equal layers (Figure 3.4). Each layer has a wall-fill contact area of $A_w$ and inner cross sectional area of $A$ as shown in Figure 3.4a. Figure 3.4b shows that first six layers filled and $m_6$ and $n_6$ are the fill loads transferred to the wall and the base, respectively, as recorded from the load cell and the balance. The total weight of the fill contained within the six layers is $m_6 + n_6$. Figure 3.4c shows the first seven layers, where $m_7$ and $n_7$ are the fill loads transferred to the wall and the base,
respectively. As the addition of a new layer spreads the further load to the wall, it is expected that \( m_7 > m_6 \).

### 3.4.1 Shear stresses along the wall:

When the first six layers are placed, \( m_6 \) is the wall load carried by the six wall segments attached to layers 1 to 6 (Figure 3.4b). When the next layer is placed, \( m_7 \) is the wall load carried by the seven wall segments attached to layers 1 to 7 (Figure 3.4c). Therefore, \( m_7 - m_6 \) is the load on wall with the addition of 7\(^{th} \) layer, and this load has to be carried entirely by the wall section next to layer 7, i.e., the shear force generated from layer 7 is \( m_7 - m_6 \). Therefore, the shear stress \( \tau_7 \) at the wall surrounding the layer 7 can be determined as:

\[
\tau_7 = \frac{m_7 - m_6}{A_w} \tag{3.20}
\]

![Figure 3.4. Detailed interpretation of calculations: (a) one layer, (b) after 6 layers, (c) after 7 layers, and (d) after all 10 layers](image-url)
The shear stresses on each wall section can be obtained experimentally with this procedure as $\tau_1, \tau_2, \tau_3, \tau_4$ and others. Therefore, if the layer number is taken as $i$, the following generalised equation can be used to calculate the shear stress for each layer.

$$\tau_i = \frac{m_i - m_{i-1}}{A_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

Additionally, if the interfacial friction angle is $\delta$ and the wall friction is fully mobilised, the horizontal stress on walls can be calculated as:

$$\sigma_{hi} = \frac{\tau_i}{\tan \delta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

### 3.4.2 Average normal stress at the base:

While the total effective wall area changes with addition of layers, the $A$ remains the same for computing the normal stress at the base. From Figures 3.4b and 3.4c, it can be seen that $n_7 - n_6$ is the load from layer 7 transferred to the base. The total load from the layers 1 to 7, to the base, is $n_7$. Therefore, the normal stress at the bottom, after filling the layer 7, is given by:

$$\sigma_7 = \frac{n_7}{A}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

This is the same for the layer 7 within the filled vessel shown in Figure 3.3d. Accordingly, the normal stress at the bottom can be calculated with addition of each layer as $\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3$ and the others. Therefore, the generalised equation for normal stress at the base is:

$$\sigma_i = \frac{n_i}{A}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)

The normal and shear stress values can be determined at any depth of the model, when the model is filled in layers. The model is considered to be vertical and the equations are valid for shapes other than circular and rectangular cross sections. The computations of normal and shear stresses in a laboratory model test are illustrated
through a numerical example (Table 3.2). Furthermore, Figure 3.5 details the variation of normalised vertical, horizontal and shear stress variation as calculated in Table 3.2. Note that this scheme can be extended for inclined stopes, but the Equations 3.21, 3.22 and 3.24 need to be modified.

Figure 3.5. Variation of normalised vertical, shear and horizontal stress according to Table 3.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filling step, i</th>
<th>Load cell reading</th>
<th>Mass on load cell (kg)</th>
<th>Initial mass of setup (kg)</th>
<th>Mass on walls, m_i (kg)</th>
<th>Mass on base, n_i (kg)</th>
<th>( \sigma_i ) (kPa)</th>
<th>( \tau_i ) (kPa)</th>
<th>( \sigma_i / \gamma B )</th>
<th>( \tau_i / \gamma B )</th>
<th>( \sigma_{hi} / \gamma B )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-20.08</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-19.26</td>
<td>10.33</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-17.27</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-14.65</td>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-11.62</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-8.37</td>
<td>17.71</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-4.95</td>
<td>20.03</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>10.26</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>22.43</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>12.66</td>
<td>5.825</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>24.84</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>15.07</td>
<td>6.075</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>27.17</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>17.40</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>29.67</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>19.90</td>
<td>6.475</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>31.90</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>22.13</td>
<td>6.775</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>16.13</td>
<td>34.32</td>
<td>9.77</td>
<td>24.55</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. Laboratory model test data and derived vertical, shear and horizontal stress values for 150 mm x 150 mm x 900 mm stope
3.5 Numerical simulation of laboratory scale backfilled stope

Geomechanical behaviour related to underground mining are often predicted with numerical simulations. However, due to the level of uncertainty of model predictions and level of simplification, simulations are often questioned (Bloss 1992). The simulation error can be minimized by the use of appropriate boundary conditions, constitutive models, input parameters, and correct modelling procedures (Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007a). Not only laboratory tests, but also numerical simulations can be used to assist to understand the stress transfer mechanisms related to backfilling of mine stopes or granular filling of industrial silos. FLAC, a finite difference numerical package was used in this dissertation to simulate the laboratory scale model filling, in order to compare with model test results. Pirapakaran and Sivakugan (2007a) numerically simulated the in situ stress measurements on HF backfilled stope by Knutsson (1981). A basic two-dimensional modelling package allows to simulate the plane strain conditions (for example, narrow long stopes) and axisymmetric occurrences, such as circular stopes. However, when the drives and barricades are considered with the stope, the stope environment becomes three-dimensional and calculations need to be performed with FLAC\textsuperscript{3D}.

3.5.1 FLAC/FLAC\textsuperscript{3D} simulation packages and capabilities

FLAC is an explicit solution technique, in which the system equilibrium is computed using a time-stepping numerical integration within the model (Itasca 2011). FLAC uses an explicit, Lagrangian calculation scheme and a mixed-discretization zoning technique and is well recognised in simulations with geomechanical applications. Coulthard (1999) suggested that FLAC and FLAC\textsuperscript{3D} are the best numerical codes to model mine backfilling, after comparing all the available numerical programmes.
The required geometry is divided into a grid with several zones in FLAC. When the code is executed, the unbalanced forces and displacements, for each grid point, are calculated through a time marching mechanism. An important feature of this numerical software is the built-in programming language “FISH”, which can be used to include additional variables or properties over time and adjust the external or internal conditions/parameters accordingly. Moreover, stepwise excavations and filling activities can be implemented with codes written in FISH. In explicit calculations, the stress state is determined by considering the previous stress state and time advancements via iterative calculations. A key advantage of finite difference method, over the implicit finite elements method, is that the governing equations for the mechanics are not based on an initial assumption that the system is in equilibrium (Coulthard 1999). However, the disadvantage of finite difference method is that the timestep is tiny and large number of timesteps must be taken to reach the equilibrium. Additionally, explicit mechanism (FLAC) is very efficient in modelling non-linear, large strain problems rather than solving linear, small-strain problems (Itasca 2011).

The stress conditions in backfilled mine stopes have been simulated numerically (Aubertin et al. 2003) and proved with laboratory test data (Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007b; Ting et al. 2012a). Li et al. (2003) used FLAC to simulate narrow stope backfilling but observed an anomalous variation of vertical stress, which exceeds the overburden stress. Later, Pirapakaran and Sivakugan (2007a) suggested a layer wise filling to overcome this vertical stress anomaly. Understanding the stress conditions within the stope is required to simulate the stress conditions within drives. Though the stress state near the barricade is modelled by Li and Aubertin (2009b) and Fahey et al. (2009) with two-dimensional numerical packages, it is difficult to represent the barricade environment under two-dimensional configurations. Because when the drive and barricade are added to the model, the problem becomes three-dimensional. Therefore, the stress distributions in circular and narrow stopes were estimated with FLAC and square stopes with FLAC3D in this dissertation.
In simulations herein, the rock mass was considered as a homogeneous, isotropic material and behaves in a linear elastic manner allowing the use of a ‘linear elastic’ constitutive model. Also the granular backfill was modelled with Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model (Brinkgreve et al. 2004). Interface elements were used to model the effect of the shearing between stope wall and backfill. Though previous studies suggested that the interface elements have a negligible effect on the stress state (Li and Aubertin 2009), there is a need to simulate interface shearing more realistically, especially when replicating the laboratory tests with numerical models. Furthermore, a significant relative movement between the rock mass and the backfill is witnessed in FLAC simulations and this validates the use of interface elements.

### 3.5.2 Modelling methodology

For simplicity, it is assumed that the HF is granular with no cohesion and is dry. Since the numerical modelling approach discussed herein is for a continuum, which does not consider grain size, the simulation results applicable to other cohesionless fill types too. Axisymmetric configuration was used to model cylindrical containments in FLAC. Dimensions of the FLAC models were the same as those of the model containments tested in the laboratory, where the outer diameters of 100 mm and 150 mm with a wall thickness of 3 mm. Height of each model was taken as 6D. The model consisted of 1 mm × 1 mm grid. Most of the geotechnical properties of HFs were chosen from the literature and the material parameters used for modelling are tabulated in Table 3.3. The model walls were fixed for both y and x-displacement. Y-displacement was fixed at the bottom of the model. Medium rough Perspex interface and rough sand paper interface were modelled with appropriate interface parameters (Table 3.3). The interface stiffness parameters $K_n$ and $K_s$ were empirically calculated as suggested by FLAC manual (Itasca 2011). A low Young’s modulus was used in FLAC model, as the confining stresses are low (maximum 3.5 kPa) in the laboratory models. In real-life
applications, a higher Young’s modulus appropriate to the stress levels needs to be considered.

Table 3.3. Material properties for backfill and Perspex, used in FLAC simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Backfill</th>
<th>Perspex wall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus, $E$ (MPa)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio, $v$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, $\rho$ (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>1496*</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective friction angle, (°)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface friction angle – medium wall roughness, (°)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface friction angle – high wall roughness, (°)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - Vertical stress results were normalised with density and width of stope

The effect of model zone size on vertical stress is considered to select the optimum mesh size. As FLAC treats the fill as a continuum, the finest zone size is desired. However, the optimum of zone size is required to identify considering the calculation time and memory limitations. Therefore few simulations were carried out to analyse the sensitivity of mesh size. Here, a half width was modelled with 10, 15, 20, 24, 30, 40, 48 and 60 zones, respectively and results are shown in Figure 3.6. As shown in results, a reasonable number of zones needs to be included within the stope and very low number of zones would over-estimate the vertical stress.
The number of layers, used to fill the model, may affect the vertical stress results in numerical models. Few models were simulated to study the effect of number of layers (8, 48 and 240 layers) that used to fill a particular stope (Figure 3.7). As in Figure 3.7, a small number of layers still model the stress variation but a considerable under-estimation of vertical stresses is observed. If a small number of layers are used to model backfilled stopes, then the layer height is large. As the layer height is increasing, the stress distribution is different because of the inertial effects are higher with addition of large mass into the previously solved system as high inertial effects are generated (Itasca 2011). Li and Aubertin (2009) observed this effect and expressed the phenomenon as a shock load. Furthermore, when the number of layers is increased from 48 to 240, a small increase in the vertical stresses was observed (Figure 3.7). The addition of a small layer generates less inertial effects and makes solution scheme effective. Therefore, in the simulations carried out for modelling laboratory model tests, the stope/silo was filled with maximum number of layers, 240 layers, to reduce the inertial effects.

Figure 3.6. Vertical stress variation along centre with number of elements across the half-width; $E = 50$ MPa, $\nu = 0.2$ and $\gamma = 14.675$ kN/m$^3$
FLAC^3D was used to simulate the filling of the model square stope, which is 150 mm × 150 mm × 900 mm. The stope was filled in 30 equal layers, as 3D model consumes a considerable time to solve one layer. Only one quadrant of the problem was modelled, using 5 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm brick elements in the mesh, because of the symmetry. The stresses were initialized to zero before filling starts in numerical calculations and fill was subjected to its own weight. The surrounding Perspex wall was included as a single zone and displacements of the Perspex is fixed.

### 3.6 Vertical stress variation while filling and after filled

Two different ways of presenting the variation of the vertical stresses with depth in numerical simulations are available and, these two methods output different stress profiles (Sivakugan et al. 2014). Understanding the differences between the two approaches is necessary to determine the required vertical stress profile for particular application. As the filling was conducted in layers or stages, two stress recording choices; either to record stress at the bottom after each layer is placed or to record the stress variation with depth once the whole stope is filled, are available and must be used accordingly. The vertical stress recording methods detailed as:

![Figure 3.7. Vertical stress variation along centre with number of layers used;](image)

$E = 50 \text{ MPa}, \nu = 0.2$ and $\gamma = 14.675 \text{ kN/m}^3$
Method 1 – Plotting the vertical stress at the bottom against the fill height, after addition of each layer, mimicking the model laboratory test, or

Method 2 – Plotting the vertical stresses with depth, determined on the completion of filling.

Method 2, requires more instrumentation to conduct the model tests in the laboratory for measuring the vertical stresses at various depths within the fill, making the laboratory model more complex. On the other hand, one transducer is required at bottom in method 1, like most of the laboratory tests as well as in situ stress measurements. Figure 3.8 shows the $\sigma_v/\gamma B$ versus $z/B$ variation for the two methods, where the difference is significant. Only at the top and the bottom the vertical stresses are the same. The difference is attributed to the zero-displacement bottom boundary, which is assumed in numerical modelling. In method 1, where the vertical stress is monitored only at the bottom when the fill accrues, the fixed bottom boundary effect (i.e. partial mobilisation of shear stresses) applies to every reading and hence no such sharp increase in vertical stress near the bottom is observed.

Figure 3.8. Vertical stress at centre versus depth, for a narrow stope of $4B$ deep: $E = 50$ MPa, $\nu = 0.2$ and $\gamma = 14.675$ kN/m³
In method 2, for all layers except for the bottom one, the downward movement is not restricted and hence the friction along the wall is fully mobilised. However, at the bottom layer, the downward movement is fully restricted and therefore, the friction along the wall is not fully mobilised. Hence, vertical stress was increased close to the bottom of the stope (Figure 3.8). The effect is present to a lesser extent in the few layers above the bottom boundary. This is evident in the “kink” seen in the plot corresponding to method 2 near the bottom. In most of the numerical modelling work reported in the literature (Kuganathan 2005; Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007a; Fahey et al. 2009; Li and Aubertin 2009b; Ting et al. 2011), method 2 has been adopted which clearly shows the sharp increase in the vertical stress near the bottom, caused by the zero-displacement bottom boundary. To quantify the vertical stresses within the fill at any depth, on completion of the filling, method 2 is applicable. Although, a considerable deviation is observed with respect to Equation 3.19, the method 1 appears to follow the analytical curve trend (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.9 shows the $\sigma_v / \gamma B$ versus $z/B$ variations as determined by the two methods, for narrow stopes (i.e. plane strain conditions) of different vertical aspect ratios (height to width ratio) with the depth $H = 2B$, $3B$, $4B$, $5B$ and $6B$. The plots generated by method 1 are the same for all aspect ratios, enabling the use of a single curve to estimate the vertical stress for a stope of any aspect ratio (Figure 3.9). On the other hand, the plots generated by method 2 follow a curve that is different to that determined from method 1, but deviate at the bottom. Therefore, the stress estimations for locations close to the bottom are need to be corrected when method 2 is used.

Figure 3.10 shows the $\sigma_v / \gamma B$ versus $z/B$ variations as determined by the two methods, for stopes of different horizontal cross sections, varying from a square ($B/L = 1$) to a strip ($B/L = 0$). The trend is similar to what is seen in Figure 3.10 for all $B/L$ ratios.
Figure 3.9. Maximum vertical stress variation for vertical aspect ratios with depth $H = 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B$ and $6B$: $E = 50$ MPa, $\nu = 0.2$ and $\gamma = 17.65$ kN/m$^3$.

Figure 3.10. Maximum vertical stress variation for horizontal cross sections, $B/L=1$ - square stope, $B/L=0$ - narrow stope: $E = 50$ MPa, $\nu = 0.2$ and $\gamma = 14.675$ kN/m$^3$.
Most numerical modelling work related to mine stopes, reported in the literature, adopt method 2 when calculating vertical stress. If loadings on the barricade at the bottom of the mine stope or the loads onto a buried conduit at the bottom of a backfilled trench are required, method 1 is preferable because, method 1 models the situation more realistically. Therefore, FLAC results from method 1 are used for comparison with laboratory test results. Often the average stress is used with analytical equations, but most of in situ vertical stress data presented as vertical stress at a point. Therefore in numerical simulations, it is conservative to consider the maximum vertical stress, which is the vertical stress at the centre.

3.7 Results from laboratory tests and FLAC for backfilled mine stopes

When the wall is very rough, the wall friction angle (\( \delta \)) can be taken as equal to the friction angle (\( \phi \)). Equation 3.15 and 3.16 are used with K as either \( K_o \) or \( K_a \). Moreover, the \( K \tan \delta \) would not change with \( \phi \) for the range of 25° to 45° as shown in Figure 3.11. Therefore the analytical equations would estimate similar vertical stresses, for the range of \( \phi \) from 25° to 45° and subjected to change with the input of lateral pressure coefficient.

Figure 3.11. Variation of \( K \tan \delta \) with when definitions for \( K_o \) and \( K_a \) is considered for rough walls
The frictional properties ($\varphi$ and $\delta$) are nearly the same for sand as well as HFs, at low relative densities (Table 3.1). Therefore, the same analytical equation in arching theory is used to compare laboratory test results for both materials with $K_o$ and $K_a$.

The following terminology was used to identify laboratory tests.

- Letter of C, S or R - to represent the stope shape; C - circular, S - square and R - rectangular
- 100 or 150 - to represent the stope width in millimetres
- A or B – for wall roughness conditions; A for medium rough walls and B for rough walls

Therefore S150B identifies the test data related to 150 mm wide square stope with rough walls.

### 3.7.1 Vertical stress variation

The variation of the vertical stress with depth, for circular and square stopes of width 150 mm, is presented in Figure 3.12. The dashed lines show the variation of the average vertical stress, with $K = K_o$ and $K = K_a$ depth based on Equation 3.15, where the vertical stress is substantially reduced with arching. The vertical stress reaches an asymptotic value relatively quickly, at depths of $3B \sim 4B$. The degree of arching will be less in the case of a trench (i.e. plane strain loading) where the frictional resistance is provided only by the two sides, as opposed to the four sides in the case of the square cross section in the example.
Figure 3.12. Vertical stress variation from laboratory tests and FLAC simulations are compared with analytical equations; a) circular 150 mm diameter stope with medium rough walls, b) circular 150 mm diameter stope with rough walls, c) square 150 mm wide stope with medium rough walls and d) square 150 mm wide stope with rough
At shallow depths (upto \( z = 2B - 3B \)), the vertical stress from laboratory tests agree with the analytical equation with \( K = K_0 \) (Figure 3.12). However, the vertical stress variation deviates from analytical equations at depths beyond 3B. And, this later behaviour is more likely a linear increase of vertical stresses with depth, which is not expected with analytical equations (e.g. Equation 3.15). For analysis, the vertical stress variation is divided into two regions as:

Region 1- depths from top to 3B, and

Region 2- depths beyond 3B

**3.7.2 Vertical and shear stress variation within region 1**

The vertical stress variation follows analytical equation (\( K = K_0 \)) in region 1, but then deviates and shows a linear increase in region 2. Shear stress acting along the wall is calculated and presented in Figure 3.13a. The shear stress, in laboratory test results, follows the analytical equation in region 1 and reaches a maximum. Therefore shear stress does not increase in region 2. The normalised horizontal stress, termed as horizontal stress hereafter, is calculated with shear stress and \( \tan \delta \), and included in Figure 3.13b. As with shear stress variation, the horizontal stress also reaches a maximum within region 1.

The vertical stress and horizontal variation in region 1 can be explained by considering the soil grain matrix. At lower depths, the soil matrix is capable of holding the self-weight, remains intact and acts like a continuum, and hence the stress variation follows the analytical equation. This is evident with the horizontal stress variation as well, which follows the analytical equation. At the end of region 1, the shear stress and the horizontal wall stress are increased to attain the maximum values. But analytical equations predict shear and horizontal stresses greater than the recorded in tests (Figure 3.13).
When a container is filled in layers, the added weight is transferred to the underlying layers as well as to the wall. The mobilisation of friction along the wall controls the vertical stress variation felt at the bottom. When the horizontal stress variation with depth is considered, the horizontal stress becomes asymptotic at a relatively shallow depth, within region 1, as seen in the laboratory tests (Figure 3.13b).

As the horizontal stress becomes maximum, the shear stress also reaches the maximum (Figure 3.13a). But, the maximum horizontal stress and shear stress in laboratory tests are less than what is estimated from analytical equations (Figure 3.13). This implies that the shear forces have not fully developed, such that shear force is

**3.7.3 Vertical and shear stress variation within region 2**

Figure 3.13. Stress variation from laboratory tests are compared with analytical equations for circular and square stope of 150 mm width; (a) shear stress variation and (b) horizontal stress variation.
capable of carrying the weight from the addition of fill mass. But this is contrary with analytical equations, in which the additional weight is totally balanced by shear forces, in region 2 and hence the vertical stress reaches an asymptote. Therefore, further down the stope, the addition of load from the top makes it difficult for the soil matrix to carry the entire load without slipping and transfers the some of the load to bottom. As this weight portion of the new layer transferred continuously to base, the vertical stress shows a linear increase, without reaching an asymptote, in region 2.

Confinement between the grains in soil matrix develops in region 1, and enables the horizontal and shear stresses to increase. But in region 2, the wall friction is mobilized to the maximum, and therefore shear stress cannot increase further. Then the rest of the load is transferred to bottom, making the vertical stress to increase in a linear trend and not reaching an asymptote. The same pattern is observed by Ting (2011), where the vertical stresses do not reach an asymptote; rather they tend to increase with depth (Figure 2.11). This is considered as the major difference between the actual particulate behaviour shown in granular material and theoretical continuum approach.

3.7.4 Sand and hydraulic fills - vertical stress variation

The vertical stress variation, for both sand and HFs when filled to a 150 mm wide square container, is shown in Figure 3.14. Both the sand and HFs have nearly the same internal friction angle at low relative densities, as obtained from direct shear tests (Table 3.1). This allows comparing vertical stress variation results in the same graph, alongside with Equation 3.15.

As seen in the Figure 3.14, vertical stress variation in both cases neither matches the analytical equations nor reaches any asymptote. Interestingly, in the case of both sand and HFs vertical stresses tend to increase even after a depth of 6B and the rate of increase is higher with sand (Figure 3.14). And in region 2, vertical stress shows a linear increase for both sand and HFs. The lateral forces have not fully developed and hence a linear increase of vertical stress is observed in region 2, and the vertical stress increase rate is higher for sand, compared with HFs.
HFs are freshly crushed materials and consist of angular particles. HF grains interlock, due to angular freshly crushed grains, and therefore transfer a considerable load to walls and therefore the increase of vertical stress is less. In contrast, the grain interlocking is less for sand, where the grains are rounded or sub-rounded, and less shear stresses are recorded (Figure 3.14b). Grain interlocking can be further deduced with Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images, in which HFs show more angular grains than compared with sand (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.14. Variation of stress for sand and HFs, when filled to a 150 mm wide square stope; (a) vertical stress and (b) shear stress
3.7.5 Vertical stress variation with the size of the stope

Both the medium rough as well as rough walls are included in two sizes for circular containments. Stopes of 100 mm and 150 mm widths were instrumented and vertical stress variation was obtained (Figure 3.16). The vertical stresses show agreement in tests when the diameter of stope is changed, as they are presented in terms of dimensionless variables. This agreement shows the possibility of extending the predictions of vertical stress variation to containments with significantly larger diameters. Furthermore, the shapes of the plots in region 1 and region 2 are quite distinct, as identified earlier with Figure 3.12. Region 1 shows a reasonable agreement with the analytical equation with \( K = K_0 \). However, in region 2, a linear increase of vertical stress with depth is observed with laboratory tests. Hence the laboratory test results do not match the analytical equation for the entire height. The numerical simulation results are same for both 100 mm and 150 mm stopes (Figure 3.16), as both used the continuum approach and the zone size to width ratio was the same, in both models. The vertical stress variation shown with laboratory tests is the same as discussed for Figure 3.12, and therefore the analysis given for region 1 and region 2 variation is valid for different sizes of stopes too.

Figure 3.15. Grain shape analysis through SEM; (a) highly angular grains in HFs and (b) rounded to sub-rounded grains in sand
Figure 3.16. Vertical stress variation from laboratory tests and FLAC simulations are compared with analytical equations; (a) circular 100 mm diameter stope with medium rough walls, (b) circular 100 mm diameter stope with rough walls, (c) circular 150 mm diameter stope with medium rough walls and (d) circular 150 mm diameter stope with rough walls.
3.8 Calculated lateral pressure coefficient \((K_{calc})\)

Vertical stress variation does not match the analytical equations and numerical simulation results (Figures 3.12 and 3.16). A ‘varying lateral pressure coefficient’, in which the \(K\) is taken as a function of depth, can be suggested as an alternative to match test results with analytical equations. \(K\) should be varying instead maintaining as a constant value, to agree with theoretical vertical stresses (Lenczner 1963). The laboratory tests conducted for this dissertation, enabled the vertical and horizontal stresses be measured independently and therefore, a \(K_{calc}\) value was obtained with Equations 3.22 and 3.24, for each layer. The test data with HFs suggested that the ‘\(K_{calc}\)’ is not a unique curve for test, and varies with the filling material as well as the wall roughness condition (Figure 3.17).

The ‘\(K_{calc}\)’ is not the same for sand and HFs (Figure 3.17). The grain size distribution and the interlocking of granular particles affect the calculated value of lateral earth pressure coefficient. These results again highlight that \(K\) is not a constant and subject to change with the backfill depth and backfill material.

![Figure 3.17](image-url)
3.9 Estimation of vertical stress variation for plane strain conditions

Understanding the effect of width to length ratio \((B/L)\) on the vertical stress variation is an important part of this study, as many different cross sectional shapes are encountered for backfilling. Most of analytical equations (Marston and Anderson 1913; Handy 1985) are derived for plane strain conditions, in which the length is infinite compared to the width, as in the case of long trenches. However, laboratory testing of a model stope under plane strain conditions is not feasible and an attempt is made to build a rectangular stope, in which the length is 5 times the width. The vertical stress variation and the shear stress variation were obtained for filling the rectangular stopes. The results from square as well as rectangular stopes were used to extrapolate the vertical stresses for a narrow stope representing plane strain situation.

Fahey et al. (2009) and Sivakugan and Widisinghe (2013) highlighted that the cross sectional area to the perimeter ratio influences the stress development when all other factors (e.g. properties of the fill) remain the same in backfilled mine stopes. This ratio, often called as hydraulic diameter, is the same for square and circular cross sections, implying that the average vertical stresses would be the same for both cross sections. Both square and circular stopes have same \(B/L\) ratio of 1.0. This effect is evident from the results shown in Figure 3.12, that the vertical stress variation is nearly the same for both the square and circular stopes.

Mine backfilling is also carried out with rectangular shaped stopes, and a methodology is developed to interpolate the vertical stress for a stope of \(B/L \neq 1\). A rectangular laboratory test model \((B/L\) ratio of 0.2) is available in JCU and both the square stope and rectangular stope are used to obtain the vertical stress variation and extrapolation was done for region 1 and region 2 separately as both regions show distinct curvature. Region 1 shows an exponential variation of vertical stress with depth, while region 2 demonstrates a linear variation. Therefore, region 1 was analysed based on an exponential curve fitting technique and region 2 was analysed as a linear variation. The estimation of average vertical stress for other containment shapes was
introduced considering the \( B/L \) ratio, based on laboratory results for square (\( B/L = 1 \)) and rectangular stopes (\( B/L = 0.2 \)), with 0 and 1 being the two extremes. Normalised depth, \( z/B \), was considered as the first independent variable and the \( B/L \) ratio was considered as the second independent variable.

A linear regression is applied for the region 1, for square and rectangular stopes, taking \( z/B \) as the independent variable (Figure 3.18). Then an exponential variation is fitted for the vertical stress in region 1, as a function of \( z/B \) for the different \( B/L \) values (Figure 3.19). Both, the linear and exponential, regressions show an R-squared value close to 1, implying a reasonable agreement with the fitted curves. Then the second independent variable, \( B/L \), is considered. Then the relationship of \( \sigma_v/\gamma B \) and \( z/B \) with respect to \( B/L \) was considered. At the end, the following equations were obtained with linear and exponential regression:

Region 1

\[
\frac{\sigma_v(\text{region1})}{\gamma B} = \left[-0.429 \frac{B}{L} + 0.796 \right] \ln \left( \frac{z}{B} \right) + \left[-0.22 \frac{B}{L} + 0.882 \right] \tag{3.25}
\]

Region 2

\[
\frac{\sigma_v(\text{region2})}{\gamma B} = \left[-0.184 \frac{B}{L} + 0.287 \right] \frac{z}{B} + \left[-0.246 \frac{B}{L} + 0.998 \right] \tag{3.26}
\]

Application of \( B/L = 0 \), will result the vertical stress estimation for plane stain backfilling, which cannot be obtained from laboratory tests. The vertical stress calculated for plane strain condition is given in Figure 3.20, along with vertical stress variations for square and rectangular stopes.
Figure 3.18. Vertical stress variations for square and rectangular stopes, and a linear regression is indicated for region 2.

Figure 3.19. Regression for region 1; for (a) $B/L = 1$ (square stopes) and (b) $B/L = 0.2$ (rectangular stopes).
Arching occurs within granular backfill behind retaining walls, backfills in trenches, underground mine stopes and grain storage silos. Three different approaches for studying the effects of arching within granular soils, analytical, laboratory model tests and numerical simulations were taken in this dissertation. A generalised equation for vertical stress is presented where the stope perimeter and the cross-sectional area are considered as geometry inputs. Laboratory model tests were carried out to obtain the average vertical stress and shear stress variation with depth. Also the laboratory models were numerically simulated with FLAC and FLAC\textsuperscript{3D}. A significant scatter was observed for vertical stress at depths larger than $3B$ (region 2) for above three approaches. The vertical stress variation with depth, as determined from the laboratory tests, becomes linear in region 2, thus deviating from analytical and numerical solutions.

Figure 3.20. Estimated vertical stress variation for plane strain conditions, based on laboratory test results

### 3.10 Summary and conclusions

Arching occurs within granular backfill behind retaining walls, backfills in trenches, underground mine stopes and grain storage silos. Three different approaches for studying the effects of arching within granular soils, analytical, laboratory model tests and numerical simulations were taken in this dissertation. A generalised equation for vertical stress is presented where the stope perimeter and the cross-sectional area are considered as geometry inputs. Laboratory model tests were carried out to obtain the average vertical stress and shear stress variation with depth. Also the laboratory models were numerically simulated with FLAC and FLAC\textsuperscript{3D}. A significant scatter was observed for vertical stress at depths larger than $3B$ (region 2) for above three approaches. The vertical stress variation with depth, as determined from the laboratory tests, becomes linear in region 2, thus deviating from analytical and numerical solutions.
which suggest the vertical stresses become asymptotic at large depths in the order of 4-5B (Figure 3.11).

Granular materials, encountered in soil mechanics, are often treated as a continuum and modelled accordingly. Continuum behaviour can be considered as a lower bound solution for the vertical stresses within a system of cohesionless granular materials, in which the arching is expected to develop, thus reducing the vertical stresses. The analytical and numerical models based on continuum approach suggest that the vertical normal stress becomes asymptotic in region 2 (larger depths) in a granular fill contained within vertical walls. In well-established arching theory (Janssen 1895; Marston 1930), a horizontal layer element is considered for derivation of an expression for the average vertical stress. This horizontal layer acts as a single block, which carries a portion of load via interaction with wall. The interface friction is assumed to be fully mobilised along the walls as the stope is filled in RD of 30 %. After a depth, the shear forces are expected to carry the additional weight and therefore the vertical stress reaches an asymptote within the region 2 in the analytical equations. However, the laboratory test results show that the vertical normal stress increases steadily even at very large depths and does not become asymptotic even at depths as high as 6B. As the granular material is not cemented and consists of grains, it has less interlocking. As a result, vertical stress variation in region 2 has shown a linearly increasing trend, which is common for both sand and HFs, in both containments of width 150 mm. Grain re-arrangement within the matrix and capability to hold the grain matrix and carry the loads to walls from matrix affects this vertical stress variation.

In continuum approach the horizontal stress increased proportionally with the vertical stress (i.e., constant $K$). the lateral stress ratio, ‘$K_{cal}$’ is calculated from the model test data and proves that the $K$ is not a constant and vary with depth as laboratory test results do not match the analytical equations, an alternative of varying $K$ is suggested to use with analytical solutions.
The vertical normal stress $\sigma_v$ variation with depth $z$ can be computed in two separate ways, with numerical simulations, “method 1” and “method 2” as discussed. Method 1 tracks the stress at the bottom of the stope while filling progresses and the $\sigma_v$ at bottom is used in determining the $\sigma_v$-$z$ variation. Method 2 uses the values of $\sigma_v$ at various depths, recorded at the end of filling, in determining the $\sigma_v$-$z$ plot. The two different procedures used for determining the vertical stress profile, gave different values of stresses, except for at the top and bottom of the stope. The difference is attributed to fixing the bottom of the stope, implying zero displacement in any direction. The reasons were discussed and recommended that the method commonly used in numerical modelling (method 2) is not necessarily the better of the two. When the stresses or loadings at the bottom of the stopes are required for determining the lateral stresses into the barricade while the filling progresses, method 1 is more suitable. This is true even for backfilling trenches with buried conduits at the bottom. In addition, method 1 mimics the model laboratory test procedure discussed previously, and can be a better validation tool. In reality, the vertical stress near the buried structure at the bottom of the trench, such as barricade or buried pipe that is of interest to the designer and not the vertical stress profile. Further, in a situation such as mine backfilling that takes a relatively long time for the filling process, consideration of the vertical normal stresses throughout the filling process is desirable. The proposed “method 1” models the field situation better, when the loadings at the bottom during filling are required, and gives the same stress profile for all stopes with any aspect ratio.

An empirical equation to estimate vertical stress in plane strain conditions is obtained based on laboratory test results from model stopes with square ($B/L = 1$) and rectangular ($B/L = 0.2$) cross sections. As a distinct variation of vertical stress was identified with depth, the extrapolation for the vertical stress in plane strain conditions ($B/L = 0$) are carried out, combining the exponential regression for region 1 and the linear regression for region 2. The average vertical stress variation for a backfilled narrow stope of plane stain situation was deduced, considering $B/L$ and $z/B$ as independent variables. In conclusion of this chapter, the continuum approach to describe
the granular backfilled scenarios is not sufficient as observed with the laboratory tests. Large vertical and horizontal stress deviations were observed when laboratory test results are compared with those from analytical and continuum methods.
Chapter 4

Vertical Stress Isobars for Backfilled Structures
4.1 General

Industries such as chemical, mining, agriculture, electric power generation, food processing and pharmaceuticals use silos to store agricultural grains, pharmaceutical powders, chemical pellets, coal and other minerals, etc. The failure rate of silos is comparatively higher when silos are compared with other industrial structures (Theimer 1969; Carson 2000; Dogangun et al. 2009). Overlapping of pressure bulbs and first time loading of silos erected in clay foundations have caused problems (Bozozuk 1976). Therefore, the vertical stress distribution is prerequisite for foundation/support designs to ensure the stability of the structure when in operation. Noting the seriousness of the problem and the necessity of estimating the vertical stresses within a granular soil contained within a vessel, there had been several attempts from as early as end of 18th century.

The mine stopes having plan dimensions of 20 m to 60 m and heights as much as 200 m, are backfilled with crushed waste rock or mine tailings. When filled with hydraulic fills, barricades are subjected to loads from backfill slurry. Failure of the barricades can result in the in-rush of the slurry into the drives during the early stages of filling, which can be a solemn concern, placing the miners and the machinery at risk. Therefore, reasonable estimates of vertical stresses within backfilled stopes are essential for the progress of mining operations and designs of the barricades with confidence. In both scenarios, silos and backfilled mines stopes, the filling granular material is not compacted and subjected to self-weight only. But in the case of hydraulic fills, the tailings are poured into the stope as slurry and excess water drains out with time. For the simplicity of creating vertical stress isobars, the backfills are assumed to be dry.

Arching theories (Janssen 1895; Marston and Anderson 1913) as well as laboratory tests (Jarrett et al. 1995; Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007b; Ting et al. 2012a) were aimed at understanding the average vertical stress at a depth, neglecting the lateral variations. But the principal stress orientations suggest that the vertical
stresses vary horizontally as well (Figure 4.1) (Fahey et al. 2009). The interfacial friction makes the principal stresses not vertical or horizontal anymore.

Figure 4.1. Orientation of principal stress directions for a narrow backfilled structure, as output with FLAC simulations
There are analytical equations developed to evaluate the lateral variation of vertical stresses in silos, bins, backfilled trenches and mine stopes (Walker 1966; Handy 1985; Drescher 1991; Singh et al. 2011). However, no analytical equation have been derived to estimate vertical stresses at any point for square stopes or silos because shape of silos/stopes introduce additional geometry related parameters when trying to derive an analytical equation.

Also limited literature of in situ measurements of stress in backfilled mine stopes (Belem et al. 2004; Helinski et al. 2011; Thompson et al. 2012) and in silos (Blight 1986; Ooi et al. 1990) are available currently. However, few have reported the lateral variation of vertical stress, such as Robertson et al.(1986), who clearly identified an in situ lateral variation of vertical stress in backfill, with a penetrating tool to measure the stresses. O'Neal and Hagerty (2011) showed that the vertical stress decreases significantly near the walls when confined with vertical walls in road embankment backfills. Additionally, with difficulties of obtaining in situ measurements of vertical stresses in this type of backfilling situations, numerical simulations provide a viable alternative to estimate the lateral variations of vertical stresses. Li and Aubertin (2008) proposed expressions for lateral stress variation using limit analysis and numerical simulations and further verified their proposal with FLAC simulations. Additionally, Li and Aubertin (2009) discussed the effect of stope width, stope height and material internal friction angle on the vertical stress variation, but have not included the effect of Poisson’s ratio, which will be analysed in this chapter.

Pressure isobars or vertical stress contours beneath a uniformly loaded square or strip footing are found in most geotechnical textbooks (e.g. (Sivakugan and Das 2010). This is a simple and effective tool that can be used for quick determination of the vertical stress increase beneath a footing at any location. The isobars developed for silos, mine stopes and trenches are similar in principle and the way they are applied. An attempt is made to address all relevant input parameters in backfilling scenario and discuss their effect on estimating the vertical stresses within granular backfills.
surrounded by vertical walls, under axisymmetric and plane strain conditions. These isobars can be used for determining the vertical stress at a specific location in a silo or stope of any dimensions, with due consideration to arching. The objective of this chapter is to present a simple method using vertical stress isobars, for determining the vertical stress at any point within the granular fill, contained within vertical walls.

4.1 Sensitivity study for parameters used with simulations

Geological materials are naturally non-uniform. The density the backfill material is a prime input parameter for numerical models. Filling method is important for the stress distribution as it governs the lateral pressure coefficient within the fill (Michalowski 2005). Though the density could be slightly different with the funnel filling, the assumption of uniform density is made for model simplicity and numerical solution efficiency (Karlsson et al. 1998). The influence of other input parameters, such as friction angle, Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, interfacial friction angle, dilation angle and cohesion was identified through a systematic sensitivity analysis.

A 24 m wide ($B$) and 144 m high ($H$) (i.e., height/width = 6) structure was chosen and divided into square zones throughout. The horizontal bottom boundary as well as the vertical boundary on the non-symmetrical axes are fixed for displacements in both $X$ and $Y$ directions. Interface elements were included to simulate the interaction between the backfill and structure. Table 4.1 summarises the selected cases and the different parameters used in these cases.
Table 4.1. Summary of material properties used in the sensitivity study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$E$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$v$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$\psi, c$ (kPa)</th>
<th>number of layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>30°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>20°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>10°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>5°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0°, 0</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>0°, 50</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>40°</td>
<td>5°, 50</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1 Influence of friction angle

Friction angles of granular backfills depend on the relative density and can vary from 30° for loose state to as high as 45° for dense state. The friction angle of hydraulic fills used commonly for backfilling underground stopes can be in the range of 29° to 45°, depending on the relative density (Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007b). Therefore, it is required to evaluate the effect of friction angle on vertical stress and, friction angles in the range of 30° to 45° were considered in this analysis.

Variation of normalised vertical stress $\sigma_v/\gamma B$ with normalised depth $z/B$ along the centre line, determined from numerical simulations shown in the Figure 4.2. Here, it is assumed that the granular backfill is a Mohr-Coulomb material with $E = 20$ MPa, $\nu = 0.2$, and $\gamma = 20.0$ kN/m$^3$ for these simulations. The vertical stresses are significantly less than the overburden pressures computed as the product of the unit weight and depth (Figure 4.2). For example, at depth of $6B$, the vertical stress is 42% of the overburden pressure, clearly showing the arching effect. Moreover, the vertical stress varies within a narrow band for the friction angle range of 30° to 45° and it appears that, the friction angle has little influence on the magnitude of the vertical stress.

![Figure 4.2. Variation of average vertical stress with depth for various friction angles
$E = 20$ MPa, $\nu = 0.20$, and $\gamma = 17.65$ kN/m$^3$](image-url)
The influence of the friction angle on the vertical stress was further analysed by investigating the stress values at 15 different locations within the right half of the fill. The points were located at horizontal distances of $0.15B$, $0.25B$ and $0.35B$, and at vertical depths of $B$, $1.5B$, $2B$, $2.5B$ and $4B$, giving 15 grid points in total. The variations of $\sigma_v$ with $\phi$ at these 15 locations are shown in Figure 4.3.

![Figure 4.3](image_url)

Figure 4.3. Vertical stresses for selected 15 points within the fill for friction angles $30^\circ$ to $50^\circ$ and $E = 20$ MPa, $\nu = 0.20$, and $\gamma = 17.65$ kN/m$^3$; (a) width $0.15B$ from the centre, (b) width $0.25B$ from the centre and (c) width $0.35B$ from the centre.
As shown in Figure 4.3, the vertical stress ($\sigma_v$) is insensitive to $\phi$ in the range of $30^\circ$ to $50^\circ$. Therefore, in developing the isobars proposed herein, $\phi$ is taken as $40^\circ$, which represents the stress values across the range of $30^\circ$ to $50^\circ$. The error in assuming $\phi = 40^\circ$ for all fills is studied further. The error is defined as the difference between $\sigma_v,\phi$ and $\sigma_v,40$, divided by $\sigma_v,40$, and expressed as a percentage. Here, $\sigma_v,\phi$ and $\sigma_v,40$ are the vertical stress values computed at friction angles of $\phi$ and $40^\circ$ respectively. The error histogram is presented in Figure 4.4 and the error is less than 9% for any of the 165 points. Therefore, the isobars were developed with friction angle of $40^\circ$ and they can be used to evaluate the vertical stress for any friction angle between $30^\circ$ and $45^\circ$, with maximum error of 9%.

![Error distribution when 40° selected as the reference friction angle to estimate vertical stress within a backfilled structure](image)

Figure 4.4. Error distribution when 40° selected as the reference friction angle to estimate vertical stress within a backfilled structure

4.1.2 Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio

Stiffness properties are also often used as input parameters when a numerical simulation is carried out. First the effect of Young’s modulus for the vertical stress along the centre line was studied. Figure 4.5 shows the variation of normalised vertical stress $\sigma_v/\gamma B$ with normalised depth $z/B$, along the vertical centre line, for different
values of Young’s modulus \((E)\), ranging from 10 MPa to 3000 MPa. It is evident, from the Figure 4.5, that the Young’s modulus has no influence on the vertical stress variation. This agrees with the observation made by Li and Aubertin (2009b) for \(E\) ranging from 30 MPa to 300 MPa. When the Young’s modulus is high, less shear strain is required to fully mobilise the shear strength. However, with a low stiff (soft) material large shear strains are required to fully mobilise the shear strength. As a result, the change of Young’s modulus would not influence the vertical stress.

![Graph showing vertical stress variation](image)

**Figure 4.5.** Vertical stress variation along centre with Young’s modulus, when the model filled in layers; \(\nu = 0.25\) and \(\gamma = 17.65\) kN/m³

Next, the effect of Poisson’s ratio \((\nu)\) was studied. FLAC simulations were carried out with Poisson’s ratio varying in the range of 0.2 - 0.3 and the variation of \(\sigma_v/\gamma B\) versus \(z/B\) is shown in Figure 4.6, assuming \(\gamma = 17.65\) kN/m³ and \(E = 50\) MPa. A significant change in vertical stress, at centre, is observed when the Poisson’s ratio is changed (Figure 4.6a). Li and Aubertin (2009) observed that the vertical stress is higher when \(\nu = 0.2\), and lower when \(\nu = 0.4\). The horizontal stress at wall and the stress ratio (horizontal stress at wall to vertical stress at centre) is considered in Figure 4.6b and 4.6c, respectively, to elaborate the effect of Poisson’s ratio on arching and stress variations within the fill.
The horizontal stress at wall, is varied with Poisson’s ratio at lower depths ($z/B < 3$), when the arching is not fully developed. Later, the arching is fully developed, and the horizontal stress at the wall does not vary with the Poisson’s ratio (Figure 4.6b). However, the horizontal stress to vertical stress ratio changes with the Poisson’s ratio.

Figure 4.6. Stress variations for different Poisson’s ratio, when the model filled in layers, $E = 50$ MPa and $\gamma = 17.65$ kN/m³; (a) vertical stress at centre, (b) horizontal stress at wall and (c) horizontal stress at wall to vertical stress at centre ratio.
and mostly constant for the specified Poisson’s ratio for the model (Figure 4.6c). Moreover, the stress ratio is increased with the increase of input $\nu$. This can be explained with definition for lateral pressure coefficient at rest; ‘elastic $K_o$’ value (Equation 4.1) and the ratio of bulk modulus to shear modulus.

When the granular material is treated as a linear elastic continuum, the coefficient of earth pressure at rest is related to the Poisson’s ratio as follows;

$$K_0 = \frac{\nu}{1-\nu} \quad (4.1)$$

The ‘elastic-$K_o$’ value increases with the Poisson’s ratio (Figure 4.7). This increase of elastic-$K_o$ reduces the vertical stress at depths more than $3B$. However, the horizontal stress remains the same for depths more than $3B$, when an elastic material is considered (Figure 4.6b).

![Figure 4.7. Variation of ‘elastic $K_o$’, with Poisson’s ratio](image)

On the other hand, the ratio of Bulk modulus to Shear modulus (the modulus ratio) in isotropic elastic materials can be directly related to the Poisson’s ratio (Greaves et al. 2011). This is evident in Equation 4.2, where the modulus ratio only consists of $\nu$;
Bulk modulus/ Shear modulus = \frac{2(1+\nu)}{3(1-2\nu)}  

(4.2)

Bulk modulus dictates compression and shear modulus dictates distortion. Therefore, the modulus ratio is an indication of whether the material favours compression or shearing. When Poisson’s ratio is small, the modulus ratio also small and, the material is easily compressed than sheared. Loose material, with lower \( \nu \), undergoes larger compression with addition of mass from the top than shearing. However, the medium dense material has higher \( \nu \) (e.g., 0.3), implying the modulus ratio is large, and therefore material favours shearing than the compression. When the material in favour of shearing, the shear strength tends to fully mobilise at a lower depth and therefore arching is more prominent, and that leads to lower vertical stresses at the bottom. Hence, the \( \nu \) decides whether the compression or the shearing is more apparent within the material when filled between rigid walls, and also the vertical stress reductions with arching.

Next, either Elastic or Mohr-Coulomb constitutive models can be used for backfill in FLAC simulation models. The vertical stress variation with elastic constitutive models are arranged with legend ‘Elastic, \( \nu = 0.2 \)’ and ‘Elastic \( \nu = 0.3 \)’). Mohr-Coulomb constitutive models are used with different \( \phi \) values and the results are given in legend under ‘Mohr-Coulomb’. The average stress variation of Mohr-Coulomb material models with \( \phi = 40^\circ \), closely matches to elastic models when \( \nu = 0.2 \) (Figure 4.8).

Furthermore, the average vertical stresses are compared with analytical equations (Equation 3.19) with different \( K \) values. The analytical results are given under the legend ‘\( K = K_0 \)’, ‘\( K = K_a \)’ and ‘\( K = \text{elastic } K_0 \)’. The average vertical stress variation with FLAC elastic model closely matches with the estimations from Equation 3.19, when the \( K \) is taken as \( K_a \) or elastic \( K_0 \) (Figure 4.8). This implies that the elastic constitutive model would output results that are agree with analytical equations as well as the results from Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model, with given parameters and input.
values. Therefore, the vertical stress isobars are produced with FLAC simulations, including elastic constitutive model for the backfill.

4.1.3 Interfaces and interfacial friction angle

Interfacial friction angle (δ) is included in arching theory and the influence of wall friction angle on the stress variation has been identified early and discussed by many researchers in the form of analytical equations similar to Equation 3.19 (Marston and Anderson 1913; Handy 1985; Paik and Salgado 2003; Goel and Patra 2008; Singh et al. 2011) and also in numerical simulations (Li and Aubertin 2009b; Ting et al. 2011). Shear stresses lead to arching and result vertical stress reductions and therefore, the interfacial friction angle has an impact on the vertical as well as horizontal stress variation.

The walls, in mine stopes, are formed after explosive blasts and highly irregular with fully rough conditions. Therefore, the shear failure does not occur at the interface...
between backfill and rock wall, but occurs inside backfill, where several grain diameters away from the wall (Borgesson 1981; Singh et al. 2010). Figure 4.9 shows the wall of a freshly blasted stope wall in an underground mine and the rough wall surface, seen in Figure 4.9, justifies the assumption of wall-fill interfacial friction angle as the same as the friction angle of the fill. This is common with backfilled trenches, where the excavated soil surface is rough and hence a fully rough wall at the interface can be assumed. Therefore any vertical slip will take place few grains away from the rock wall. However, in grain containers, such as silos, the walls often consist of construction materials, such as concrete, metal etc. and therefore those walls can be assumed as medium rough.

Figure 4.9. A photograph showing the wall roughness in a mine stope (courtesy of Mr. Patrick Wilson, Ravenswood mine, Queensland).

Within backfilled mine stopes, trenches or filled silos, the granular material interacts with the surrounding and modelling of this soil-structure interaction would be vital. FLAC and FLAC$^{3D}$ contain built-in interface elements, which can be used effectively to model this interaction. Interface elements follow the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with specified tension cut-off. The displacement and force transfer between
boundary and the fill is modelled through normal \((K_n)\) and shear \((K_s)\) stiffness for the interface. However, the stiffness properties of interface, \(K_n\) and \(K_s\), are not readily defined and the empirical values suggested by FLAC user manual (Itasca 2011), were used with simulations.

Four simulations with different interfacial friction angles (cases A, F, G and H; \(\delta = 10^\circ - 40^\circ\)) were conducted. Figure 4.10 shows the variation of \(\sigma_v/\gamma B\) versus \(z/B\) for different values of the wall-fill interfacial friction angle \((\delta)\), while all other parameters remained the same. The interfacial friction angle has significant influence on the vertical stresses within the fill, and the vertical stress is decreased with the increase of \(\delta\) (Figure 4.10). Shearing at the boundary (rock, soil or concrete) leads to stress redistribution and transfers a significant amount of fill load to walls. With rough walls (e.g. mine stopes), a larger fraction of the fill weight is transferred to the wall and lesser load is transferred to the base resulting in lower values of vertical stress. For very smooth walls (i.e. \(\delta = 0\)), the variation of vertical stress is same as the overburden stress, which is simply the product of the unit weight of the fill and the depth. Here, the entire fill weight is transferred to the base, without arching.

![Figure 4.10. Vertical stress variation along the centreline for different values of interfacial friction angle \((E = 50 \text{ MPa}, \nu =0.20 \text{ and } \gamma = 17.65 \text{ kN/m}^3)\) ](image-url)
4.1.4 Dilation angle and cohesion

Dilation affects the interface behaviour, and can be included as a property of interface elements. A non-associated flow rule is used for granular materials, where the dilation angle is relatively small and would be less than the internal friction angle in backfilled masses (Jenike and Shield 1959; Karlsson et al. 1998). Few simulations (cases J, L, R and S) were conducted for different dilation and fill cohesion values. Figure 4.11 shows the variation of $\sigma_v/\gamma B$ against $z/B$ for different values of dilation angle ($\psi$) and cohesion ($c$). The vertical stresses decrease with increasing values of $\psi$ from 5° to 10°. Dilatant fill material induces a horizontal thrust, onto the wall via the interface elements, resulting higher normal stresses to the wall and leads to higher arching.

![Figure 4.11. Vertical stress variation along the centreline for different values of dilation angle ($\psi$) and cohesion ($c$) of the fill ($E = 50$ MPa, $\nu = 0.20$ and $\gamma = 17.65$ kN/m³)](image)

When cohesion is included in the interface, the vertical stress at centre was decreased (Figure 4.11 - case R). Cohesion increases the shear stress and leads to arching resulting lower vertical stress at bottom. Therefore, cohesion enables a substantial fraction of the fill load to be carried by the wall, as it improves the shear
strength and hence vertical stress is significantly reduced the within the fill. Additionally, when the fill has both dilating and cohesion properties, the stress transfer is intensified, as both arching effects are superimposed and therefore the vertical stresses tends to be even less (Figure 4.13 – case S). However, the simulations considered herein for stress isobars, dilation angle is assumed to be zero, because the fill is loosely placed hence not dense enough to cause any dilation during shear.

4.2 FLAC simulation procedure

The numerical models show that there is lateral variation of the vertical stress at all levels, and the variation is more significant at larger depths where shear strength is fully mobilised, i.e. arching effects are more predominant for the stress developments in larger depths. Ting et al. (2011) showed that in plane strain conditions (i.e. trenches), the vertical stress $\sigma_v$ reaches an asymptotic value, at a depth of $5B$. Therefore, the isobars are developed only for depths up to $6B$, beyond which there will be very little increase in $\sigma_v$. The exact values of vertical stresses within the backfill during filling were derived using FLAC, and are presented in the form of vertical stress isobars. Therefore, the vertical stress variation along the width or the vertical stress at any point within the fill can be obtained from this proposed vertical stress isobars charts. In the absence of such chart, it would require numerical simulations to determine these exact values.

A 24 m wide structure was chosen and a half-width of 12 m and a height of 6 times the width are modelled with a square mesh of 0.3 m $\times$ 0.3 m, which has 40 zones across the half-width. The horizontal bottom boundary is fixed for displacements in both $X$ and $Y$ directions. Material property parameters and values for the numerical simulations are listed in Table 4.2. It is assumed that the fill is dry and is surrounded by rock or concrete wall. The boundary or the surrounding material may be deformed before the filling takes place which depends on the construction material for silos or the ground stress conditions when backfilled mine stopes are considered. However, a
general case is considered here and wall deformation before the filling is not accounted when developing the isobars. The granular fill and wall material are both assumed to follow linear elastic constitutive model for the simplicity and simulations were carried out with $\delta = \phi$ for very rough wall and $\delta = 0.5\phi$ for medium rough wall.

The model was filled in 240 layers (layer height of 0.6 m), and the system was brought to equilibrium after each layer was placed. The vertical stress values at bottom were recorded into the array through a FISH code, according to method 1 as described in Chapter 3.5. The array, which consists of vertical stress of zones at bottom, is used to plot stress isobars chart.

Table 4.2. Parameters used with FLAC simulations to generate stress isobars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Granular fill</th>
<th>Rock/ Concrete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constitutive model</td>
<td>Linear elastic</td>
<td>Linear elastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit weight (kN/m³)</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td>26.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s modulus (MPa)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.2 and 0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction angle ($^\circ$)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion (MPa)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfacial friction angle</td>
<td></td>
<td>40° and 20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface stiffness $K_n, K_s$ (MPa/m)</td>
<td>1850, 2250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface cohesion (MPa)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface dilation angle ($^\circ$)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stress isobar values are normalised with the unit weight and the width of the structure (Figure 4.12). The stress isobar values were normalized, so that these isobars can be used for any application like a silo filled with grains or a mine stope filled with backfills, where different unit weights and structure dimensions are encountered. Therefore, the vertical stress at any location within the granular material contained within the structure can be estimated using stress isobar charts and Equation 4.3.

$$
\sigma_v (kPa) = isobar\ value \times \gamma \left( \frac{kN}{m^2} \right) \times B(m) \tag{4.3}
$$
Continuous lines and dashed lines were used for stress isobars, where continuous lines represent \( \nu = 0.2 \) and dashed lines represent \( \nu = 0.3 \). Noting the two different sets of isobars for \( \nu = 0.2 \) and 0.3, interpolation is possible for Poisson’s ratio values within that range. The contour interval was maintained as 0.05\( \gamma B \), for the entire height of 6\( B \) with stress isobars, for the sake of clarity in the isobars chart. A clutter of lines near the walls might occur if a finer contour interval is introduced and therefore the same contour interval was maintained with stress isobars charts presented herein. The distance between successive contours increases with \( z/B \), implying that the rate of increase in the stresses reduces with depth, because of arching. However, these isobars can be used for any width and any height up to six times the width only.

### 4.3 Stress isobars for plane strain conditions and validation

The backfilled trenches or narrow mine stopes are assumed considerably long, and are treated as plane strain problems. Then stress isobars were developed with plane strain configuration in FLAC simulations. Half of the model was simulated because of the symmetry and a roller boundary was applied along the centre. The other end of the model was connected to the walls with interface elements. As backfilled tranches or narrow mine stopes were considered, it is reasonable to assume that \( \delta = \phi \) and the isobar chart for plane strain configuration is presented in Figure 4.12, where the heights from 0 - 2\( B \), 2\( B \) - 4\( B \) and 4\( B \) - 6\( B \) were separated for clarity.
Figure 4.12. Stress isobars for plane strain conditions- trenches for (a) $z = 0-2B$, and (b) $z = 2B-4B$
Figure 4.12. Stress isobars for plane strain conditions- trenches for (c) $z = 4B-6B$
The proposed isobars for plane strain conditions were validated against 36 scenarios with randomly selected dimensions and Poisson’s ratios that are representative of field situations as in Table 4.3. As the width and height of the backfilled structure is considered according to cases in Table 4.3, the vertical stresses were computed using 36 FLAC simulations. Then, the vertical stresses were also determined using the isobars and Equation 4.3 for given 36 scenarios. The vertical stresses determined from above two approaches, are compared in Figure 4.13, where the stress estimated with stress isobars chart is matching to the stresses determine from FLAC simulations (i.e., all the points are in the close vicinity of the line of equality). The comparison in Figure 4.13 shows an excellent agreement, reinforcing the validity of the isobars for determining the vertical stress within a granular fill contained in a trench or a mine stope.

![Comparison of vertical stresses estimated for selected random cases in Table 4.3 with plane strain stress isobar charts and individual FLAC simulations](image)

Figure 4.13. Comparison of vertical stresses estimated for selected random cases in Table 4.3 with plane strain stress isobar charts and individual FLAC simulations
Table 4.3. Scenarios used for verification of plane strain stress isobar charts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Width (B)</th>
<th>Height (H)</th>
<th>v</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37.86</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47.84</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>61.80</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30.45</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.51</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20.40</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>122.48</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>31.35</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>53.72</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29.41</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>51.38</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>62.15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>82.18</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>37.83</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>113.28</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>56.12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>64.13</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>58.50</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21.17</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>73.80</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38.50</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>59.10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>60.35</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>63.65</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>135.13</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>26.13</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26.26</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31.90</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27.43</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Stress isobars for axisymmetric conditions and validation

The hydraulic diameter, which is the ratio of cross sectional area to the perimeter, plays a significant role when the filled material is subjected to arching. For square and circular cross sections of the same width, the cross sectional area to perimeter ratio ($A/P$) is same. Also the vertical stress profiles are similar for the two (Equations 3.14 and 3.16). The vertical normal stress variations along three vertical lines (i.e. $x = 0$, $B/4$ and $B/2$ where $B$ is the width and $x$ is measured from centre) on the vertical plane of symmetry of circular silo and a square mine stope compared in order to understand the similarity (Figure 4.14). Axisymmetric configuration was used for modelling the silos, and only the vertical radial plane is modelled. FLAC$^{3D}$ was used for modelling the stopes with square cross section with brick zones of 0.3 m sides. In both simulations, the backfill was connected to the walls with interface elements.

![Figure 4.14. Vertical stress variation at $x = 0$, $B/4$ and $B/2$ for square and circular structures filled with granular materials ($E = 50$ MPa, $v = 0.20$ and $\gamma = 17.65$ kN/m$^3$)](image-url)
As seen in the Figure 4.14, the vertical stress at the centre closely follows each other. But closer to the wall, the vertical stresses may have large error in assuming that square and circular cross sections give the same results. Therefore, the vertical stress isobar for axisymmetric conditions can be used for square cavities with vertical walls (e.g. mine stopes) backfilled with granular materials, but the error would be higher when estimating stresses near the edge.

Stress isobars for interfacial wall frictions of $\delta = \varphi$, $\delta = 0.5\varphi$ are given in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 respectively. As the walls within silos are not rough, stress isobar charts with $\delta = 0.5\varphi$ (Figure 4.16) are more suitable to be used with silos. Additionally, with interpolation, Figures 4.15 and 4.16 can be used for determining the stress isobar values another interfacial friction angle, for $\delta$ in the range of $0.5\varphi$ to $\varphi$. 
Figure 4.15. Axisymmetric vertical stress isobars for $\delta = \varphi$;

(a) $z = 0 - 2B$ and (b) $z = 2B - 4B$
Figure 4.15. Axisymmetric vertical stress isobars for $\delta = \varphi$;

(c) $z = 4B - 6B$
Figure 4.16. Vertical stress isobars for $\delta = 0.5 \phi$; (a) $z = 0 - 2B$, (b) $z = 2B - 4B$, and (c) $z = 4B - 6B$
Figure 4.16. Vertical stress isobars for $\delta = 0.5 \varphi$; (a) $z = 0 - 2B$, (b) $z = 2B - 4B$, and (c) $z = 4B - 6B$
To validate stress isobars proposed for silos and square mine stopes, 36 cases were randomly selected for silos of various dimensions, at different stages of filling (Table 4.4). Poisson’s ratios of 0.2 or 0.3, and interfacial friction angle of $\varphi$ or $0.5\varphi$ were also randomly chosen for these cases. Here, each case was a different combination of width, depth and Poisson’s ratio. Rest of the parameters were the same as those in Table 4.2. The normal stress values were computed using numerical simulations and were also estimated using isobars given in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. Then the vertical stress estimations were compared in Figure 4.17. It can be seen that all the points are in the close vicinity of the line of equality. Therefore comparison in Figure 4.17 shows an excellent agreement between the use of stress isobars to estimate vertical stresses and simulate each and individually simulated scenarios in FLAC for axisymmetric cases.

![Graph showing comparison of vertical stresses estimated for selected random cases with axisymmetric stress isobars and individual FLAC simulations](Image)

Figure 4.17. Comparison of vertical stresses estimated for selected random cases with axisymmetric stress isobars and individual FLAC simulations
Table 4.4. Scenarios used for verification of axisymmetric stress isobar charts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Width ($B$)</th>
<th>Height ($H$)</th>
<th>$\nu$</th>
<th>$\delta$ ($^\circ$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>125.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>122.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>113.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>135.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The error percentages for these validation exercises were arranged as histograms in Figure 4.18 for plane strain and axisymmetric scenarios. The error in 83% of the cases is less than 4% for axisymmetric isobars and 80% of the cases the error is less than 8% for PS isobars. Again, few large errors were recorded when estimating the vertical stresses near the wall. The stress isobar charts, created using FLAC numerical modelling, verified with individual FLAC simulations, which consist of a circular argument. This procedure was followed because of the lack of in situ stress data related to backfilled stopes. However, in overall Figures 4.18 reinforce the validity of the isobars for determining the vertical stress in a granular fill contained within rigid walls.

Figure 4.18. Error of estimation, when stress isobar charts were used to estimate vertical stresses for scenarios; (a) plane strain stress isobars chart used for scenarios given on Table 4.3 and (b) axisymmetric stress isobars chart used for scenarios for given on Table 4.4.
4.5 Summary and conclusions

A thorough parametric study was carried out through numerical simulations, in an attempt to identify the parameters influencing the vertical stresses within the granular fill. The conclusions are summarised as;

▪ The vertical stresses at similar locations within a column of granular backfill surrounded by a rigid wall are approximately the same for square and circular cross sections.

▪ The internal friction angle ($\varphi = 30^\circ$ to $50^\circ$) has a minimal effect on the vertical stress variation along the centre line. Moreover, the lateral variation of vertical stress also considered for the above friction angles and the error of considering the $\varphi = 40^\circ$ is considered and found that the most of the error is less than 5%, if the friction angle for fill is assumed as $40^\circ$.

▪ The Young’s modulus of the fill has no influence on the vertical stresses for the range of 10 MPa to 3000 MPa.

▪ Poisson’s ratio has significant influence on the vertical stresses within the fill. Larger the Poisson’s ratio, lower is the vertical stress transferred to the bottom, provided the other parameters remain the same.

▪ The use of interface elements to represent the fill-wall interface in the numerical simulations is effective, but it is necessary to choose appropriate values for $K_n$ and $K_s$.

▪ Presence of dilation and cohesion within the fill lowers the vertical stress transferred to the bottom.

▪ It is understood that granular materials often follow the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model. Within this exercise, presentation of a simple set of curves was expected and therefore simple linear elastic model was used.
The lateral variation of the vertical stress at any depth within the fill estimation is possible with the proposed vertical stress isobar charts. However, this is a limitation with widely used Marston’s equation and its extensions.

While Marston’s equation gives the average value of the vertical stress at a depth, the proposed isobars enable one to determine the exact vertical stress at any point within the fill mass. Therefore the lateral variation of the vertical stress at any depth within the fill can be calculated. The method is simple, quick and is reasonably accurate. The vertical stress variation with the fill friction angle and stiffness is discussed and suitably treated, when deriving these proposed isobars. The Poisson’s ratio has some effects on the magnitude of the vertical stresses. Therefore different isobar curves for \( \nu = 0.2 \) and \( \nu = 0.3 \) are given in the isobar charts. The design charts provided in the form of isobars, are similar to the pressure isobars available in the literature for uniformly loaded strip and square footings. There are several practical situations where containments are filled with granular materials. The proposed stress isobar charts can be used to estimate the vertical stresses within narrow, long and deep backfilled mine stopes, as well as square stopes.

The proposed isobars for plane strain and axisymmetric scenarios are validated in a systematic manner and the stress isobars have shown a good agreement with the numerical models when determining the vertical stresses for trenches, silos or mine stopes. The isobars for circular/square cannot be used for rectangular ones. However, by having the two cases (plane strain and axisymmetric), it is possible to interpolate the values for a vertical stope with rectangular cross section. If the backfilled stope cross section is a square or a circle \( (B/L = 1) \) as well as narrow trench \( (B/L = 0) \), these isobar charts can be used. However, for rectangular cross sections (e.g. \( 0 < B/L < 1 \)), one can only estimate the isobar value by interpolating from the values from axisymmetric \( (B/L = 1) \) and plane strain \( (B/L = 0) \) cases.
Chapter 5

Stress Developments within a Backfilled Drive and the Lateral Loading on the Barricade
5.1 General

Stress conditions in stopes have been monitored in situ (Mitchell et al. 1975; Knutsson 1981; Belem et al. 2004; Helinski et al. 2011; Thompson et al. 2012), as well as studied through laboratory tests (Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007b; Ting et al. 2012a). The distance along the drive from the stope brow or the stope entrance is called as the offset distance in backfilling practice. An exponential lateral stress reduction within the backfilled drive is predicted with the offset distance in analytical equations, where elastic behaviour with a vertical shear plane method is assumed (Kuganathan 2002; Li and Aubertin 2009a). However, the force propagation from the stope to drives, and ultimately the stresses onto the barricades are not well understood in to-date research literature. Understanding the load to the barricade is a concern in the mine backfilling operations. It is expected that the normal stress to the barricade should be kept below 100 kPa to avoid failure (Thompson et al. 2014). However, an evaluation of the stress state along the drive is necessary for adequate barricade designs and also to determine the corresponding filling procedure.

Earth Pressure Cells (EPC) have been successfully used to measure the stresses in the backfills (Take and Valsangkar 2001; Belem et al. 2004; Thompson et al. 2009; Helinski et al. 2011). For example, Belem et al. (2004) measured the lateral pressure on barricades in paste fill stopes, which included a plug, and a total pressure cell (TPC) attached to the barricade. In Belem et al. (2004) measurements, the barricade stress increased to gain a maximum and later decreased as the paste fill cures. Yumlu and Guresci (2007) described an in situ stress monitoring program for paste filled stope at Turkey and concluded that overpressure condition, that occurs with tight filling of backfill within the drives, is responsible for most of the failures. Thompson et al. (2009; 2012) presented in situ stress monitoring results for stopes and barricades in CPB filled mines in Canada and Turkey. Helinski et al. 2011 reported the results of barricade stress measurements in two paste backfilled mines in Australia, and observed very different stress behaviours for different cemented paste backfill mixtures. Most of the recent in
situ stress monitoring has been carried out for cemented backfills. However, this dissertation focuses on uncemented backfills and, therefore, the studies on uncemented fills are discussed in detail.

Grice (1989) reports a field study of barricade stresses monitoring by loading the barricade in undrained conditions to check the failure. The results showed 4 m × 4 m brick barricade cracked at a pressure of 220 kPa. Later, a discussion by Duffield et al. (2003) on recent barricade failures mentioned that the anticipated stresses can be different if the barricade dimensions are different from Grice’s (1989) results. However, in situ monitoring of backfilling is an expensive process because of the high cost of monitoring equipment and the instrument is also not retrievable (Dunnicliff 1988). Therefore, this study aimed to delve into the mechanisms of stress transfer from mine stope to the barricade, where EPCs have been used in the laboratory test setup.

Mitchel et al. (1975) carried out barricade pressure monitoring with rubber ‘sandwich’ cells and piezometers. Afterwards, model studies on backfill stability (Mitchell et al. 1982) and centrifuge tests have been reported for backfills (Smith and Mitchell 1982; Mitchell and Roettger 1984; Mitchell 1989). Mitchell (1992) studied the lateral stress on temporary barricades for two offset distances. The results showed significant arching development within the drives and an exponential stress reduction, concluding that the anticipated stresses of around 105 kPa for a 3 m × 3 m barricade when placed at the stope entrance (Mitchel 1992). However, Mitchell (1992) has not given details of the stope dimensions for this estimated barricade stress. Even though, the tests conducted by Mitchell (1992) were a good initiative into the study of barricade stress and stress variation, following deficiencies can be identified with the test setup:

- Stope dimensions and the drive dimensions were equal – e.g., 0.2 m
- Depth of the model stope was only 1.5 times the drive height- model height is not sufficient to study the barricade load variation when the backfill is subjected to arching
Load to the barricade is obtained for 0 and 100 mm distance from stope brow and variation of stress along the drive position has not been analysed

Reduction of lateral load acting on the barricade with offset distance encourages miners to install the barricade as far as possible from the stope brow (Li and Aubertin 2009a). However, the drainage decreases with offset distance, leaving the fill to take longer time to develop the effective stresses (Kuganathan 2002). Therefore, the current industrial practice is to build the barricade one drive height away from stope brow (Kuganathan 2005). This study aimed to analyse the effect of offset distance on the loading on the barricade.

5.2 Laboratory test design

Initial laboratory tests were done at JCU with an apparatus developed in-house, to study the stresses within the stopes. The apparatus consists of a model stope, made of Perspex, with circular and square cross sections and a supporting assembly with a load cell. Details of these tests are given in Chapter 3.3. The aim is to evaluate stress conditions within the drive. Backfilled mine stopes are 15 m to 20 m wide, and depths can be larger than 100 m and the normal stress reaches an asymptote after a certain depth. For example, the asymptotic vertical stress within the stope, determined from Equation 3.15 for a 15 m wide square stope, is 250 kPa. Practically, higher stresses are not experienced in laboratory model tests (1:100 scaled down), and sometimes the system may have low stresses (for example 5 kPa) (Pirapakaran and Sivakugan 2007b; Ting et al. 2012a). Therefore, testing a regular model stope within the laboratory conditions may not generate stresses as much as encountered in situ. Hence, a uniformly distributed load (UDL) is applied through the MTS Universal Testing Machine (called as MTS herein) at the top of the model and a horizontal plate, which is placed on the top of the model stope, distributes the applied load uniformly from the MTS (Figure 5.1). The MTS is capable of applying a pre-programmed load, which is then held for a specified duration of time.
The stress at a height within the backfilled stope estimated by Equation 3.15, is the same for a square and a circular cross section with the same width (Fahey et al. 2009; Sivakugan and Widisinghe 2013). The ratio of cross sectional area to the perimeter of a horizontal layer element, dictates the vertical stress variation throughout the stope, thus the vertical stress variations in both square and circular stopes should be the same. Therefore, a model stope was developed with a thick-walled stainless steel tube, with an inner diameter of 310 mm, representing the stope width. Considering that the circular and square cross sectional stopes may generate the same stress conditions when backfilled, a circular cross section was selected for the stope, since it facilitates easy manufacturing and setting up.

Relative dimensions of the stope and drives influence the lateral loading to the barricade, and a change in dimensions of the barricade may significantly affect the resistance capacity of the barricade (Kuganathan 2001; Duffield et al. 2003). According to Duffield et al. (2003), a barricade of 5 m by 5 m may experience large stresses compared to a barricade of 4 m by 4 m (Grice 1989), considering the HF barricade failure at Bronzewing mine (Tolach 2000). Barricade dimensions, those are the same as drive dimensions, were varied in this testing program to study the loadings. Four drives with widths 75 mm, 100 mm, 125 mm and 150 mm were attached to the main stope and the normal stress to the barricade was measured by EPCs.

Four drives with widths of 75 mm, 100 mm, 125 mm and 150 mm represent barricade to stope width ratios of 0.25, 0.33, 0.416 and 0.5 respectively (Figure 5.1). The barricade was made out of tempered wood, with a grooved recess to insert the EPC, in such a way that the EPC is flushed with HF when the stope is filled. Two bolts were installed at the back of the barricade, so the offset distance could be varied with the movement of bolt as well as the barricade was kept fixed while the test takes place (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1. Arrangement of the test setup; (a) with square drive, (b) with circular drive, (c) EPC arrangement and (d) schematic of UDL application from MTS.
5.2 Earth pressure cells – installation and calibration

Barricade contact pressure was measured with EPCs in this study. Many operational factors (stress history, temperature, data recording, etc.) are required to consider with the use of EPC, or with pressure transducers. The stress history affects the EPC reading and should be considered with stress readings (Talesnick 2005). With the tests carried out during the present work, EPC was attached to the stope that was filled with HF and UDL (surcharge) was applied with the MTS. Thereafter, the HF was dumped to clean the apparatus before the next test. Therefore, the stress history dependency was not considered in these tests, as the EPC was subjected to one loading cycle.

Many types of stress transducers are commercially available. In addition, there has been many attempts to construct pressure transducers, for example Trollope and Lee (1961) and Askegaard (1963), among others. Furthermore, Labuz and Theroux (2005) developed pressure transducers and, the pressure sensed on the diaphragm was analytically expressed with shear plane method. Talesnick (2005) introduced null-pressure gauges, in which the diaphragm deflection is brought to zero by pumping air from an external air pressure regulator. Though, Talesnick (2013) showed linear calibration curves with null pressure gauges, they are often not commercially viable for an experiment which involves few pressure gauges, since they may require a considerable instrumentation work (Jardine 2010).

5.2.1 Earth pressure cells installation

The EPCs can be installed either embedded in soil or flushed with the boundary. Insertion of a pressure transducer in soil disturbs the existing stress field (Harris and Seager 1973; Clayton and Bica 1993; Talesnick 2005) and may induce either stress concentrations or reliefs depending on the EPC thickness. This stress redistribution and the change of void ratio in the vicinity of the stress transducer can seriously affect the accuracy of readings. The stress measurement within the soil is of great difficulty,
compared to the installation of transducers to measure the stresses at the boundary. Therefore, the stress at a face of a structural element can be measured with a greater accuracy than within the soil mass. Hence, the former installation technique, flushing with the boundary, is more accurate, and was used with barricade stress measurements in this study.

Cell action factor, which indicates the accuracy of transducer, is defined as “the ratio of the normal stress measured by the cell to that which would have existed in the absence of the transducer” (Clayton and Bica 1993). The cell action factor is lowest for dense and high modulus material and therefore, the loose material would incur a higher cell action factor as well as the backfill placement density affects the accuracy of readings (Clayton and Bica 1993). Hence a low relative density is used in the laboratory tests with HFs. Also Take and Valsangkar (2001) have mentioned that the EPC diaphragm should be about 20 times larger than the average grain size. In HFs tested, the ratio of EPC diaphragm to grain size is more than 20. Although, suitable correction factors should be used to adjust the temperature variation with EPC readings (Daigle and Zhao 2004), as all the tests were conducted under temperature controlled laboratory conditions, a temperature correction was not required for EPC readings.

5.2.2 Calibration of earth pressure cells

The calibration factor, is given by the manufacturer for a particular EPC, which is often obtained from a test performed under a uniform fluid pressure. If the calibration is not performed under the conditions identical to the testing, the resulting readings may be of very limited importance (Dunnicliff 1988). Calibration within the test conditions and calibration for the expected stress range are essential for reliable EPC readings.

There are three methods available to calibrate an EPC as follow:

1. Placing a dead weight placed on the diaphragm
2. A fine layer of test material placed above the EPC and then various dead weights placed on top of the fine layer of test material
3. An air pressure or oil pressure on the EPC (homogeneous fluid pressure)

Latter two methods are commonly used to calibrate EPCs, as in the first method, dead weights on the diaphragm, may disturb diaphragm deformations and damage the diaphragm. Take and Valsangkar (2001) calibrated EPCs with a soil layer and a homogenous fluid pressure, and obtained comparable results with both the methods. However, according to Wachman and Labuz (2011) when a fluid is used for calibration, the pressures are over-estimated by around 15% which highlights the necessity of calibrating the EPC within a similar material which intended to carry out the stress measurements. Moreover, the test results of Ramirez et al. (2010) showed linear calibration coefficients for ‘Deadweights and Wheat’ calibration, where a fine layer of wheat has been placed on the EPC and followed by deadweights (Figure 5.2).

![Figure 5.2. The calibration charts by Ramirez et al. (2010) and a linear calibration drawn for readings of 'deadweights and wheat']
This study used three different KYOWA EPCs (BED-A), those are capable of measuring pressures up to 200 kPa, 500 kPa and 1 MPa. An apparatus was developed in JCU Geomechanics laboratory to calibrate the above EPCs (Figure 5.3). An aluminium mould was machined to the size of EPCs and a slot was left for the EPC cable. Then, the EPC was placed on mould and a fine layer of sand was applied on top of it (Figure 5.3). After that, the mould was placed on the direct shear test structure, where the top loading plate was used to apply the dead weight (Figure 5.3b). Dead weights were increased and the normal stress was calculated taking into account the total mass of ball, loading plate, hanger and dead weights. Four trials were conducted for each EPC, and the mean pressure readings with applied pressure and the calibration coefficients for each EPC are shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.3. The mould and setup used to calibrate EPCs; (a) close-up view with the mould and the EPC, (b) EPC loaded with dead weights after placing a fine layer and (c) details of the setup
According to the results EPC1 and EPC3 underestimated the stresses (Figures 5.4a and 5.4c) and EPC2 overestimated the stresses (Figure 5.4b). The calibration tests were repeated for four trials and the reproducibility of the results were excellent among trials. The linear calibration factors, for each EPC, are displayed within Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4. EPC Calibration results shown with calibration coefficients s and R-squared values for; (a) EPC1-200 kPa, (b) EPC2-500 kPa and (c) EPC3-1 MPa

According to the results EPC1 and EPC3 underestimated the stresses (Figures 5.4a and 5.4c) and EPC2 overestimated the stresses (Figure 5.4b). The calibration tests were repeated for four trials and the reproducibility of the results were excellent among trials. The linear calibration factors, for each EPC, are displayed within Figure 5.4.
5.3 Laboratory test methodology

5.3.1 Methodology to evaluate the variation of vertical stress

Analytical equations assume that the vertical stress distribution across the stope depth is uniform (Marston and Anderson 1913). However, to date understanding of arching and numerical simulation results confirm it is not the case (Chapter 4). Shear strength mobilization along the walls causes the stress arch to form, in which the vertical stress at the centre is higher than that at the wall. To quantify this variation, EPC3 (1 MPa) was installed at the centre of the stope and the EPC2 (500 kPa) was installed at the edge of the stope. Moreover, EPC1 (200 kPa) was placed in flush with the barricade and the barricade was stationed at zero offset distance, such that it measures the horizontal stress at walls corresponding to a particular vertical stress. In this manner, EPC3 reads the vertical stress at centre and EPC2 measures the vertical stress near the wall. The EPC1 reading makes it possible to evaluate the lateral pressure coefficient near the bottom, at the perimeter.

5.3.2 Methodology to evaluate the barricade stress variation with offset distance

The setup was arranged to measure the horizontal stress on the barricade, with barricade situated at various offset distances. The barricade was moved to offset distances of 25 mm, 50 mm and 75 mm and fixed at the particular location with the bolts (Figure 5.1). The variation of barricade stress with offset distance can be estimated with this setup.

5.3.3 Methodology to evaluate the barricade stress variation with drive dimensions

The dimensions of the stopes and the drives vary within the same mine (Sivakugan et al. 2006b). Therefore, consideration of the barricade stress variation with barricade dimension is essential. Hence four drives with widths of 75 mm, 100 mm,
125 mm and 150 mm were attached to the stope (Figure 5.1). Then the barricade was positioned at 0, 25 mm, 50 mm and 75 mm offset distances and the stope was filled to obtain the stresses on the barricade with EPCs as described below.

5.3.4 Methodology to evaluate the barricade stress variation with drive shape

The effect of drive shape was analysed with circular and square drives. The variations of stress distribution patterns with circular and square drive shapes were studied to understand the effect of the concept of hydraulic diameter, cross sectional area to perimeter ratio, on arching and the loads onto the barricade.

EPCs were installed on the barricades, and the barricade was stationed at appropriate offset distances. Then the stope was filled with HFs up to 465 mm with a 20 mm aperture funnel. After filling the stope, all data cables from EPCs were connected to the TDS-602 (Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd) data logger. Next, the system was subjected to uniform pressures of 36 kPa, 69 kPa, 101 kPa, 134 kPa, 264 kPa, 393 kPa, 524 kPa, 654 kPa, 783 kPa and 913 kPa consecutively, with the UDL applied through MTS. For each loading, the load was held for 5 minutes and then was increased to the next loading level. EPC readings were recorded to data logger throughout the test. Finally, the actual stress at the barricade was obtained after correcting the recorded EPC stress data using the calibration coefficients. Additionally, the displacement of the loading plate was recorded in the computer that controls the MTS, which continuously monitors the displacement of the rammer.

5.4 Analytical equations to estimate stresses on barricade

Most of the analytical equations, related to arching, are based on the equilibrium of horizontal or vertical layer elements, which is also known as the shear plane method. A detailed analysis about the attempts to analytically determine the load on the barricade is given below.
Lateral stress on the barricade were first studied by Mitchell et al. (1975), who proposed an expression considering the full overburden conditions. The lateral pressure coefficient at rest, $K_o$ has been taken as 0.5.

$$\sigma_b = \gamma H K_o$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

where, $\sigma_b$ - lateral stress on barricade

$H$ - stope height

This equation (Equation 5.1) over predicted the requirements for barricades. As the understanding of arching evolved, Smith and Mitchell(1982) incorporated arching to their empirical formulation:

$$\sigma_b = 0.4\gamma H \left( 1 - 0.6 \frac{L}{h} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

where, $L$ - offset distance of barricade from the stope

$h$ - width of drive

In this empirical equation, if the $L/h$ ratio becomes 5/3, then the load on barricade becomes zero. Therefore the analytical equations have been further modified.

The drive itself can be considered as a miniature stope. The lateral stress near the stope brow, acts horizontally on drive and can consider as the internal surcharge on the drive. Kuganathan (2002) analytically obtained the stress on the barricade ($\sigma_b$) for fully drained conditions:

$$\sigma_b = \sigma_o \times \exp \left( \frac{P_d K_o \tan \phi}{A_d} \cdot L \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

where, $\sigma_o$ - horizontal stress at the stope entrance

$P_d$ - perimeter of drive

$A_d$ - cross sectional area of the barricade

Later, Li and Aubertin (2009a) proposed another equation to evaluate the stress acting on a point within the barricade considering many factors, such as different earth pressure coefficients along longitudinal and transverse directions within the drive.
\[ \sigma_b = \left[ \frac{h'}{H_d} \cdot \sigma_{hT0} + \left( 1 - \frac{h'}{H_d} \right) \cdot \sigma_{hB0} \right] \exp \left[ -L \cdot \frac{2 \tan \delta}{K_{dl}} \left( \frac{1}{H_d} + \frac{K_{dt}}{h'} \right) \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

where, \( \sigma_{hB0}, \sigma_{hT0} \) - horizontal stress at base and top of the stope entrance, respectively
\( h', H_d \) - height considered and total height of the drive respectively
\( K_{dl} \) - earth pressure coefficient in longitudinal direction within the drive
\( K_{dt} \) - earth pressure coefficient in transverse direction within the drive

### 5.4.1 Derivation of analytical equation to estimate the barricade stress

An analytical solution for the barricade stress was derived from first principles, and the derivation is similar to the derivation given in Section 3.1. The terminology related to derivation is illustrated in Figure 5.5.

![Figure 5.5](image)

Figure 5.5. The notation showing the barricade height and offset distance along with other parameters

Let \( A_d \) - cross sectional area of the vertical layer element

\[ P_d \] - perimeter of the vertical layer element

The shear force on vertical layer element;
\[ ds = (K\sigma_x \tan \delta + c_a) P_d dx \quad (5.5) \]

For equilibrium of vertical layer element,

\[ \sigma_x A_d = (\sigma_x + d\sigma_x) A_d + (K \sigma_x \tan \delta + c_a) P_d dx \quad (5.6) \]

\[ d\sigma_x = -(K \sigma_x \tan \delta + c_a) \frac{P_d}{A_d} dx \quad (5.7) \]

\[ \frac{d\sigma_x}{dx} = \left( -\frac{P_d}{A_d} c_a \right) - \left( K \tan \delta \frac{P_d}{A_d} \right) \sigma_x \quad (5.8) \]

Let \( X' = -\frac{P_d}{A_d} c_a \) and \( Y' = K \tan \delta \frac{P_d}{A_d} \), both of which are constants that depend on the dimensions and fill parameters, to simplify next few steps.

Therefore,

\[ \frac{d\sigma_x}{dx} = X' - Y' \sigma_x \quad (5.9) \]

\[ \int_{\sigma_o}^{\sigma_b} \frac{d\sigma_x}{X' - Y' \sigma_x} = \int_0^L dx \quad (5.10) \]

\[ \left[ -\frac{1}{Y'} \ln(X' - Y' \sigma_x) \right]_{\sigma_o}^{\sigma_b} = [x]_0^L \quad (5.11) \]

\[ \therefore \frac{X' - Y' \sigma_b}{X' - Y' \sigma_o} = e^{-Yx} \quad (5.12) \]

\[ \sigma_b = \frac{X'}{Y'} \left( 1 - e^{-Y'x} \right) + \sigma_o e^{-Y'x} \quad (5.13) \]

i.e., the general expression for the barricade stress, at a offset distance of \( L \) becomes:

\[ \sigma_b = \left( -\frac{P_d}{A_d} c_a \right) \left( 1 - e^{-K \tan \delta \frac{P_d}{A_d}} \right) + \sigma_o e^{-K \tan \delta \frac{P_d}{A_d}} \quad (5.14) \]
For a cohesionless fill: \( C_a = 0 \);

\[
\sigma_b = \frac{A_d}{(K \tan \delta P_d)} \left( 1 - e^{-\kappa \tan \frac{P_d}{A_d}} \right) + \sigma_o e^{-\kappa \tan \frac{P_d}{A_d}} \tag{5.15}
\]

The term 1 has little influence on the barricade stress, because the value of \((A_d/K \tan \delta P_d)\) is smaller compared to \(\sigma_o\). The term 2 has significant influence on barricade stress as the lateral stress at stope brow is higher. Therefore the Equation 5.15 can be simplified to term 2 as:

\[
\sigma_b = \sigma_o e^{-\kappa \tan \frac{P_d}{A_d}} \tag{5.16}
\]

The simplified Equation 5.16, is same as Kuganathan’s (2002) Equation 5.3. Therefore, Equation 5.3, is used for comparison with laboratory test results herein.

5.5 Numerical (FLAC\(^{3D}\)) simulations for laboratory tests

A detailed description of numerical simulation packages including those used in this dissertation is given on Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The simulation procedure, related to tests with MTS machine, is outlined herein. A square stope with one drive was modelled using FLAC\(^{3D}\) to compare with laboratory results. Constitutive model parameters, interface parameters and properties for hydraulic fills and barricade are tabulated in Table 5.1. The stope, drive and barricade were simulated with equi-dimensional block elements (5 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm), and only half of the model was simulated due to symmetry (Figure 5.6a). Interface elements were included to the model as given in Figure 5.6b. Here the barricade was assumed as a rough planer structure and interface elements were used between (i) the stope and fill, (ii) barricade and fill, and (iii) drive walls and fill. Then the stope was filled with minefill in 10 layers. After the initial model reaches to equilibrium state, the surcharge was applied on top of the stope, via a FISH function, in which the load was increased in 10 steps. After the surcharge
was applied for each step, the model was iterated and to equilibrium. The stresses at the barricade, at stope centre and at stope edge were recorded, into an array with a FISH routine. Later with each surcharge, the array was updated. A sample FLAC$^3$D simulation code is included in Appendix A3.

Table 5.1. Geomechanical properties used with FLAC$^3$D model for barricade bricks, rock surrounding, HF and interface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Property/modelling parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barricade bricks</td>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>*1.99 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>*0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>*1,927 kgm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock surrounding</td>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>*20 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>*0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>*2,700 kgm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>Young’s modulus</td>
<td>*50 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>*0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Density</td>
<td>1,800 kgm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal friction angle</td>
<td>39°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Interfacial friction angle</td>
<td>38°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal and shear stiffness</td>
<td>*2,689 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dilation angle</td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Used with available data in literature and with the FLAC$^3$D user manual
Figure 5.6. **FLAC**\textsuperscript{3D} model to simulate the tests conducted with MTS; (a) numerical modelling parameters and boundary conditions, and (b) interfaces used in model

![FLAC 3D model](image)

Figure 5.7. The lateral stress variation when the SD\_125\_75 model stope is subjected to a surcharge of 913 kPa
5.6 Results and analysis

The following notation was used to identify each test:

- CD or SD to identify drive shape; CD - circular drives or SD - square drives
- Digits following CD or SD to identify the drive width in millimetres
- Last digits to identify the offset distance in millimetres.

Therefore a symbol such as CD150_75 denotes a circular drive of 150 mm and the offset distance is 75 mm. The repeatability, of tests with MTS, was analysed with four CD150_0 and four CD150_75 tests. CD150_0 tests resulted similar EPC1 and EPC2 stresses (Figure 5.8a). However, when the offset distance is increased the EPC1 recorded lower stresses than the EPC2 (Figure 5.8b). The precision was high for all EPC stress readings (Figure 5.8). Higher precision was obtained as the filling and load application were conducted methodically and this suggests that the other tests would also be highly repeatable.

![Graphs showing results](image)

Figure 5.8. The repeatability of tests, conducted with MTS, as analysed with four trials; (a) CD150_0 test results (b) CD150_75 test results
5.6.1 Variation of vertical stress at bottom and lateral stress ratio

The vertical stress at the centre of the stope bottom and horizontal stress at stope wall were considered in computing the lateral stress ratio. The barricade was installed at the stope brow, and therefore the EPC on barricade would record the horizontal stress to the wall. Additionally, the vertical stress at stope edge was recorded and used to evaluate the lateral variation of vertical stress at bottom.

Figure 5.9. Vertical stress recorded at stope centre and stope edge with applied surcharge; (a) square drive attached, (b) circular drive attached, and (c) comparison of stress at centre to stress at edge
The lateral variation of vertical stress is significant and the vertical stress on stope centre is considerably higher than the vertical stress at stope corner (Figure 5.9). This is further highlighted when comparing the ratio of vertical stress at centre to the vertical stress at corner (Figure 5.9c). The ratio is higher than one, and remains around four for all applied surcharges. This confirms that, it is not safe to assume an average vertical stress. Therefore, the vertical stress at centre (i.e., the maximum vertical stress) is recommended to be considered in designs.

Theoretical equations (e.g., (Marston and Anderson 1913)) assume the ratio of horizontal stress at wall to average vertical stress as $K_a$, $K_0$, etc. A lateral pressure coefficient near stope walls can be computed with the vertical stress at stope edge and horizontal stress at barricade. This lateral pressure coefficient was introduced by Krynine (Handy 1985; Iglesia et al. 2014) and is denoted as $K_{krynine}$. The average vertical stress is taken as the average of vertical stress at stope centre and stope edge. The following lateral pressure coefficients were calculated using horizontal and vertical stresses recorded. The $K_1$, $K_2$ and $K_3$ are calculated from the model test results for square and circular shaped drives and compared with theoretical lateral pressure coefficients in Figure 5.10.

\[
K_1 = \frac{\text{Horizontal stress at wall}}{\text{Average vertical stress at bottom}} \quad (5.17a)
\]
\[
K_2 = \frac{\text{Horizontal stress at wall}}{\text{Vertical stress at stope bottom edge}} \quad (5.17b)
\]
\[
K_3 = \frac{\text{Horizontal stress at wall}}{\text{Vertical stress at stope bottom centre}} \quad (5.17c)
\]

The $K_1$ and $K_3$ are of the same order as $K_a$, $K_0$ and $K_{krynine}$ for both square and circular drives (Figure 5.10). Furthermore, $K_3$ lies between $K_0$ and $K_a$, but $K_1$ is close to $K_{krynine}$. However, the lateral pressure coefficient $K_2$, calculated with stope bottom edge vertical stress, is not comparable with the theoretical $K$. Low vertical stress, compared to the stope centre, exists at stope bottom edge as shown in Figure 5.9, and therefore a higher $K_2$ is shown in Figure 5.10. The edge near the walls may not be tightly filled up
with granular material and inadequate confinement may occur near the edge. However, these conditions would not rise with continuum analysis (e.g., FLAC3D simulations), where a uniform confinement is assumed throughout the continuum.

5.6.2 Barricade stress variation with offset distance

The barricade stress variation with offset distance, for both square and circular drive shapes, was analysed. The offset distance was divided by the drive width and a normalised offset distance ($L/h$) was used along the $x$-axis. The lateral stress on barricade was normalised with the vertical stress at stope centre and the normalised barricade stress ($\sigma_b / \sigma_z$) is presented on $y$-axis. The variations of normalised barricade stress with normalised offset distance, for square shaped drives of widths 75 mm and for circular shaped drives of widths 75 mm, are given in Figure 5.11, where a curve fitting is also given for the average of stresses.

Figure 5.10. The theoretical and calculated lateral pressure coefficient values are compared; (a) 75 mm wide square drive attached and (b) 75 mm wide circular drive attached

5.6.2 Barricade stress variation with offset distance

The barricade stress variation with offset distance, for both square and circular drive shapes, was analysed. The offset distance was divided by the drive width and a normalised offset distance ($L/h$) was used along the $x$-axis. The lateral stress on barricade was normalised with the vertical stress at stope centre and the normalised barricade stress ($\sigma_b / \sigma_z$) is presented on $y$-axis. The variations of normalised barricade stress with normalised offset distance, for square shaped drives of widths 75 mm and for circular shaped drives of widths 75 mm, are given in Figure 5.11, where a curve fitting is also given for the average of stresses.
In both square and circular drives, the highest barricade stress was obtained when the barricade is at zero offset distance, or flushed with the stope. When the normalised offset distance is one \((L/h = 1)\), the normalised barricade stress is at the minimum. As the offset distance increases, more surface area along the drive contributes to arching and hence the stress on the barricade is greatly reduced.

In both square and circular drives, the highest barricade stress was obtained when the barricade is at zero offset distance, or flushed with the stope. When the normalised offset distance is one \((L/h = 1)\), the normalised barricade stress is at the minimum. As the offset distance increases, more surface area along the drive contributes to arching and hence the stress on the barricade is greatly reduced.

Figure 5.11. Barricade stress variation with offset distance and the best fit curve; (a) and (b) 75mm wide square drive, (c) and (d) 75 mm wide circular drive.
(Figure 5.11). However, the stress reduction pattern is identified by drawing the best fit curve. A linear function of offset distance can estimate the barricade stress for square drive and circular drives. Overall, the barricade stress variation can be considered as a decreasing function with the offset distance. Additionally, when the surcharge is higher, the barricade stress in both square and circular drives shows a steeper decrease. The increase of normalised offset distance from 0 to 1 reduces the stress at the barricade to about 76% for circular drives (Figure 5.11c and 5.11d).

The pattern of decreasing barricade stress with offset distance is inconsistent in some tests, as shown in below (Figure 5.12). The barricade stress is increased for offset distance of 0.6 of SD125 tests (Figure 5.12a). Also in CD150 tests, the barricade stress increased at offset distance of 0.2 or 0.33 (Figure 5.12b). The barricade stress should decrease with offset distance due to arching and stress transfer to drive walls. As the stope is filled after each test, the relative density variations with filling and handling might have caused these variations.

Figure 5.12. Barricade stress variations, highlighting few increased stresses, as the offset distance increased; (a) for SD125 tests and (b) for CD150 tests
The different relative densities occur with placement and especially with handling the stope with MTS. This difference of relative density may influence the deviations of barricade stress as given in Figure 5.12. Although measures were taken to place the mine fill in such a way that the relative density is maintained constant at all locations, such as keeping the funnel at the same height and using the same mechanism to bring the filled stope to MTS machine, the loading plate displacement was not uniform for all the cases (Appendix A1). The uneven loading plate displacements imply a difference of particle packing within the stope.

### 5.6.3 Variation of barricade stress with drive dimensions

The variation of the lateral loading on barricade with barricade width, for an offset distance of 25 mm is shown in Figure 5.13. Here the results are given for a higher range of surcharges and the rest of the data are included in Appendix A2.

![Figure 5.13. Barricade stress variation with barricade width, for offset distance of 25 mm; (a) square drives and (b) circular drives](a)(b)
The normalised stress on the barricade is increasing with drive width (Figure 5.13). This implies that a large load is transferred to barricade, when the drive dimensions are larger. Wide drive provides a path to transfer more load from the stope to the barricade, than in the case of a confined pathway in a smaller drive. Overall, the trend was to increase the barricade stress with drive dimension. Therefore, the expected load or the stress to the barricade increases with the drive dimension in backfilling stopes and this aspect is recommended to be considered in fill monitoring and filling activities.

5.6.4 Variation of barricade stress with drive shape

Both square shaped and circular shaped drives were used in the tests and the barricade stresses were compared among the different drive shapes. The barricade stress variation was compared for offset distance of 25 mm and different surcharge values, as shown in Figure 5.14.

![Figure 5.14. Barricade stress variation when shape of the drive is changed and the offset of 25 mm: (a) for surcharges of 36 kPa and 68 kPa, and (b) surcharges of 393 kPa and 523 kPa](image-url)
The barricade stress is increasing with the drive width for both circular and square drives (Figure 5.14). As the surcharge increased, the barricade stress variation fluctuated within a narrow range ($\sigma_b / \sigma_z = 0.18$ to 0.45). Figure 5.14b shows a drop in barricade stress with drive width of 125 mm for square drives. The different relative densities, with filling and handling, can be identified as the main reason for the stress decrease. The packing density, particularly within and in the vicinity of the drive affects the force propagation from stope to drive in this specific case (Figure 5.14b).

5.6.5 Comparison of barricade stress estimated with analytical equations, numerical simulations and laboratory tests

Square drives and circular drives, were tested in laboratory, and the same trend in the variation of barricade stresses were observed as shown in Figure 5.14. The circular drive could not be attached to the stope with FLAC$^{3D}$, to replicate the test condition, as the surrounding material could not be merged between the stope and drive. Therefore, the test results were compared with FLAC$^{3D}$ simulation results for square drives and with Equation 5.3, and are shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. The laboratory test results are indicated under the ‘Lab test_EPCs’ title in legend.

The FLAC$^{3D}$ stresses at offset distance of zero are higher than the stresses estimated with laboratory tests (Figure 5.15). FLAC$^{3D}$ predicts a large stress at stope brow, because a larger horizontal stress is recorded on walls with assumed continuum approach. Also the assumed continuum layer, the analytical equations use an average vertical stress at stope bottom (Equation 5.3). Therefore, the vertical stresses estimated with analytical equations, are high than predicted by FLAC$^{3D}$, which is again reflected with barricade stresses (Figure 5.15).
As the offset distance is increased, or when the barricade is moved away from the stope brow, arching distributes the fill loads to drive walls and therefore, the barricade stress decreased with offset distance (Figure 5.15). Larger surface area along the drive contributes to arching as the offset distance is increased, and hence the stress varies.

Figure 5.15. Variation of barricade stress with offset distance as compared in different surcharges; (a) \( q = 36 \) kPa, (b) \( q = 394 \) kPa and (c) \( q = 913 \) kPa

As the offset distance is increased, or when the barricade is moved away from the stope brow, arching distributes the fill loads to drive walls and therefore, the barricade stress decreased with offset distance (Figure 5.15). Larger surface area along the drive contributes to arching as the offset distance is increased, and hence the stress
on the barricade is reduced. FLAC$^\text{3D}$ simulations suggest a decrease of the barricade stress with the offset distance (Figure 5.15). The barricade stresses estimated by Equation 5.3 and the EPC stresses are of the same order in magnitude, with the analytical equations giving higher values in all cases. Nevertheless, barricade stresses, from FLAC$^\text{3D}$ simulations are comparable to laboratory tests (Figure 5.15).

Next, the barricade stress variation with respect to the drive width, based on the three different approaches, is presented. In Figure 5.16, the normalised barricade stress variation at zero and 75 mm offset distances is included for two surcharge pressures.
The analytical equation over-estimates stresses at stope brow for all of the surcharges (Figures 5.16). FLAC$^3$D simulations predicted the lateral stresses relatively better, with good agreement with laboratory model tests (Figure 5.16). As the width of the drive was increased, the barricade stress was also increased (Figure 5.16). Larger

Figure 5.16. The variation of barricade stresses with the drive width from analytical, numerical and laboratory test results; (a) $q = 394$ kPa and $L = 0$, (b) $q = 913$ kPa and $L = 0$, (c) $q = 394$ kPa and $L = 75$ mm and (d) $q = 913$ kPa and $L = 75$ mm

The analytical equation over-estimates stresses at stope brow for all of the surcharges (Figures 5.16). FLAC$^3$D simulations predicted the lateral stresses relatively better, with good agreement with laboratory model tests (Figure 5.16). As the width of the drive was increased, the barricade stress was also increased (Figure 5.16). Larger
drive width allows a larger quantity of fill to act as the medium to transfer stresses through the drive. The analytical equation overestimates the loads on barricade within backfilled stopes. The reason, for the barricade stress deviations from three approaches, is the average vertical stress at bottom used in analytical equations. This average vertical stress continuum assumption, forces the vertical stress variation to reach the asymptotic stress quickly, even at the presence of a large surcharge on the top.

5.7 Extension of simulations to full scale mine stopes

The possibility of extending the test results into full scale mine stopes was considered. These barricade stresses do not replicate any field conditions, but indicate normalised barricade stress with respect to the vertical stress at the stope bottom centre. The proposed solution is based on the maximum vertical stress which occurs at the stope centre. However, the laboratory model test applies a surcharge to a short stope, and the surcharge can be seen as a force applied from a large column of fill above this short stope. The equivalent surcharge applied from a tall large stope at a certain height is determined with the stress isobar charts proposed in Chapter 4. Stress isobar charts have been proposed for narrow stopes (plane strain conditions) and square stopes (approximated with axisymmetric geometry) and the vertical stress at a certain height can be determined with stress isobar charts.

All the barricade stresses obtained through laboratory testing program, are given in Figure 5.17. The barricade stress was normalised with the vertical stress at stope bottom \( \sigma_z \) and used as the \( y \)-axis, while with the normalised offset distance used as the \( x \)-axis. The estimations from analytical equation (Equation 5.13) also shown for the comparison and it shows that the range of variation shown with laboratory tests could not estimate with analytical equation. The barricade stresses vary over a wide range and the maximum values are considered herein, conservatively. The maximum of normalised barricade stresses within the range of offset distance less than 0.4 can be considered as fixed at 0.3789 and beyond it shows a logarithmic decrease with the
normalised offset distance (Figure 5.17). The maximum barricade stress can be related to normalised offset distance as,

\[
\frac{\sigma_b}{\sigma_z} \text{ (for } 0 < \frac{L}{h} \leq 0.4) = 0.3789 \quad (5.18)
\]

\[
\frac{\sigma_b}{\sigma_z} \text{ (for } 0.4 < \frac{L}{h} < 1) = -0.312 \ln \left( \frac{L}{h} \right) + 0.0565 \quad (5.19)
\]

Figure 5.17. The normalised barricade stress, with respect to the offset distance, from all laboratory tests with drives of 75 mm, 100 mm, 125 mm and 150 mm widths

The calculation of barricade stress for a full scale stope is shown in an example. This example assumes the following parameters for a mine stope filled with HFs.
Table 5.2. The parameters considered for the calculation of barricade stress from the proposed empirical equation (Equations 5.18 and 5.19)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input data</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stope shape</td>
<td>square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stope width (B)</td>
<td>15 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stope height (z)</td>
<td>65 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive width (h)</td>
<td>5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offset distance (L)</td>
<td>3 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit weight of HF (γ)</td>
<td>20 kN/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio of HF (υ)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stress isobar chart of Figure 4.15c is chosen to estimate the vertical stress at stope centre, as the z/B ratio of stope is 4.33. Then the influence factor (I), for z/B of 4.33 and x/B of 0, is 1.5.

Maximum vertical stress at stope bottom (σz) = IγB = 1.5×20×15 = 450 kPa

And the normalised offset distance, L/h is 0.6.

Therefore from Equation 5.19, \( \frac{\sigma_b}{\sigma_z} = -0.312 \ln(0.6) + 0.0565 \)

The stress on barricade (σb) = 0.215×450 kPa

\[ \sigma_b = 97 \text{ kPa} \]

The given calculation is simple and a competent miner would be able to estimate stresses on the barricade, if the stress isobar charts are available.
5.8 Summary and conclusions

Barricade stress estimation is important for reliable barricade design and fill monitoring activities. Three approaches, such as laboratory model tests, analytical equations and numerical simulations were considered in this study. Laboratory tests were conducted to find a relationship between the stress at the stope bottom and the horizontal stress on the barricade. In the laboratory model, the drives were made out to widths of 75 mm, 100 mm, 125 mm and 150 mm, and were attached to the 310 mm in diameter model stope. As the results are readily available for a considerable range of drive width to stope width ratios, interpolation could be used to determine the loads acting on barricades of other drive sizes.

Predictions from the analytical equations were compared with the laboratory test results. The analytical solution tends to underestimate the barricade stresses, which are obtained from the laboratory tests. Moreover, the stope with barricade was modelled with FLAC\textsuperscript{3D}, as the geometry with the inclusion of drive in simulations makes it a three dimensional problem. FLAC\textsuperscript{3D} outputs higher stress on the barricade at the stope brow and the barricade stress rapidly decreases with increasing offset distance. Moreover, the same range of barricade stresses are predicted by laboratory test results as well as numerical simulations at higher offset distances. The overall pattern is that the normalised barricade stress is decreasing with normalised offset distance. However, some deviations were observed and predicted because the HFs packed differently with funnel filling and this was further confirmed by MTS machine plate displacement data, which are not uniform for all the tests.

Finally an empirical equation was proposed to estimate the barricade stress, considering the maximum recorded barricade stresses from laboratory tests. In this proposed application, the stress on the barricade was expressed with respect to the vertical stress at the stope centre and the vertical stress at stope centre is determined by the stress isobar charts, given in Chapter 4. This attempt combined stress isobar charts and laboratory test results. Finally, different situations may exist in field, such as
different geometries, different fill material and different material properties. A general case was considered and derived stress relationships, but additional data may be required to adopt this general form to any other backfilling situation.
Chapter 6

Estimation of Stresses within Backfilled Containments: An Analytical Approach
6.1 General

“The way out of the difficulty lies in dropping the old fundamental principles and starting again from the elementary fact that sand consists of individual grains” (Terzaghi 1920).

Marston and Anderson (1913) derived the expression for vertical stress in a narrow backfilled trench after a series of full scale tests conducted with clay, yellow clay and mixed clay. However, the cohesion has been neglected in Marston and Anderson’s calculations but has been included in re-calculations done by Scarino (2003). Cohesion makes a significant contribution towards arching and stress developments as it aids to hold the material together. The cohesive materials behave nearly as a continuum and this continuum behaviour has been considered in deriving most of the analytical solutions. The well-established analytical equations, for example, Janssen’s (1895) equation and Marston’s (1930) equation, and their modifications are considered as the arching theory herein and the relevant analytical equations are given as Equations 3.9 and 3.15.

The arching theory has been validated through a few studies (Knutsson 1981; Take and Valsangkar 2001). However, deviations from the arching theory have also been reported in a few cases. For example, Lenczner (1963) observed a disagreement of the vertical stress variation with the arching theory when sands were tested. Moreover, Vanel and Clément (1999) who measured the average vertical stress variation in a cylindrical tube filled with glass beads also observed a linear increase in the average vertical stress, which differs from the asymptotic stress estimated with the arching theory.

As discussed in Section 3.7, the vertical stress variations obtained through laboratory model tests for sand as well as for HF s may not agree with the arching theory. In the laboratory tests the average vertical stress increased with depth which is contrary to the arching theory (Figure 3.7) in which an asymptotic vertical stress is expected at large depths. Furthermore, two distinct vertical stress variations were
identified: (i) exponential curve up to depths of 3B and (ii) a linear increase of vertical stresses from depth 3B onwards. Therefore, alternative calculation schemes are considered to describe the laboratory test results in this chapter. Additionally, the assumptions in the arching theory are revisited, and an alternative analytical solution is proposed.

6.1 Theoretical assumptions with continuum approach

Although many theoretical improvements have been suggested to the arching theory, the widely scattered stress measurements observed in the field and laboratory have not been explained to-date (Blight 1986; Blight 1990; Vanel and Clément 1999). In the analytical equations (Equations 3.15 and 3.19) of the arching theory, the only parameters that can be changed are K and tan δ, and those are functions of φ. However, the packing structure or the packing density which influences the lateral stresses and hence shear stresses has not been considered in above mentioned equations. For example, densely packed sand dilates with shearing, but loosely placed sand does not dilate and may not lead to full mobilization of friction. This affects the force transfer at walls and induces different vertical stresses at the bottom, which is not expected with the arching theory (Section 3.7). Therefore, the grain packing influences the vertical stress variation especially when granular fills are considered (Vanel and Clément 1999). However, the grain packing condition has not been considered in the continuum approach and hence has not been accounted for within the arching theory. Moreover, the assumptions made in arching theory have often been subjected to questions. Therefore in the present study these assumptions are critically evaluated focusing on the particulate nature of the granular material.

6.1.1 Horizontal layer element and uniform vertical stress

In the arching theory, the granular material is analysed considering a horizontal layer element, which acts as a single block that interacts with the wall. The vertical stress throughout this layer element is considered uniform. However, the granular
material is not cemented and consists of cohesionless grains. Unlike the assumed continuum, the cohesionless grains are not bonded and hence possess less interlocking. Therefore, when shearing occurs at the wall, the shear strains near the wall are higher than those at the middle. These differences of shear strains in a particular layer can induce different horizontal and vertical stresses within the backfill. As a result, the vertical stress may not be uniform along the horizontal layer element. Analytical equations have been proposed by Walker (1966), Handy (1985), Li and Aubertin (2008) and Singh et al. (2011) to estimate the variation of vertical stress along the width for a backfill in a fixed wall structure.

According to the arching theory, with the full mobilization of friction, the load of an added fill layer is completely balanced by shear forces after a certain large depth. This results in an asymptotic vertical stress, at the particular height and beyond. However, in laboratory tests, a continuous increase of vertical stress was observed since additional load was still being transferred to the base after the placement of every fill layer (Figure 3.7). Moreover, the laboratory test results have shown that the lateral stresses are lower than what is estimated from the arching theory (Figure 3.13). This is because the cohesionless grains are loosely packed and may not induce large lateral stresses, as expected with the arching theory. Therefore, the grain packing within the granular fill should be considered when calculating the lateral stresses and the assumption of uniform vertical stress throughout the layer element may not be correct.

6.1.2 The lateral pressure coefficient - K

Theoretically, the lateral pressure coefficient (K) is defined for a point within the soil mass. However, with the arching theory the horizontal stress at wall to the average vertical stress at bottom is considered as K, which is clearly not defined for a specific point. The lateral pressure coefficient used in the arching theory assumes both $\sigma_h$ and $\sigma_v$ remain the same across the width. The lateral stress to vertical stress ratio may change with the material, grain size distribution, grain angularity, filling method, compaction effort and etc. Lenczner (1963) concluded that K varies linearly with depth for $H/B$ of 0-
4 and hyperbolically after $H/B$ ratio of 4. Take and Valsangkar (2001) also suggested that $K$ changes with depth depending on the lateral wall movement. Therefore, the assumption of a constant lateral pressure coefficient is incorrect.

A comprehensive definition for $K$ has not been reached so far with the continuum approach. As a result, rather than just assuming a continuum, the trend of considering the macro scale properties of granular mass is increasing (Cundall 2001; Andò et al. 2012). The macroscopic behaviour of granular systems has not yet been fully explored and understood (Agnolin and Roux 2007). Hence the alternatives to describe the granular behaviour, such as discrete element approach, higher-order continua (e.g. second gradient models that allow to differ the stresses within the continuum (Chambon 2011)), and multi-scale computations (micro-scale was explicitly simulated, e.g. (Nitka et al. 2011) and (Andrade et al. 2011)) are currently being used.

Within the continuum it is postulated that the major stresses are accompanied by the corresponding deformations. i.e. deformation is the leading factor for arching and stress development (Trollope and Burman 1980). Ideally if deformations are absent in a continuum, no stress changes can be derived. But in discontinua, as in the case of granular materials, grain re-arrangements can occur without noticeable deformations (Trollope and Burman 1980). The grains tend to re-arrange and accept loads, without showing a visible overall deformation to the outside. The stress strain response of a given geomaterial depends on relative density, effective stress state and the fabric (Salgado et al. 2000). Therefore the grain arrangement and the fabric within the structure need to be considered in developing alternative solutions that account for the arching within a granular system.

6.2 Modified Butterfield (1969) solution for particulate approach

There has been significant interest in the past in understanding the behaviour of granular soils by considering an array of disks. Trollope (1957) has considered a granular wedge with disk arrangements in laboratory tests and presented theoretical equations. Moreover, regularly packed uniform disks have also been used to derive
expressions for dilation relationship (for example (Rowe 1962)). Later, the solution proposed by Butterfield (1969) with a disk arrangement to represent grains addressed the stress anomalies that occur in silos or similar structures. Furthermore, Trollope and Burman (1980) have formulated a discrete stiffness model (DSM) including disks with shearless contacts (contacts that would not generate any shear forces) to analyse the results from sand piles.

Butterfield (1969) proposed an analytical solution that considers the summation of all forces within a uniform disk arrangement. Similarly, in the present study statistical equilibrium of a systematically packed array of smooth, mono-sized, rigid spheres was considered. The disks were assumed to have no friction among themselves and transfer the load directly to the disks underneath or to the walls. Deformations of disks were neglected in this simple model, considering the stress ranges undergone by grains in this type of a filling. The numerical simulation of the physical behaviour of geomaterial is often complicated and hence it requires consideration of numerous micro-mechanical aspects. Therefore a simple array of disks and the forces between disks are considered in the proposed solution. Matlab program (MathWorks 2012) was used to calculate the disk forces, according to the equation derived in this scheme. The analytical procedure presented herein is similar to Butterfield’s (1969) model, but has advantages, such as the possibility of calculating the vertical or horizontal stress at any location throughout the depth.

### 6.2.1 Contacts and contact angle

In the continuum approach each unit is assumed to be fully connected to the surrounding units (mostly these units are of square/rectangular or trapezoidal shapes). However, a given granular grain can have only a limited number of connections with surrounding grains. For example, Smith et al. (1929) have shown that the average number of contacts in a packing of lead shots were six to eight in three dimensions. Also, Bernal and Mason (1960) observed an average number of contacts of 5.5 to 6.5, in
three dimensional randomly packed spheres through laboratory tests. Moreover, the simulations by Makse et al. (2000) show four to six contacts on average per particle.

The simplest disk clastic model can be developed with six contact forces around the disk, where all lines of action pass through the centroid (Trollope 1957; Rowe 1962; Butterfield 1969). But the existence of six contacts around the disk can be considered as a special scenario, where the disks would be arranged in an orthogonal structure. The inclination of the line connecting the centres of disks to the horizontal is considered as the contact angle and denoted by ‘α’ (Figure 6.1). When this contact angle is $60^\circ$, the hexagonal packing occurs and it is a rare situation because the disks can re-arrange and even a slightest decrease in the contact angle may break the orthogonal structure.

As the contact angle decreased from $60^\circ$, horizontal forces are broken and the number of contacts around the disk reduces to four (Figure 6.1). This packing condition is more probable to exist within a disk assembly and therefore the results in the present study are presented for a disk assembly having a contact angle less than $60^\circ$ where each disk is subjected to four forces from surrounding disks and vice versa (Figure 6.1). However, the equations and the results for contact angle of $60^\circ$ are also presented for completeness of the proposed analytical solution in Appendix B.

\textit{Force distribution among disks}

Every disk was subjected to four forces $l$, $m$, $L$, and $M$, which act in a direction making an angle of $\alpha$ to the horizontal (Figure 6.1a). Additionally, the weight of the disks was replaced by two equivalent forces ($f$) along the direction of $\alpha$ to horizontal (Figure 6.1b).
6.2.2 Arching factor - $F$

Butterfield (1969) emphasized the need to address the stress anomalies that occur in silos or similar structures. The stresses existing in silos may not be that less as predicted with the existing arching theory (Section 3.7). This is because the inter-particle forces within a grain arrangement may not be always uniform as assumed in the arching theory. The possibility to relax or tighten the inter-particle forces within a granular material can be modelled with an arching factor ($F$). The arching factor reflects the status of forces between the disks in such a way that $F = 0$ means that all the forces surrounding disks are uniform and the forces from overlying disks are evenly distributed, and $F = 1$ means full arching to the left side, where the forces are increased towards the left side. The intermediate arching ($0 < F < 1$) can model the presence of uneven distribution of inter-particle forces those represent the force transfer possibilities that can exist in a granular material fill.

The arching factor is defined as follows,

\[
\frac{M}{L} = (1 - F) \frac{(m + f)}{(l + f)}
\]  

(6.1)

The $L$ and $M$ forces are calculated as follows,
\[
L = \frac{(l + f)(l + m + 2f)}{(l + f) + \{(1 - F)(m + f)\}} \quad (6.2)
\]
\[
M = \frac{(m + f)(1 - F)(l + m + 2f)}{(l + f) + \{(1 - F)(m + f)\}} \quad (6.3)
\]

**Force transmission at walls**

As a rigid walled container is filled with granular material, the arching would transfer loads to the walls by means of shear stress. Similarly, within a disk assembly, the shear stresses are generated only at the points, where the disks make contact with walls (Figure 6.2). The force transfer at the wall considering shear forces is calculated as follows;

![Figure 6.2](image)

Figure 6.2. The force transmission at walls, when \(\alpha < 60^\circ\)

Considering the equilibrium at the touching point (Figure 6.3),

\[
M \sin \alpha = L \sin \alpha + (L' + M') \cos \alpha \tan \delta \quad (6.4)
\]

Then, \(M' = L' \times \frac{\tan \alpha - \tan \delta}{\tan \alpha + \tan \delta} \quad (6.5)\)

### 6.2.3 Derivation of analytical solution

A structure of width \((B)\) and height \((H)\) was chosen for the derivation of the proposed solution. Then mono-sized disks were assumed to be packed within this
structure, such that width contains ‘s’ number of disks and height consists of ‘p’ number of disks (Figure 6.3). The disk diameter is denoted by ‘d’. As a plane strain situation was considered herein, a unit length of disk diameter was used along the length (Figure 6.3). The distance between two adjacent disk centres is 2dcosα (Figure 6.3). The disk weight and disk diameter were calculated from the given input values of model width, model height, bulk density, number of disks on height, number of disks on width and contact angle.

Figure 6.3. Disk arrangement in 2D space and relevant parameters
The vertical stress and horizontal stress on the walls were calculated considering the disk arrangement as idealised in Figure 6.4. The forces from two nearby disks to the walls of the structure were considered in order to calculate the vertical and lateral stresses. The vertical stress throughout the bottom wall was averaged when calculating the average vertical stress.

\[
\sigma_v^{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j+1}) \sin \alpha + 2f \sin \alpha}{2d^2 \cos \alpha}
\]  

(6.6)

\[
\sigma_h^{i,j} = \frac{(L_{i-2,j} + m_{i,j}) \cos \alpha}{2d^2 \sin \alpha}
\]  

(6.7)

6.3 Analytical equations for inter-disk forces
The following assembly of disks was considered for the derivation of inter-particle forces. The row number \((n_i)\) increases with depth and the column number \((n_j)\) increases towards the centre. Only the right half of the model was considered because of symmetry (Figure 6.5). The forces around a particular disk can be simplified into 8 cases, for the model considering the \(i,j\) position of a disk within the disk assembly. The computations of the forces \(l, m, L\) and \(M\) for each case are given below.

![Diagram of disk assembly and cases](image)

Figure 6.5. The disk arrangement highlighting the cases considered for calculations; each disk is identified with the respective \(i,j\) location
Case 1. for, \(i = 1\)

\[ l_{i,j} = m_{i,j} = 0 \] (6.8a)

\[ L_{i,j} = M_{i,j} = f \] (6.8b)

Case 2. for, \(i = 2\) and \(j = 1\)

\[ l_{i,j} = 0 \] (6.9a)

\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j+1} \] (6.9b)

\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.9c)

\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.9d)

Case 3. for, \(i = 2, 4, 6...\) and \(j \neq 1\) and \(j \neq n_j\)

\[ l_{i,j} = L_{i-1,j} \] (6.10a)

\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j+1} \] (6.10b)

\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.10c)

\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.10d)

Case 4. for, \(i = 2, 4, 6...\) and \(j = n_j\)

\[ l_{i,j} = L_{i-1,j} \] (6.11a)

\[ m_{i,j} = l_{i,j} \] (6.11b)

\[ L_{i,j} = l_{i,j} + f \] (6.11c)

\[ M_{i,j} = m_{i,j} + f \] (6.11d)

Case 5. for, \(i = 3\) and \(j = 1\)

\[ l_{i,j} = 0 \] (6.12a)

\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j} \] (6.12b)

\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.12c)
\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.12d)

Case 6. for, \( i = 3 \) and \( j \neq 1 \)

\[ l_{i,j} = L_{i-1,j-1} \] (6.13a)

\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j} \] (6.13b)

\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - A)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.13c)

\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.13d)

Case 7. for, \( i = 4, 6, 8 \) and \( j = 1 \)

\[ l_{i,j} = L_{i-1,j} \] (6.14a)

\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j+1} \] (6.14b)

\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.14c)

\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.14d)

Case 8. for, \( i = 5, 7, 9 \) and \( j = 1 \)

\[ l_{i,j} = \frac{[\tan \alpha - \tan \delta]}{[\tan \alpha + \tan \delta]} \times M_{i-2,j} \] (6.15a)

\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j} \] (6.15b)

\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.15c)

\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{((l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f))} \] (6.15d)

The equations were written to a Matlab program file and executed to output the vertical stresses and horizontal stresses. The complete calculation algorithm is included in Appendix B.
6.4 Sensitivity of the model

The effect of arching factor \((F)\) and the disk diameter \((d)\) on the vertical stress is discussed in this section. Figure 6.6 shows the average vertical stress variation with depth for various \(F\) values. The average vertical stress was calculated for depth using the equations 6.8 to 6.15.

![Figure 6.6. Sensitivity of F on average vertical stress variation](image)

According to the definition, the \(F\) values can range from 0 to 1. However, when \(F = 0.005\), the vertical stress variation becomes closer to the overburden stress (Figure 6.6). Further increase in \(F\) would result vertical stresses similar to the overburden stress. Therefore, only the vertical stress variations determined within the range of \(F = 0.005\) to \(F = 0\) are shown in Figure 6.6 for comparison. The average vertical stress on bottom is significantly reduced when \(F\) is less than 0.005 (Figure 6.6). When \(F = 0\), i.e., uniform \(L\) and \(M\) forces, the vertical stress decreases showing significant arching and the average vertical stress variation becomes asymptotic as expected with the arching theory. However, the intermediate values of \(F\) would output a
The range of vertical stresses for the given system and these vertical stresses show an increase with depth, unless $F = 0$ (Figure 6.6).

The number of disks used in the model affects the vertical stress variation. In the present study, 3 million, 12 million and 48 million disks were considered and the corresponding vertical stress variation is given in Figure 6.7. The model dimensions were considered as width of 100 mm and height of 600 mm and maintained for all cases throughout the comparison. The higher number of disks within the model resulted in reduced disk diameter to be able to accommodate within the given dimensions. The disk diameters and the recorded maximum vertical stresses for considered models are given in Table 6.1.

The vertical stress is higher when 48 million disks are used in the model compared to 3 million disks. The magnitude of lateral stress onto the wall impacts on the arching and the highest lateral stresses on walls may result in the lowest vertical stresses at the bottom. When less number of disks (i.e. larger diameters) were used in the model, higher lateral stresses occurred which resulted ultimately lower vertical

![Figure 6.7. Variation of vertical stress with number of disks used in the model](image-url)
stresses at the bottom. On the other hand, when large number of disks was used in the model the lateral stress at the wall was decreased and higher vertical stress at bottom was observed. Therefore, depending on the number of disks used in the model, the lateral stress may vary which results in varying vertical stress at bottom.

Table 6.1. The maximum average vertical stress compared with the number of disks used in the model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of disks (0.5s*p)</th>
<th>Disk diameter (µm)</th>
<th>Maximum average vertical stress (σv/γB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500*6000 = 3 million</td>
<td>87.18</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000*12000 = 12 million</td>
<td>43.59</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000*24000 = 48 million</td>
<td>21.79</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.4.1 Vertical stress outputs and comparison with arching theory

The vertical stress variations from the developed analytical solution and from the arching theory were compared in Figure 6.8. Two lateral pressure coefficients \( K = K_0 \) and \( K = K_a \) were used for the arching theory and the resulting vertical stress variations are included in Figure 6.8.
Both vertical stress estimations from arching theory shown in Figure 6.8 are varying exponentially. The vertical stresses estimated with arching theory (when $K = K_0$) and proposed analytical solution (when $F = 0$) are similar. When $F = 0$, the disks are subjected to uniform L and M forces and therefore, the vertical stress variation closely matches the arching theory with $K = K_0$. However, with intermediate $F$ values ($0 < F < 0.005$), the presented analytical solution outputs vertical stress variations that are not usually estimated with the arching theory. While the vertical stresses derived from the arching theory reach asymptotic values at $z/B$ greater than 4, those determined with the present study by considering an assembly of disks show that the vertical stress continue to increase even at depths as high as $6B$ with no sign of reaching any asymptotic value.

Figure 6.8. Variation of vertical stress from the proposed analytical equation is compared with arching theory
6.4.2 Lateral variation of vertical stress

The vertical stress at any point along the width can be calculated with Equation 6.6 as the inter-disk forces are readily available. The vertical stress variation along the width at a depth of 6B is presented for different values of F in Figure 6.9. The distance from the centreline is considered as x and normalised with the width B.

![Figure 6.9. Variation of vertical stress along the width, for various arching factors, at a depth of 6B](image)

The vertical stress increases towards the centre in Figure 6.9, irrespective of the value of F. Lower F values show a linear increase of vertical stress towards the centre, but when F is increased the vertical stresses are increased non-linearly towards the centre. This implies that the L forces are increased and M forces are decreased with the increase of F when right half of the container is considered. Moreover, this proposed solution results in non-zero vertical stresses close to the wall at depths like 6B (Figure 6.9). As the disk forces in the material below are calculated based on the
overlying disk forces and the inter-disk forces close to the wall remain non-zero, in the proposed analytical solution.

Next, the lateral variation of the vertical stress at different depths was studied. The vertical stress variation at heights of $2B$, $4B$ and $6B$ for $F = 0.002$ is shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10. Lateral variation of average stress at depths of $2B$, $4B$ and $6B$; $(F = 0.002)$

As shown in Figure 6.10, the vertical stress is minimum at the fill and wall boundary ($x/B = -0.5$ and $0.5$). The vertical stress increases non-linearly and reaches the maximum at the centre ($x/B = 0$). Moreover, the rate of increase in the vertical stress increases with the depth in such a way that the depth of $6B$ (maximum depth used in the model) shows the steepest increase in the vertical stress. For a given point (For example at $x/B = 0$, centre) the increase of vertical stress is not proportional to the increase of the depth (Figure 6.10). As the depth increases, the rate of increase of vertical stress at the
centres decreases (Figure 6.10). This reduction of rate of increase of vertical stress shows the arching effect within the system.

### 6.4.3 Variation of lateral pressure coefficient

The defined $K_i$ (Equation 5.17a) is synonymous to the $K$ used in the arching theory. The value of $K_i$ can be calculated with the proposed analytical solution. The calculated $K_i$ at various depths for three different $F$ values is given in Figure 6.11.

![Figure 6.11. Variation of calculated lateral pressure coefficient ($K_i$) with depth for different $F$ values](image)

The $K_i$ values are not constant either with depth or with the input $F$ value (Figure 6.11). Additionally, the $K_i$ is decreased with the $F$ value assumed. Previously, the $K_i$ varied with depth in laboratory test results and this is also evident in the presented analytical solution. Though the variation of calculated $K$ values with laboratory tests (Figure 3.10) are not similar to the $K_i$ values from the presented solution, overall the lateral pressure coefficient $K_i$ can be concluded as a varying parameter.
6.5 Comparison of laboratory tests with analytical solution

The average vertical stress from the presented analytical solution is compared with the laboratory model test results (Figure 6.12). The narrow rectangular stope of $B/L = 0.2$ was used for the comparison, because the laboratory test results for sand (Figure 2.1) and HFs are readily available (Figure 3.18) for this narrow rectangular stope.

![Graph showing comparison of laboratory tests with analytical solution](image_url)

Figure 6.12. The laboratory test results for $B/L = 0.2$ model are compared with the proposed analytical solution.

In laboratory tests the vertical stress variation for HFs and sand shows a linear increase after a depth of $3B$. The presented analytical procedure predicts vertical stresses close to the values observed in the laboratory tests and also shows a linear increase in the vertical stress after a depth of $3B$ (Figure 6.12). Moreover, the vertical stresses do not reach an asymptotic stress both in the laboratory tests and in the presented analytical solution.
Next, the laboratory test results with \( B/L = 0.2 \) container were best fitted by the proposed analytical solution by varying the input of arching factor (\( F \)). The resulting vertical stress variations are shown in Figure 6.13 with the results for sand as well as HF.

![Figure 6.13. The proposed analytical solution is matched with laboratory model test results with \( B/L = 0.2 \).](image)

The analytical solution, when \( F = 0.00135 \) matched the test results for sand whereas \( F = 0.001 \) matched the test results for HFs in narrow rectangular stope. The vertical stress variation from laboratory tests when depths larger than \( 3B \), matched the proposed analytical solution (Figure 6.13). Overall HFs showed lower vertical stresses than sand as the interlocking of grains is higher in HF materials. Therefore the HF tends to interlock more and induce higher lateral stresses onto the walls. As the vertical stress variations are matched, the existence of different lateral stresses onto the walls can be estimated using appropriate input values for \( F \) (Figure 6.13).

Next, the vertical stress derived from the analytical solution matched the proposed extrapolation of vertical stresses that were obtained when HF was filled to a
narrow stope as given in Section 3.8 (Figure 6.14). As the extrapolation was conducted for upper section of the stope (region 1) and lower section of the stope (region 2), the resulted curve is not smooth in the range of $z = B$ to $4B$. According to Figure 6.14, at large depths the vertical stress from analytical solution with $F = 0.00125$ shows a good match with the laboratory test results.

![Figure 6.14. The derived vertical stress variation with laboratory tests is matched with the proposed analytical solution](image)

### 6.7 Advantages and limitations of proposed numerical approach

As the stress distribution within a granular fill is dictated by several other factors not considered in the continuum approach, such as grain size distribution, grain angularity, filling method etc., the arching theory does not provide a realistic picture especially when used on dry granular medium. However, the proposed analytical solution is capable of reasoning the existence of a range of vertical stresses within a granular filled containment. The arching factor ($F$) introduced here distributes the inter-particle forces unevenly and therefore the solution outputs vertical stress variations that
are similar to what was observed with the laboratory tests. The Matlab program is capable of handling a reasonable number of disks in proposed model calculations. For example, a model with 12 million disks could be solved within 3 minutes. However, the memory demand and model runtime may increase with the increasing number of disks.

Moreover, granular grains rearrange with the load applied and this rearrangement can be analyse with an inter-disk contact angle (Duran et al. 1998). However, the contact angle of disks is a fixed input condition within the proposed solution. The proposed solution can be further modified by introducing a variation factor for the contact angle with the forces on the disks within the system. Furthermore, most of the grains within a granular material do not contribute towards carrying the forces and are termed as ‘rattlers’ since they are free to rattle. Agnolin and Roux (2007) have defined the rattlers as particles having less than four contacts with the surrounding. Only the rest of the grains (heavily loaded grains) contribute to bear the force and to form axially loaded columns or force columns (Drescher and de Josselin de Jong 1972; Vanel and Clément 1999). Although the proposed analytical solution does not model force columns or rattlers, it aims to present the idea of force calculations for individual grains. It is the particulate nature of the granular material that is responsible for developing the above mentioned rattlers as well as force columns. Although the proposed solution did not explicitly show the existence of axially loaded columns or rattlers, the lateral variation of vertical stresses shown in Figure 6.9 suggest that the vertical stress is higher towards the centre. Therefore, the proposed analytical solution estimates the lateral stress variation occurring within the granular material to a reasonable extent.

The discrete element simulation packages (Particle Flow Code: PFC (Itasca 2012)) are more sophisticated discrete elements models and are capable of detecting breaking and forming of grain contacts as well as the grain shearing. The Discrete Element Method (DEM) considers the equilibrium of contact forces and the displacements of an assembly of disks are found through a series of calculations tracing
the movements of the individual grains. Though the proposed analytical solution is not as sophisticated as DEM, it highlights the calculation of inter-particle forces and their interaction to a reasonable extent. Additionally, the proposed analytical solution is an improvement to the Butterfield (1969) solution and the use of Matlab allows outputting location specific and detailed calculations to study the lateral variation of vertical stress as given in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. The possibility to calculate the horizontal and lateral stresses at any point within the model can be considered as an advantage of this model.

The shearing among the disks or the inter-disk friction is not modelled with the proposed analytical solution. The inclusion of inter-disk friction would require more iterations as the shearing would change the force distributions throughout the system. Moreover, the disks were assumed to be mono-sized to avoid a complex calculation scheme. However, the inclusion of different-sized disks with inter-disk shearing may output highly comparable results to the laboratory tests, but may require complex algorithms.

6.8 Summary and conclusions

A continuum approach can be assumed to model cohesive materials such as clays, but may not be suitable to describe the stress variations within cohesionless granular materials. Discreteness and randomness of force distributions make it difficult to implement a continuum approach for such material. Continuum behaviour can be considered as a lower bound solution for a granular system. But the upper bound can be subjected to change with other granular parameters (for example, packing density, filling method, etc). Most of the developed analytical equations assume uniform stress distribution across a particular height, but this condition is only a realistic upper limit of the force re-distributions (Trollope and Burman 1980).

The continuous increase of vertical stress was observed in laboratory tests, as well as in the analytical solution proposed in this chapter based on particulate approach,
even at large depths (Figure 6.13). When a filling of granular material is considered the arching theory implies higher lateral stresses, and as a result the vertical stress reaches an asymptote. However, the lateral stresses within a granular system, are not as high as expected with the arching theory and therefore, weight of the added layer may not be balanced by the shear forces, which may result in a portion of the additional layer weight to be transferred to the base. This makes the vertical stress to increase even after depths of 6B. When the grain confinement is low, the lateral stresses on the walls are low and hence it will lead to less arching. The relaxation or increase of inter-particle forces is modelled with an appropriate input parameter $F$. The presence of intermediate arching factor values ($F$) would result in less lateral forces than expected with arching theory and closely match the vertical stress profiles determined from laboratory tests.

The vertical stress variations shown with HFs and sand are different during the laboratory studies (Figure 3.14). The internal friction angle is almost equal for HFs and sand, and therefore the similar vertical stress variations are postulated in the arching theory. However, a difference in the vertical stresses for HFs and sand was observed because the granular parameters and grain interactions would affect the force transfer as observed with the laboratory tests. The angular shaped grains in HFs interlock and transfer more forces to walls, whereas the sand with sub-rounded grains interlocks less than HFs and transfer comparatively less forces to walls. Although the presented analytical solution cannot explicitly model the interlocking of grains, the given $\alpha$ and $F$ parameters are capable of estimating a range of vertical stress for a particular granular backfill. Therefore, a range of vertical stress may be expected with granular filling, as suggested by Butterfield (1969), Blight (1986) and many others, depending on the grain packing and force distributions among grains.

Finally, the analytical solution presented in this chapter is similar to Butterfield (1969) solution, but has numerous advantages as the individual particle forces are calculated. The possibility to calculate the vertical or lateral stress at any point within the fill makes it possible to evaluate the lateral or vertical variation of stresses within the
fill. Additionally, the number of disks used in the Butterfield (1969) solution is a fixed parameter for a container with certain dimensions, whereas the proposed solution makes it possible to model disks with various diameters within the same stope dimensions.
Chapter 7

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research
7.1 Summary

Mine backfilling is a vital process within the mining cycle. The understanding about the backfill load redistributions inside the stope as well in the drive would pave the path to optimise barricade designs. The literature review consists of two sections, first discussing the geotechnical properties of backfills and the barricade failure mechanisms that have been identified in the literature. The failures related to barricades are identified as being dependent on the quality of construction, backfill quality control and management of fill pours. However, there is a lack of research and understanding on the variation of loads on the barricade with the offset distance. The latter section of the literature review critically analyse the arching theories and identifies a scatter of vertical and horizontal stresses from in situ stress measurements and from laboratory model tests that is not supported by the arching theory.

In Chapter 3, a generalised analytical equation to determine the vertical stresses within a backfilled structure is presented, considering the stope perimeter \((P)\) and the cross-sectional area \((A)\) as geometry inputs. Limit equilibrium analysis with a horizontal layer element is used for the derivation of this generalised analytical equation. Laboratory model tests for backfilled structures were performed and the measured average vertical stress variation deviated from the estimated vertical stresses from arching theory. Two distinct trends in the vertical stress variations were observed with laboratory tests, such that in shallow depths (region 1: \(z/B < 3\)) the vertical stress varied exponentially and at large depths (region 2: \(z/B > 3\)) the vertical stress was increased linearly. Moreover, the horizontal stress exerted on the walls were also measured within the laboratory setup and the results show that the horizontal stresses become asymptotic at a shallow depth, i.e. reaching a maximum horizontal stress and will not increase beyond. As the laboratory model stope is filled in layers, the additional weight from new layers is partially balanced by the shear forces and the rest is transferred to the bottom as vertical forces. At shallow depths the granular matrix within the cohesionless granular media holds the arch (transfer a large proportion of the load to walls via shear
forces). But as the depth increases, with the addition of load from above, the shear forces reach a maximum and transfer the rest of the load of the fill layer to bottom. Therefore a linear increase of vertical stress was observed for large depths ($z/B > 3$). This can be considered as the major difference in the stress variation observed between the laboratory tests and the arching theory developed from a continuum approach.

A constant lateral pressure coefficient is used with the arching theory, such that the horizontal stress increases proportionally with the vertical stress. As the laboratory model is equipped to measure the average vertical stress as well as the horizontal stress on walls, the lateral stress coefficient ($K_{calc}$) was calculated and shown that it is not a constant along the depth. Therefore, the variation of the lateral earth pressure ratio must be considered in designs and a range of vertical stresses may be expected within a structure backfilled with cohesionless granular material.

Laboratory tests were conducted for square ($B/L = 1$) and rectangular ($B/L = 0.2$) backfilled model stopes. Since a plane strain model of a backfilled stope, or a very long narrow stope cannot be built within laboratory conditions, an empirical equation to estimate vertical stress in plane strain conditions is developed with extrapolation. As the vertical stress variation from laboratory tests shows two different trends in the stress variations with depth, the extrapolation for the vertical stress in plane strain conditions is also carried out, combining the exponential regression for region 1 and the linear regression for region 2 and considering $B/L$ and $z/B$ as independent variables. The proposed vertical stress variation is distinct to the stress variation proposed by the arching theory.

Towards the end of Chapter 3, two interpretations for the vertical normal stress $\sigma_v$ variation with depth $z$ have been identified with numerical simulations. Method 1 tracks the stress at the bottom of the stope while filling progresses and this $\sigma_v$ at bottom is used in determining the $\sigma_v$ variation. The other method, method 2, records the $\sigma_v$ values at various depths at the end of filling to determine the $\sigma_v$ variation. The two different procedures used for determining the vertical stress profile give different values
of stresses, except for at the top and bottom of the stope. The difference is attributed to fixing the bottom of the stope, implying zero displacement in any direction. Additionally, method 1 provides an interpretation about the variation of the vertical stress at the bottom throughout the filling process and method 2 outputs the vertical stress variation within a filled stope. This study identified that the often used approach in numerical modelling (method 2) is not necessarily the better of the two stress interpretation methods. When the stresses or loadings at the bottom of a structure are required for determining the lateral stresses into the barricade while the filling progresses, method 1 appears to be more appropriate.

Vertical stress isobars are a novel concept, which presents an estimate of the vertical stress for a particular backfill within rigid walls. As the stress isobars have been developed with a two-dimensional simulation package, the vertical stresses within plane strain or axisymmetric backfills can be estimated. However, interpolation can be used to estimate the vertical stresses within a rectangular backfill. The presented stress isobars in Chapter 4 were labelled with the normalised vertical stress values, such that the stress isobar charts can be used to estimate the vertical stresses within any other cohesionless backfill and within a structure of any width. Moreover, the height of the structure was also presented as a normalised variable and therefore these stress isobars can be used for a structure of height up to $6B$.

In Chapter 5, a laboratory test setup was designed and assembled to measure the barricade stresses with respect to the vertical stress at the stope centre. The loading conditions on the barricade may be different depending on the full draining or impermeable conditions of the barricade. Chapter 5 was focused on determining a general relationship of the barricade stress with the barricade dimensions and the offset distance. Earth pressure cells were used as pressure transducers to measure the stresses on the barricade, at the stope centre and at the stope edge. A uniform load was applied from MTS loading machine to subject the fill within the drive to a large stress conditions as experienced in the prototype structure. Four drive widths were tested and
four offset distances were tested for each drive width. Drives were made out to widths of 75 mm, 100 mm, 125 mm and 150 mm, and attached to the 310 mm in diameter model stope. The surcharge was applied in stages, and the barricade load, the vertical stress at the centre and the edge were recorded using a data logger.

FLAC$^{3D}$ was used to simulate the laboratory tests with drives, because the inclusion of drive makes the model a three-dimensional problem. In terms of the simulation results, FLAC$^{3D}$ gives a relatively higher stress on the barricade when placed at the stope entrance and the barricade stress decreases with an increase in the offset distance. However, a similar level of decay in the barricade stresses is predicted by the laboratory test results. On the other hand, the analytical equations overestimate the stresses on the barricade. Therefore, based on the barricade stresses from the laboratory tests, an empirical equation was proposed for the barricade stress variation with offset distance. In this empirical equation, the stress on the barricade was expressed in terms of the vertical stress at the stope centre. The vertical stress at the stope centre can be determined by using the stress isobar charts given in Chapter 4. The application of the proposed empirical procedure combines the stress isobar charts and laboratory test results.

In Chapter 6, an analytical solution was proposed considering the statistical equilibrium of a regular assembly of mono-sized disks. The limit equilibrium analysis of the arching theory may not be suitable to describe the stress variations within the cohesionless granular materials. Discreteness and randomness of particle interactions make it difficult to implement a continuum approach. Therefore, the continuum behaviour can be considered as an upper bound solution for a granular system, or the extreme case of development of uniform forces on every particle, but the lower bound is subjected to change with other granular parameters, such as the grain size, grain interlocking, etc. As an alternative, an analytical solution was proposed based on inter-particle forces within a regular assembly of mono-sized disks.
The proposed analytical solution in Chapter 6 considers the force distribution among disks and the uneven force distributions are modelled with an input parameter called arching factor \( F \). By definition, \( F = 0 \) indicates uniform forces around a disk and \( F = 1 \) indicates that forces are maximised to the left side, which is also called as full arching to the left side condition. The introduced arching factor visualises the possibility to exist less lateral stresses that are obtained with the laboratory tests. Also it is shown in this study that the stress variation for a particular disk assembly would vary with the number of disks used within the model.
7.2 Conclusions

The study has been carried out to understand the stress developments within backfilled mine stopes and the stress transfer from stopes to the drives. The conclusions that are drawn during the study can be categorised as follows.

**Numerical simulations and stress isobars**

- The internal friction angle has a minimal effect on the variation of the vertical stress within the range of 30°- 50°. However, the wall friction significantly affects the vertical stress variation and separate stress isobar charts were presented for $\delta = \varphi$ and $\delta = 0.5\varphi$.

- The Young’s modulus does not have an effect on the vertical stress variation, within the range of 10 MPa to 3000 MPa. However, the Poisson’s ratio has a significant effect on the vertical stress variation with numerical simulations, as the Poisson’s ratio dictates whether the material is predominantly in compression or shearing (bulk modulus to the shear modulus ratio). Therefore, the stress isobars were presented for $\nu = 0.2$ and $\nu = 0.3$.

- The use of interface elements is effective with backfill numerical models. The failure at the fill boundary can be elaborately modelled with interface elements, which are built into the FLAC simulation packages.

- The inclusion of cohesion and dilation angle to the interface would result in differences in the vertical stress variation within the backfill.

- The use of normalized dimensionless variables offers greater flexibility to adopt stress isobar charts for any backfill situation, where the height is less than or equal to $6B$ or for another granular material.

**Tests for barricade loads and stress variation within drives**

- The maximum vertical stress within the stope or the vertical stress at the stope centre should be considered when estimating the loads on the barricade.
- The horizontal stress to the average vertical stress ratio closely matches the lateral pressure coefficient - $K_{Krynine}$.
- The normalised barricade stress decreases linearly with the normalised offset distance.
- The normalised barricade stress increases with the drive width.
- The barricade stress varies within a close range when calculated from three approaches, analytical, numerical simulations (FLAC$^3$D) and laboratory tests. However, the analytical equation overestimates the stress on the barricade because it considers the average vertical stress at the bottom to calculate the horizontal stress at the stope entrance.

This study was conducted on dry hydraulic fill to understand the stress variations within the drive when backfilled. Additionally, this study sheds light on the arching along the drives and hence the reduced loads acting on the barricade. The normalised stress on the barricade is given as an empirical equation, consisting of the offset distance and the vertical stress at the stope centre. Finally, different situations may exist in field, such as different geometries, different fill material and different material properties. Therefore, the use of the proposed empirical equation may need to adopt this general form to any other backfilling situation with suitable technical competency.

**Conclusions from laboratory tests on backfill structures and the proposed analytical model**

- The arching theory gives a basis to estimate the vertical stresses in granular filled containments, but is not sufficient. The average vertical stress within the laboratory model does not reach an asymptote even at depths of $6B$, whereas arching theory estimates that the vertical stress reaches the asymptote value at depths less than $6B$. 
In the laboratory setup, the filled weight is partially taken by the walls and the rest is transmitted to bottom. The measured shear forces or horizontal stress reach a maximum value in laboratory tests. Additionally, the horizontal stress measured from laboratory tests is less than the estimated value with the arching theory.

Arching theory uses a constant $K$ ($K_0$, $K_a$ or $K_{krynine}$) to estimate the stress variations. Additionally, in the arching theory it is considered that the lateral stress ratio is a constant such that the horizontal stress increased proportionally with the vertical stress along the depth. However, it was shown that the ratio of the horizontal stress to the average vertical stress is not a constant and varies with the depth.

Sand and minefills show distinct variation in the vertical stress profile when filled into a laboratory model stope. The grain interlocking may cause the deviations as sand consists of sub-rounded grains and angular grains in minefills would incur more grain interlocking. However, both sand and minefills have shown almost the same internal friction angles and interfacial friction angles with rough walls. Therefore, the arching theory gives a similar vertical stress variation for both sand and HFs. This confirms that the analytical equations related to arching theory are not capable of estimation of vertical stress differences that have occurred because of grain interlocking differences.

The analytical model developed with regular array of disks successfully replicates the laboratory results for the vertical stress variation, with various arching factor inputs for the model. $F = 0.005$ outputs a vertical stress variation close to the overburden stress and therefore the $F$ values in between 0 and 0.005 were considered in this proposed analytical solution with a mono-sized disk assembly.

The vertical stress variations from the laboratory tests from HFs were matched to the proposed analytical model when $F = 0.001$. Also the vertical stress variations from the laboratory tests for sand were matched with the proposed analytical model when $F = 0.00135$. 

7.3 Recommendations for future research

The aim of the research was to critically assess the arching and stress developments within backfilled stopes and drives and to develop a methodology to estimate the vertical stresses within a stope and also the loads on barricades based on analytical, numerical and laboratory test approaches. The following recommendations are made for future research to further revisit the assumptions used and to develop the proposed analytical model.

*Development of the understanding on the loads onto barricades*

The empirical equation for the barricade load is proposed in this dissertation on the basis that the drives and barricades are square and circular in cross section. As mining would encounter drives of irregular shapes (for example, horseshoe shape), a study that would analyse the drive shape may be useful. Moreover, the three dimensional nature of the mining stopes and drives would limit the flexibility of the solution developed. However a reasonable solution would assist the mining geomechanics community to estimate loads on barricades and construct barricades as well as control the fill pours accordingly.

Furthermore, numerical (FLAC\textsuperscript{3D}) simulations can be developed with including fluid mechanical interactions (stress developments with consolidations) within the fill. This would aid to further understand the development of effective stress within the slurry backfill. The use of three-dimensional simulation software is highly recommended in future studies, as it would relax the assumptions and gives more realistic picture about the stress developments within the drive.

*Development of a modified analytical model for disk assembly*

The following modifications are suggested to the proposed analytical model with a disk assembly:
• Packing of disks with two different diameters will allow the porosity to be reduced within the model and the vertical stress variations can be further studied with porosity changes, as the variation of relative density is not accounted for in the arching theory or numerical simulations.

• Incorporating inter-particle shearing to the disk assembly would enable one to represent the granular shearing and further to understand the mechanics related to granular material.

• The results from square shaped laboratory scale stopes may be replicated with regular three-dimensional sphere assembly, where the force calculations with three dimensions are accounted for with three-dimensional arrays in Matlab software.

• A comprehensive model, which includes inter particle shearing and irregular particle sizes would be suitable to study the relationship of $F$ and $v$.

**Development of DEM or hybrid DEM numerical simulations**

DEM modelling is sophisticated to include a range of particles and to simulate the granular system. However, the computational limitations in a way restrict the applicability of PFC models to backfills as PFC models may need reasonable computer memory capacity to include a reasonable number of granular particles to replicate the backfills. In hybrid models, discrete element domain is included in a small area within a large finite difference domain. And in hybrid models, the surrounding reactions from rocks or other forces are simulated with the finite difference model and the area of interest is modelled with discrete elements. Therefore with DEM or hybrid DEM/FLAC models, the following studies can be conducted:

• The variation of stresses, with changes in the porosity or particle packing

• The effect of particle shearing, rather than assuming shearless contacts between particles, on the stress developments
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APPENDICES
Figure A1. Load plate displacement results for tests with square drives for 75 mm and 100 mm wide drives
Figure A2. Load plate displacement results for tests with square drives for 125 m and 150 mm wide drives
Figure A3. The calculated lateral pressure coefficient values are compared with theoretical values: (a) 100 mm wide square drive is attached, (b) 100 mm wide circular drive is attached
Figure A4. The calculated lateral pressure coefficient values are compared with theoretical values; (a) 125 mm wide square drive is attached, (b) 125 mm wide circular drive is attached
Figure A5. The calculated lateral pressure coefficient values are compared with theoretical values; (a) 150 mm wide square drive is attached, (b) 150 mm wide circular drive is attached
Figure A6. Barricade stress variation with drive width at zero offset distance on square drives
Figure A7. Barricade stress variation with drive width at zero offset distance on circular drives.
Figure A8. Barricade stress variation with drive width, for offset distance of 25 mm on square drives.
Figure A9. Barricade stress variation with drive width, for offset distance of 50 mm on square drives
Figure A10. Barricade stress variation with drive width, for offset distance of 50 mm on circular drives
The FLAC3D code used to simulate laboratory studies

;---------------------------------------------------------------
; ---- Simulation of a square minestope- ----
;---------------------------------------------------------------

SET cust1 'Sankha Widisinghe'
SET cust2 'James Cook University'
new

; Quater of the square stope is concerned
;calculation of shear and bulk moduli

def inputparameters
; s-shear b-bulk y-youngs_modulus pr- poisson ratio
ybrick = 1.99e9
prbrick = 0.2
dbrick = 1927 ; brick properties from Berndt et al_2007
y1 = 2e10
pr1 = 0.2
drock = 2700.0
y2 = 5e7 ; fill properties
pr2 = 0.3
dfill = 1800.0
ffill = 38.0
delta = 23.0
dangle = -5.0
gamma = dfill*9.81
srock = y1 / (2*(1+pr1)); rock
brock = y1 / (3*(1-2*pr1))
sfill = y2 / (2*(1+pr2)); hydraulic fill
bfill = y2 / (3*(1-2*pr2))
sbrick = ybrick / (2*(1+prbrick)); barricade bricks
bbrick = ybrick / (3*(1-2*prbrick))
int_stif = 1e8
;int_stif = (10/0.5)* (brock + 1.33*srock)
end
@inputparameters

;define all the geometry and other constants
def mod_parameters
size = 0.005
width = 0.310
depth = 0.155 ; half of the depth side
height = 0.460 ; 92 elements
size_h = int(height / size) ; number of zones in height
size_w = int(width / size) ; number of zones in width
size_d = int(depth / size) ; number of zones in depth
h = 0.115 ; layer height, for the first layer
ele = 23 ; number of layer elements
h1 = 0.115 ; for other layers
ele1 = 23 ; for other layers
twidth = width*2

;----------------------drive parameters

drivewidth = 0.075
dwidth = width + drivewidth
ddepth = 0.040
dheight = 0.075
gap = 0.005 ; for the rock crust, thickness of crust
ngap = -0.005
gw = width + gap
gd = depth + gap
gdw = dwidth + gap
gdd = ddepth + gap
gdh = dheight + gap
remdepth = depth - gdd
size_remdepth = int(remdepth/size))
remheight = height - gdh
size_remheight = int(remheight / size)
siize_gap = 1
size_dw= int(drivewidth / size)
size_dd = int(ddepth / size)
size_dh = int(dheight / size)
size_gdw = size_dw + size_gap
size_gdh = size_dh + size_gap
size_gdd = size_dd + size_gap
end
@mod_parameters

define boundaries
  dis_1 = 0.0000001
  dis_2 = -0.0000001
  pwidth = width + dis_1
  nwidth = width + dis_2
  pdepth = depth + dis_1
  ndepth = depth + dis_2
  pdheight = dheight + dis_1
  ndheight = dheight + dis_2
  pddepth = ddepth + dis_1
  nddepth = ddepth + dis_2
  pdwidth = dwidth + dis_1
  ndwidth = dwidth + dis_2
  pbarricade = gdw + dis_1
  nbarricade = gdw + dis_2
  pheight = height + dis_1
  nheight = height + dis_2
end
@boundaries

;------------------find gridpoints at bottom of stope------------------
def find_add
  global top_head = null
  global gp_pnt = gp_head
  loop while gp_pnt # null
    if gp_zpos(gp_pnt) < size then
      if gp_xpos(gp_pnt) <= width then
        if gp_ypos(gp_pnt) <= depth then
          local mem_head = get_mem(2)
mem(mem_head) = top_head
mem(mem_head+1) = gp_pnt
top_head = mem_head

end_if
end_if
endif
gp_pnt = gp_next(gp_pnt)
endloop
end

;---------------------------creation of rock grid---------------------------
GEN zone brick size @size_gap @size_d @size_h ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(@ngap 0 0) p1(0 0 0) p2(@ngap @depth 0) p3(@ngap 0 @height)
 ; 1, crust, end of width towards centre
GEN zone brick size @size_w @size_gap @size_h ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(0 @depth 0) p1(@width @depth 0) p2(0 @gd 0) p3(0 @depth @height)
 ; 2, width side crust parallel to fill
GEN zone brick size @size_gap @size_gap @size_h ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(@ngap @depth 0) p1(0 @depth 0) p2(@ngap @gd 0) p3(@ngap @depth @height)
 ; 3, junction of width side end, x axis
GEN zone brick size @size_gap @size_gap @size_h ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(@width @depth 0) p1(@gw @depth 0) p2(@width @gd 0) p3(@width @depth @height)
 ; 4, junction of width and depth side near the drive

GEN zone brick size @size_gap @size_remdepth @size_gdh ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(@width @gdd 0) p1(@gw @gdd 0) p2(@width @depth 0) p3(@width @gdd @gdh)
 ; 5, check this, depth side crust at drive height
GEN zone brick size @size_gap @size_d @size_remheight ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(@width 0 @gdh) p1(@gw 0 @gdh) p2(@width @depth @gdh) p3(@width 0 @height)
 ; 6, depth side crust above drive height
GEN zone brick size @size_gdw @size_dd @size_gap ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(@width 0 @dheight) p1(@gdw 0 @dheight) p2(@width @ddepth @dheight) p3(@width 0 @gdh)
 ; 7, top layer of drive
GEN zone brick size @size_gdw @size_gap @size_dh ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(@width @ddepth 0) p1(@gdw @ddepth 0) p2(@width @gdd 0) p3(@width @ddepth @dheight)
 ; 8, depth side layer of drive
GEN zone brick size @size_gdw @size_gap @size_gap ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(@width @ddepth @dheight) p1(@gdw @ddepth @dheight) p2(@width @gdd @dheight)
 &
GROUP zone rock
GEN zone brick size @size_gap @size_dd @size_dh ratio 1 1 1 &
p0(@dwidth 0 0) p1(@gdw 0 0) p2(@dwidth @ddepth 0) p3(@dwidth 0 @dheight) ; barricade
GROUP zone barricade range group rock not
GEN zone brick size @size_w @size_d @size_h ratio 1 1 1 & ; infill in stope
p0(0 0 0) p1(@width 0 0) p2(0 @depth 0) p3(0 0 @height)
GEN zone brick size @size_dw @size_dd @size_dh ratio 1 1 1 & ; infill in drive
p0(@width 0 0) p1(@width 0 0) p2(@width @ddepth 0) p3(@width 0 @dheight)
GROUP zone inifill range group rock not group barricade not

range name = rock group rock
range name = inifill group inifill
range name = barricade group barricade
GROUP gp top_surface range x @dis_2 @width y @dis_2 @depth z @nheight @pheight
range name = top_surface group top_surface

MODEL mech elastic range group rock
PROP density=@drock shear=@srock bulk=@brock range rock
MODEL mech elastic range group inifill
PROP density=@drock shear=@srock bulk=@brock range inifill
MODEL mech elastic range group barricade ; elastic model assigned initially
PROP bu=@bbrick de=@dbrick sh=@sbrick range barricade

----------------------------boundary conditions----------------------------
fix x y z range z @dis_1 @dis_2
fix y range y @dis_1 @dis_2
fix x y z range rock
fix x y z range x @nbarricade @pbarricade @find_add
SET gravity= 0 0 -9.81
STEP 100
;---------------excavation of infill-----------------------

MODEL mech null range infill
SET gravity= 0 0 -9.81
STEP 10

INTERFACE 1 face range x @dis_1 @dis_2 ; x side interface
   INT 1 PROP kn=@int_stif ks=@int_stif fric=@delta dil=@dangle

INTERFACE 2 face range y @ndepth @pdepth ; y side interface
   INT 2 PROP kn=@int_stif ks=@int_stif fric=@delta dil=@dangle

INTERFACE 3 face range x @nwidth @pwidth ; x side, end of width interface
   INT 3 PROP kn=@int_stif ks=@int_stif fric=@delta dil=@dangle

INTERFACE 4 face range y @nddepth @pddepth ; drive, y side interface
   INT 4 PROP kn=@int_stif ks=@int_stif fric=@delta dil=@dangle

INTERFACE 5 face range z @ndheight @pdheight ; y side interface
   INT 5 PROP kn=@int_stif ks=@int_stif fric=@delta dil=@dangle

INTERFACE 6 face range x @ndwidth @pdwidth ; x side, barricade interface
   INT 6 PROP kn=@int_stif ks=@int_stif fric=@delta dil=@dangle

;----------------------------------------------------------------------
;*************************************************************************
;***********************************************************************
;layscale*************************************************************************
;l;layer 1
GROUP zone fill1 range z 0 @h group rock not group barricade not
range name = fill1 group fill1
MODEL mech mohr range fill1 ;MC model assigned to fill
PROP density=@dfill shear=@sfill bulk=@bfill fric=@ffill range fill1

SET gravity= 0 0 -9.81
SET mech force = 1
SET large
STEP 5000
;---------------------stress recording after 1 layer---------------------

define stress_record

global width = width

global Unit_weight = gamma

local ad = top_head

local zftot = 0.0

loop while ad # null
    gp_pnt = mem(ad+1)
    local zf = gp_zfunbal(gp_pnt)
    zftot = zftot + zf
    ad = mem(ad)
endloop

global total_zforce = zftot

global total_area = width*depth

global av_stress = total_zforce / total_area

global norm_stress = -av_stress / (Unit_weight*twidth)

global zone_1 = z_near (0.0025,0.0025,0.0025) ; for maximum stress

global zone_2 = z_near (0.3075,0.0025,0.0025) ; for hor stress at bottom

global zone_3 = z_near (0.3075,0.0025,0.050) ; for hor stress at midheight

maxstress = z_szz (zone_1)

h_stress1 = z_sxx (zone_2)

h_stress2 = z_sxx (zone_3)

max_stress = -maxstress/(twidth*unit_weight)

hor_stress1 = -(h_stress1)/(twidth*unit_weight)

hor_stress2 = -(h_stress2)/(twidth*unit_weight)

global h_B = 5/(width*2)

table (1,h_B)= norm_stress

table (2,h_B)= hor_stress1

table (3,h_B)= hor_stress2

table (4,h_B)= max_stress
end

@stress_record

;************************Backfilling with 10 layers************************

DEFINE filling
local k
loop k(2,4)
k1 = (0.115*k) - 0.115
k2 = 0.115*k
k3 = k
numfill = 'fill'+string(k)
state = 'fill'+string(k)+'filled with fill'

GROUP zone @numfill range z @k1 @k2 group rock not group fill1 not group barricade

range name = @numfill group @numfill
MODEL mech mohr range @numfill ;MC model assigned to fill
PROP density=@dfill shear=@sfill bulk=@bfill fric=@ffill range @numfill

SET grav 0, 0, -9.81
SET mech force = 1
SET large
print @numfill
STEP 5000
;save @state
end_command

;----------------------stress recording-------------------------------
global width = width
global Unit_weight = gamma
local ad = top_head
local zftot = 0.0
loop while ad # null
  gp_pnt = mem(ad+1)
  local zf = gp_zfunbal(gp_pnt)
  zftot = zftot + zf
  ad = mem(ad)
endloop
global total_zforce = zftot
global total_area = width*depth
global \( av\_stress = \frac{total\_zforce}{total\_area} \)

global \( norm\_stress = -\frac{av\_stress}{(\text{Unit\_weight}^\times width^\times 2)} \)

global \( zone\_1 = z\_near(0.0025,0.0025,0.0025) \); for maximum stress

global \( zone\_2 = z\_near(0.3075,0.0025,0.0025) \); for hor stress at bottom

global \( zone\_3 = z\_near(0.3075,0.0025,0.050) \); for hor stress at midheight

\( max\_stress = z\_szz \( zone\_1 \) \)

\( h\_stress1 = z\_sxx \( zone\_2 \) \)

\( h\_stress2 = z\_sxx \( zone\_3 \) \)

\( max\_stress = -max\_stress/(twidth*un\_weight) \)

\( hor\_stress1 = -(h\_stress1)/(twidth*unit\_weight) \)

\( hor\_stress2 = -(h\_stress2)/(twidth*unit\_weight) \)

\( global \ h\_B = k2/(width^\times 2) \)

\( table\ (1,h\_B)= norm\_stress \)

\( table\ (2,h\_B)= hor\_stress1 \)

\( table\ (3,h\_B)= hor\_stress2 \)

\( table\ (4,h\_B)= max\_stress \)

end_loop ; end of loop for filling - k

define top_surf_bound

top_pheight = height

top_nheight = height - 0.01

end

@top_surf_bound

GROUP gp top_surface range x @dis_1 @width y 0 @depth z @top_nheight @top_pheight

range name = top_surface group top_surface

:Applying stress as in the MTS
;function to apply stress in 10 increments
DEF superstep(n_steps,force_inc)
    loop ns (1,n_steps)
        global cum_zforce = cum_zforce + force_inc
        command
        @increase_E
        APPLY zforce @cum_zforce range nrange top_surface
        PROP density=@dfill shear=@sfill bulk=@bfill fric=@ffill range fill1
        PROP density=@dfill shear=@sfill bulk=@bfill fric=@ffill range fill2
        PROP density=@dfill shear=@sfill bulk=@bfill fric=@ffill range fill3
        PROP density=@dfill shear=@sfill bulk=@bfill fric=@ffill range fill4
        step 5
        end_command
    end_loop
    command ; to bring the system to equilibrium
    STEP 3000
    call contour_plot_loop ; plot_commands file
    end_command

    global zone_5 = z_near (0.155,0.0025,0.0025) ; stope bottom centre - EPC 1
    global zone_6 = z_near (0.3075,0.0025,0.0025) ; stope bottom edge - EPC 2
    global zone_7 = z_near (0.3075,0.0025,0.0375) ; stope bottom edge - hstress at entrance
    global zone_8 = z_near (0.375,0.0025,0.0375) ; at barricade - EPC 3

    v_stress1 = z_szz (zone_5)
    v_stress2 = z_szz (zone_6)
    h_stress1 = z_sxx (zone_7)
    h_stress2 = z_sxx (zone_8)

    table (10,-cum_zforce)= -h_stress2
    table (11,-cum_zforce)= -v_stress1
    table (12,-cum_zforce)= -v_stress2
    table (13,-cum_zforce)= -h_stress1
END ; end of function superstep

DEF increase_E ; function to increase stress with MTS load

    surcharge = 0
    y2 = y2 + E_inc
    sfill = y2 / (2*(1+pr2)) ; hydraulic fill
    bfill = y2 / (3*(1-2*pr2))

END

SET @E_inc = 7e8

SET @surcharge = 36
    call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with surcharge value in kPa
    @superstep(10,-9.0312e-2) ; load applied in 10 steps

SET @surcharge = 69
    call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
    @superstep(10,-8.1234e-2)

SET @surcharge = 101
    call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
    @superstep(10,-8.1234e-2)

SET @surcharge = 134
    call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
    @superstep(10,-8.1234e-2)

SET @E_inc = 2.1e9

SET @surcharge = 264
    call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
    @superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)

SET @surcharge = 394
    call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
    @superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)
SET @surcharge = 524
call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
@superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)

SET @surcharge = 654
call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
@superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)

SET @surcharge = 783
call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
@superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)

SET @surcharge = 913
call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
@superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)

SET @surcharge = 1043
call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
@superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)

SET @surcharge = 1173
call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
@superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)

SET @surcharge = 1303
call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
@superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)

SET @surcharge = 1433
call plot_stages_S75_75 ; give plot names with q value in kPa
@superstep(10,-3.24934e-1)

save MTS_S75_75_top.sav
SET logfile MTS_S75_75_top.log
SET log on
; hor stress at barricade - EPC 3
print table 10

; ver stress at stope bottom centre - EPC 1
print table 11

; ver stress stope bottom edge - EPC 2
print table 12

; hor stress stope bottom edge hstress at entrance
print table 13
SET log off
APPENDIX B

Matlab algorithm when $\alpha \leq 60^\circ$

clc;
clear all;
close all;

% Geometry parameters
ni=12000 ; % number of i, rows
ntot = 2000 ; % for odd numbers of rows
nj=ntot/2 ; % number of j,

% Inputs
F=-0.0005 ; % arching factor
alpha = degtorad(55) ; % angle between disks
delta = degtorad(45) ; % interfacial friction angles
rho=1500 ; % density in kg/m^3
g=9.81 ; % g in ms^-2
B=0.1 ; % width in m
H=0.6 ; % depth in m

% Derivation of properties

d=(0.5*B)/(1+(2*(cos(alpha))*(ntot-1))) ; % diameter of disk
w=(rho*g*B*H*d)/(ntot*ni) ; % weight of a disk, N
f= w/(2*(sin(alpha))) ; % f component
t_fac = (tan(alpha)-tan(delta))/(tan(alpha)+tan(delta)) ;%

% Initialization
l=zeros(ni,nj);L=zeros(ni,nj);
m=zeros(ni,nj);M=zeros(ni,nj);

i=1;
for j=2:nj-1
% case 1
m(i,j)=0;
l(i,j)=0;
L(i,j)=f;
M(i,j)=f;
end

for i=2:ni
  for j=1:nj
    if mod(i,2)==0
      if i==2 && j==1
% case 2
        l(i,j)=L(i-1,j);
m(i,j)=0;
    end
    L(i,j)=((1+F)*l(i,j)+f)*((1+F)*l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*m(i,j)+f);
M(i,j)=((1-F)*m(i,j)+f)*((1+F)*l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*m(i,j)+f);
if i==2 && j~1
%case 3
l(i,j)=L(i-1,j);
m(i,j)=L(i-1,j-1);
L(i,j)=((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)*(l(i,j)+m(i,j)+2*f))/((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*(m(i,j)+f));
M(i,j)=((1-F)*(m(i,j)+f)*(l(i,j)+m(i,j)+2*f))/((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*(m(i,j)+f));
end
if i~2 && j==1
%case 6
l(i,j)=L(i-1,j);
H1=(L(i-2,j))*t_fac;
m(i,j)=H1;
L(i,j)=((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)*(l(i,j)+m(i,j)+2*f))/((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*(m(i,j)+f));
M(i,j)=((1-F)*(m(i,j)+f)*(l(i,j)+m(i,j)+2*f))/((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*(m(i,j)+f));
end
if i==2 && j~1
%case 7
l(i,j)=L(i-1,j);
m(i,j)=L(i-1,j-1);
L(i,j)=((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)*(l(i,j)+m(i,j)+2*f))/((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*(m(i,j)+f));
M(i,j)=((1-F)*(m(i,j)+f)*(l(i,j)+m(i,j)+2*f))/((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*(m(i,j)+f));
end
end
if mod(i,2)~=0
%for j=1:nj
if i~1 && j~nj
%case 4
l(i,j)=L(i-1,j+1);
m(i,j)=M(i-1,j);
L(i,j)=((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)*(l(i,j)+m(i,j)+2*f))/((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*(m(i,j)+f));
M(i,j)=((1-F)*(m(i,j)+f)*(l(i,j)+m(i,j)+2*f))/((1+F)*(l(i,j)+f)+(1-F)*(m(i,j)+f));
end
if i~1 && j==nj
%case 5
m(i,j)=M(i-1,j);
l(i,j)=0;
L(i,j)=(m(i,j))+f;
M(i,j)=0;
end
end
end
The model when $\alpha = 60^\circ$

The hexagonal packing occurs when the contact angle is 60° (Figure B.1a). And the force transmission at walls is sketched in Figure B.1b.

Figure B1. Forces arrangements around a disk, for contact angle of 60; (a) forces from surrounding disks and (b) force transmission at walls

Considering the force equilibrium at wall touching point;

$$M_{(i,j)} = \frac{2f \tan \alpha}{\tan \alpha + \tan \delta} + L_{(i-2,j)} \frac{(\tan \alpha - \tan \delta)}{\tan \alpha + \tan \delta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.1)

**Case 1. For, $i = 1$**

$$l_{i,j} = m_{i,j} = n_{i,j} = N_{i,j} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.2a)

$$L_{i,j} = M_{i,j} = f$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.2b)

**Case 2. For, $i = 2$ and $j = 1$**

$$l_{i,j} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.3a)

$$m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j+1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.3b)

$$n_{i,j} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.3c)
\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{\left[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)\right]} \]  
(B.3d)

\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{\left[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)\right]} \]  
(B.3e)

\[ N_{i,j} = n_{i,j} + \cos \alpha \{(m_{i,j} - l_{i,j}) - (M_{i,j} - L_{i,j})\} \]  
(B.3f)

**Case 3.** For, \( i = 2 \) and \( j \neq 1 \) and \( j \neq n_j \)

\[ l_{i,j} = l_{i-1,j} \]  
(B.4a)

\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j+1} \]  
(B.4b)

\[ n_{i,j} = N_{i,j-1} \]  
(B.4c)

\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{\left[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)\right]} \]  
(B.4d)

\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{\left[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)\right]} \]  
(B.4e)

\[ N_{i,j} = n_{i,j} + \cos \alpha \{(m_{i,j} - l_{i,j}) - (M_{i,j} - L_{i,j})\} \]  
(B.4f)

**Case 4.** For, \( i = 2, 4, 6.. \) and \( j = n_j \)

\[ l_{i,j} = L_{i-1,j} \]  
(B.5a)

\[ m_{i,j} = l_{i,j} \]  
(B.5b)

\[ n_{i,j} = N_{i,j-1} \]  
(B.5c)

\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{\left[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)\right]} \]  
(B.5d)

\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{\left[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)\right]} \]  
(B.5e)

\[ N_{i,j} = n_{i,j} + \cos \alpha \{(m_{i,j} - l_{i,j}) - (M_{i,j} - L_{i,j})\} \]  
(B.5f)

**Case 5.** For, \( i = 3 \) and \( j = 1 \)

\[ l_{i,j} = 0 \]  
(B.6a)

\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j} \]  
(B.6b)
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\[ n_{i,j} = 0 \quad \text{(B.6c)} \]
\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)]} \quad \text{(B.6d)} \]
\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - A)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)]} \quad \text{(B.6e)} \]
\[ N_{i,j} = n_{i,j} + \cos \alpha \{ (m_{i,j} - l_{i,j}) - (M_{i,j} - L_{i,j}) \} \quad \text{(B.6f)} \]

Case 6. For, \( i = 4, 6, 8 \) and \( j \neq 1 \)
\[ l_{i,j} = L_{i-1,j-1} \quad \text{(B.7a)} \]
\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j} \quad \text{(B.7b)} \]
\[ n_{i,j} = N_{i,j-1} \quad \text{(B.7c)} \]
\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)]} \quad \text{(B.7d)} \]
\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)]} \quad \text{(B.7e)} \]
\[ N_{i,j} = n_{i,j} + \cos \alpha \{ (m_{i,j} - l_{i,j}) - (M_{i,j} - L_{i,j}) \} \quad \text{(B.7f)} \]

Case 7. For, \( i = 4, 6, 8 \) and \( j \neq n_j \)
\[ l_{i,j} = L_{i-1,j+1} \quad \text{(B.8a)} \]
\[ m_{i,j} = M_{i-1,j} \quad \text{(B.8b)} \]
\[ n_{i,j} = 0 \quad \text{(B.8c)} \]
\[ L_{i,j} = \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)]} \quad \text{(B.8d)} \]
\[ M_{i,j} = \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)]} \quad \text{(B.8e)} \]
\[ N_{i,j} = n_{i,j} + \cos \alpha \{ (m_{i,j} - l_{i,j}) - (M_{i,j} - L_{i,j}) \} \quad \text{(B.8f)} \]

Case 8. For, \( i = 5, 7, 9 \) and \( j = 1 \)
\begin{align*}
l_{i,j} &= \frac{2f \tan \alpha}{\tan \alpha + \tan \delta} + \frac{M_{i-2,j}}{\tan \alpha + \tan \delta} (\tan \alpha - \tan \delta) & \quad (B.8a) \\
m_{i,j} &= M_{i-1,j} & \quad (B.8b) \\
n_{i,j} &= 0 & \quad (B.8c) \\
L_{i,j} &= \frac{(l_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)]} & \quad (B.8d) \\
M_{i,j} &= \frac{(1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)(l_{i,j} + m_{i,j} + 2f)}{[(l_{i,j} + f) + (1 - F)(m_{i,j} + f)]} & \quad (B.8e) \\
N_{i,j} &= n_{i,j} + \cos \alpha \{m_{i,j} - l_{i,j} - (M_{i,j} - L_{i,j})\} & \quad (B.8f)
\end{align*}